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Yours 2 Years for $1.50

The

Greatest
Reading
Bargain
On Earth!

PRAGT tiaNEENG
nMEs

ENc NEs
. And a Fine

\ Pair of Pliers

FREE
There is no Metter time to subscribe to Practical Engineer titanright now. During the coming 2 years yott will get 24 of the best

issues of a Power Plant Palter ever produced. On January 1st, 1910,will appear a big special issue-the Fuel and Furnace number of
Practical Engineer. It will be a remarkable issue oil remarkable
paper. To those ;silo are not subscribers the cost of this issue alonewill be 50 cents, but you, vill get it free if Von subscribe now.

Again in January, 1011, there will be another big special issue on another important,
side of Power Plant Engineering, and, meanwhile, each month there will conic to yourdoor a big, bright, interesting paper filled with the very latest news and information on
Central Station, Electric Lighting and Power Plant operation and equipment. It will tell
you about the application and use of Steam and Elec-
trical Equipment, (:ass Engines atol Producers, Pump-
ing Apparatus, Refrigeration, Machinery Repairs --
and a lot ulure.

You can't realize
lu w much good

yttu will get
front Prac-

tical En-
gineer

until

4.111~ ,,`~nei
u

you begin to read it regularly.

...

The subscription price is $1 a vear, but we will send von Practical
Engineer for two years, instead of one tear, for only $1.30 and in-

clude free, the Combination Pliers as illustrated above.
This pair of pliers is it mighty handy tool-well made. stiff,finely finished. Has flit corrugated jaws. opening for small ga-pipe. a side wire cutter aptl a smooth grip for finished work. 1,

is half again the size of illustration, which makes it large ei
for almost any kind of work. ', Simply fill 0111 amt send in tl

ladled coupon. with your personal cheek. money order, or
cash. The pliers and current number of 1'IlAG IO'A1, ]

NEER will be sent to you by return mail, and your Its
will he cheerfully refunded if you are not thoroughly

Ied with this big bargain.

Tear Out and Send in the COUPON NOW

PRACTICAL ENGINEER
3.59 Dearborn tit., Chicago
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We Install
Power Plants Let Us

Figure-
on all your Electrical Work. Someof the largest
contracts on Electrical work in the country
have been performed by us.

WE INSTALL
Power and Light Plants. Generators and
Motors, Electric Light and Power Wiring
for Factories, Churches, Schools, Colleges,
Theatres, Office, Store and Residence
Buildings.

Estimates cheerfully furnished for this
class of work in any part of the U.S.

WE MANUFACTURE
Switchboards, Panelboards, Steel Cutout
Cabinets, Junction Boxes, Service Switch
Boxes, 'Theatre Stage Plugs, Experimental
Switchboards and Appliances for High
Schools and Colleges. Newgard recep-
tacles and other electrical specialties.

All Electrical work at the Chicago Electrical
Show installed by us.

Manufacturers of the Famous "Newgard" Waterproof
Receptacle and Globe.

Henry Newgard & Co. CHICAGO, IU..

Faraday Ampere Gray Kelvin

No More Plugging
or Leading

Ever hang cleats or knobs on a
wall that wouldn't hold a screw?
Every hole had to be drilled and
a plug driven-laborious, monot-
onous, time - consuming work.
Switchboard builders had to do
the same or lead the holes.

Avoid all this now and do a neater, more
Anchor

workmanlike job.

Star Screw Anchors
hold firmly in any structural material-positively
hold against any pull! Great convenience to wire
and cable hangers, and the only screw for fastening

i nstruments to marble or slate switchboard without
I eading or plugging.

Simply insert anchor in hole, run screw through
object into anchor and tighten; the anchor sprem.ds
(see cut) grips tight, and can't be pulled out.

Screw and Bolt Specialties for every demand of

electricians.
Pay you to write for Catalogue or ask nearest dealer.

Address Catalog Dept. TO

Star Expansion Bolt Co.
147 Cedar St. - - - New York

i rinl.lin .11arconi Volta

Wouldn't You Like This Splendid Set
of ELECTRICAL CELEBRITIES?

q Ten beautiful copper plate engravings of men famous in the history of electricity, from the earliest infancy of the science

up to the discovery and application of wireless.

q No expense has been spared in preparing these beautiful portraits. They are accurate reproductions of the best photo-

graphs or oil paintings extant, executed by the most highly perfected process known to the engravers' art, on richly

enameled stock, 8" x 1 I" each, with wide margains suitable for framing.

q Mailed flat in heavy envelopes, well protected, with tissue between each portrait, insuring the arrival of the set in A-1

condition.
q This set is the only one of its kind published. The illustration above gives but a faint idea of the handsome appear-

ance of these -portraits. They must be seen to be appreciated.
q May be framed separately, or trimmed and mounted in groups, and anyone may be proud to have one of these beauti-

ful sets for the home or office.
Off Price-only 50c-postpaid.
q FREE for one yearly subscription to POPULAR ELECTRICITY.
q Subscription must be a new one, and your own subscription will not do. Don't fail to get a set.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUBLISHING COMPANY
.'lonadnoel: Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention I'opular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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"Come, Let Us Reason Together"

What Return are You Getting for Your
Electric Light Bills?

Here are Two Ways of Spending Two Dollars

1. Purchase one Colonial 40
Watt Tungsten Lamp, as
shown in the illustration - $0.90
Supply same with current
at 10c. for 275 hours - - 1.10

Total, $2.00

The lamp will deliver approximately 32
candles of WHITE LIGHT throughout its
entire life, which will exceed 800 hours.

2. Purchase two ordinary 16
c. p. Carbon Lamps - - - $0.40
Supply same with current
at 10c. for 143 hours only - 1.60

Total, $2.00

The lamps will deliver 32 candles initially, but their useful life willnot exceed 500 hours.

Which of these two kinds of lamp appeals to your sense
of economy? We make and sell the best of both kinds,
also Gem and Tantalum lamps.

Let us help you light your home and place of busi-
ness according to approved modern standards of illumi-
nation. Send your order to

The Colonial Electric Co.
WARREN, OHIO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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8 Eight Reasons Why S

PEERLESS Electric
Incandescent

ARE

LAMPS

IN THE VAN:

Prices and Terms Reasonable; Deliveries Prompt.

Especial Care given to Voltage and Candle-Power Selection

Expert, Well Paid Operators Build our Product.

Remarkable Maintenance of Candle -Power throughout life.

Long Life ("and Many Friends," per seq.)

Economical of Electricity, per Candle Delivered.

Subjected to Rigorous Inspections Before Shipping.

Sold Everywhere.

--e
Send us a trial order today

The Warren Electric and Specialty Co.
Makers of Carbon, Gem, Tantalum and Tungsten Lamps

MAIN OFFICE:

WARREN, OHIO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Electric Heat
by Wire
ihe most fascinating application of Electricity

-Is connected to any lamp socket, a snap of the switch-it glows ! Is radiant with
incandescent heat. The spirally coiled wire is of the wonderful metal discovered
in the laboratories of the Hoskins Company and utilized by them to produce the
extreme temperatures of their Electric Furnaces. Now for the first time applied
to use in the home,-in the new, unique, fascinating-"cheerié'

Electric

TOASTOVE
It Makes the Home Happy

Every face centered around it at the breakfast table
reflects its animated glow. Yes, it males toast-
such as you never ate before, fresh-right at your

plate. The convenient switch of the Toastove brings
the heat just when wanted and sends it instantly. And
you can make 30 slices of perfect toast on it for one
cent. Besides, it has a hundred other uses through-
out the home.

Ask your Dealer for

Receive Free
a copy of

"THE CHEERIE

TOASTOVE"

a happy
little booklet by

Francois.
It will cheer
you.

Mail this

A Delight for Every Occasion
The hostess finds it such a help in entertaining. And
so cheerful. Its wide adaptability, its ever -readiness,
Its rich warmth-all make it a joyful center of any
gathering. The charm of it is compelling-you can't
resist. And it lasts ! The test of the electric furnace
has alone been met by its wonderful heating element.
She would appreciate one.

the TOASTOVE, or

.,.._

1W

1""

-Attach the net price $5.00
to a note, staling the voltage
of the current in your house.
Adding this coupon will bring
it quick-charges paid.
SEND TODAY TO

HOSKINS MFG. COMPANY

463 Lawton Avenue,

DETROIT.

= \
JIOSKINS MFG. COMPANY

463 Lawton Ave., Detroit
Send Free a copy of "The Cheerie Toastove" to

Right Now
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Business Opportunity
The Independent Telephone field embraces over

15,000 Companies, operating 2 0,0 0 0 exchanges and
employing 200,000 men.

Q Q
It expends $50,000,000 a year for apparatus and supplies,

while its employes use a
like amount for personal
requirements, and as
much more for their
families and homes.

Q Q Q
Any article which ap-

peals to a prosperous,
buying class is bound to
win, and win handsome-
ly, in the telephone field.

Q Q Q
Every desirable reader

throughout this impor-
tant industry can be of

THE AMERICAN TELEPHONE

Standard lep
Ma 0 qe O 0 an.101017

A

"NON.ADVERTISER"
IT REACHES

THE BUYERS
TELEPHONY uua.r.euY

THE WAN WHO

ADVERTISES

._.
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, ,, , 
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`M`dn
.,.en m Ow new

'RESULTS

1Rip°o$Y

SATISFY

The Best Climber

r4/.
:^`=....-

ee.

EVERY
DESIRABLE
FACILITY

- e -:..e
l:.ru
N. T ev.r ae a-

A Good Thing to Remember'
TELEPHONY isimeden1,Satunesy,elEal
wk....eaéñ

:.a: E.N1 n taw°bat Of Se
Week Preceding data el eu.Healle.. end nee
me, tn.n Sae.4WY. New adrerlising wn le
Interred as late ex WerefdlY

°arBEST
Argument

a Semple CHI a
TELEPHONY.

Glkd le uN e-

fectively reached through its one representative medium-

Here is a real opportunity for wide-awake sales managers, or merchants who desireadditional trade.
Sample copies, rates and full descriptive matter promptly furnished on request.

TELEPHONY PUBLISHING CO.
Monadnock Block - CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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THE GREATEST BARGAIN EVER OFFERED

Half Leather

Free For Examination
If you reply at once, we will send you a

complete set at once, all express charges
prepaid, for examination. If you like the
books you can pay for same in little
monthly payments. If you don't like
them, return them to us and we will pay
return charges.

Mail the Coupon To-day. 0°
This is only a limited edition, and will not
last long. You must reply promptly to take
advantage alt the bargain.

THE WERNER CO., Akron, O.

1 Dollar Secures this Great
Reference Library

THIS magnificent reference work, costing three-quarters o_ a
million dollars to produce, is a dictionary and encyclopedia

combined. In fullness of definitions, number of words defined
and accuracy, it is superior to reference works selling for five

times its price. It has been recently revised and enlarged by a

staff of American editors. Its five big volumes contain an inex-

haustible mine of information on every subject, defining 25o,coo
words. Our bargain offer takes off two-thirds the price, and we
pass the work on to you at less than one-third the price of any
other first-class reference work. We send the complete set to

home for examination without charge, and if you decide to
keep it, a first payment of $i.00 secures the set.

FIVE MASSIVE VOLUMES
HERE are five volumes, each one foot tall, and strong and hand-
somely bound in three styles of binding. The set contains 5)00

pages and thousands of illustrations. It is up-toedate in every particular.

It is absolutely reliable; the names of its editors are among the greatest
in every field of research. As a dictionary, it defines 45,000 more words

than any other dictionary. As an encyclopedia, it treats 50,000 subjects,

covering the whole field of human knowledge.

Mark and Mall this Coupon

THE WERNER CO., Akron, Ohio. Pop. El. 12-u,

You may send me on approval for 10 days one set of the AMERI-
CAN ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY, bound In the styleindi-
ca.ed by having the "X" beside.
Full Shoop Binding. Regular price $64.00. I will pay for the

same, If I decide to keep the books, as follows: 5:.00 after I
examine them and $2.00 a month until your special price of
$25.00Is paid.

Half Morocco Binding. Regular price $56.00. I will pay for the
same, if I decide to keep the books, as follows: 51 00 after I
examine them and $2.00 a month until your special price of
$21.00 is paid.

Library Cloth Binding. Regular price $42.00. I will pay for the
same, if I decide to keep the books. as follows: St. 00 after I
examine them and $2.00 a month until your special price of
$16 00 is paid.

You are to send the set of five volumes, delivery charges paid.
If not satisfactory I will return books within 10 days after delivery,
at your expense for return charges.

Name

Address .

State

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Electric Light is Now Cheaper
At one sweep the cost of Electric Light has been cut in two by
the invention of a new lamp which fits any electric light socket

General Electric
TUNGSTEN LAMP

A night picture of Madison Square Garden, New York, during the recent Electric Show-the most beau-tiful example of Electric Lighting ever seen. The General Electric Tungsten Lamp was used exclusively-the highest tribute of the Electric Lighting World.

Ask your Electric Light Company about this new lamp to-morrow morning. Find out why it is so economical. Learnhow you can now have Electric Light at one-half the old cost_When you have these new facts you will plan to use Electricity
immediately.

G.E. 32 Candle,
40 Watt Tungsten
Lamp.

Here is the lamp and the carton it comes in. Accept only
the genuine General Electric Tungsten Lamp. The G.E.
monogram on box and lamp is its guarantee.

This lamp has a new metal filament which uses less than
half the Electricity used in old style lamps of equal candle
Power. It burns at any angle and has an average life of one
year or 800 hours' use.

Standard Sizes-Watts Used 25 4o 6o loo 25o
(Candlepower is four -fifths total watts used.)

(Valuable Information on Electric Lighting is given
kin G.E. Tungsten Booklet No. 35. Write us for it.)

ILJNCST
(STANDIAD AJALL NU)

40
WATTS

115
VOLTS I

General Electric Company, Dept. 30 Schenectady, N.Y.
The Largest Electrical Manufacturer in the World

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Webster's New $8.50 Encyclopedic Dictionary FREE with every order !

LATEST-GREATEST-CHEAPEST
Magnificent 1909 Edition-Fresh from the Press-of the

New Americanized Encyclopedia
The most comprehensive, authoritative, up to date Encyclopedia in the world.

TREMENDOUS PRICE REDUCTION-AN OVERWHELMING BARGAIN

Extraordinary

half price

offer.

You save 50%
by ordering

NOW.

The

highest possible
value.

The

lowest possible
price.

$1.00 SECURES THE SET. Sent FREE for Examination

The Most Stupendous Free Trial Offer Ever Known in the World of Books

Other books may be DESIRABLE-the Encyclopedia is INDISPENSABLE. It solves all problems;
answers all questions; settles all disputes. Other books trace one arc of the great circle of knowledge the Ency-

clopedia sweeps the whole circumference. These fifteen massive volumes, with their 10,000 double co:umn
pages, their superb maps, their hundreds of illustrations, form in themselves a colossal library. It represents
the perfection of critical scholarship the cream of the world's literatures, the sum and essence ofhuman thcught

and endeavor. It includes every phase of discovery, invention, experience and belief. It describes the countless
wonders of the earth, the teeming myriads of the sea, the star -sown spaces of the sky. It covers all epochs of

literature, all forms of goveriunent, all systems of religion. It reveals all that the world has suffered and dreamed
and hoped and DONE from the beginning of time, All gallant deeds and stirring scenes, all victories of brain

or brawn, all marvels of science and invention, all the glorious achievements that have made history luminous
and civilization possible are found in the 10,000 pages of these splendid volumes. Can YOU afford to do without it?

The most brilliant thinkers of the century are enrolled as its contributors. It=_

Its Matchless Authority. writers include such men of world-wide fame as MathewArnold, James Bryce,

John Morley, Andrew Lang, St. George Mivart, Canon Farrar, Edmund Gosse, John Stuart Blackie, Leslie Stephen

Edward Freeman, Lord Kelvin, Robertson Smith, Sir Norman Lockyer, Thorold Rogers, Saintsbury, Swinburne, Simon

Newcomb, John Fiske, Cardinal Gibbons John Bach McMaster, Admiral Melville, Thomas B. Reed, Carroll Wright;

and these with hundreds of others equally amous give it an authority so overwhelming that it reigns without a rival

in the realms of scholarship.
Our 0q Edition is fresh from the press and contains P' E.

Incomparably UpTo Date. 19events

as recent as the election of President Taft, the De '-y
latest airship flights of the Wrights and Zeppelin, the return of the United States Fleet from its momentous

COU
pn

world -voyage and the great Italian earthquake.
Y f Y

To emphasize the issue of the r Edition of this
Special Half -Price Offer. magnificent work we are making for a limited time 4
only a special introductory offer at just ONE-HALF the regular price. The cloth set we price e
at $37, the half -morocco at $46. Moreover, with every order we will send absolutely FREE o
Webster's Huge New Encyclopedic Dictionary, retailing regularly at $8.5o. It is bound in
Full Sheep, marbled edges, gold stamped and indexed. This combination of the world's
most famaus Encyclopedia and equally famous Dictionary gives you a magnificent 10 Please send me for exami-
reference library of enormous extent and unmatchable value -at an expense, for a lira- 41r nation prepaid a complete set
ited time, of only SEVEN CENTS PER DAY! .1P of the New Americanized

Sign d marl th attached coupon and we Encyclopedia in half morocco

Send No Money Now. will ship
an

you a comeplete set for five days' binding at your SPECIAL HALF -

FREE examination. You can return them AT OUR EXPENSE if they fail 4' PRICE offer of $46.00. If the set i

to give you entire satisfaction. We pay all transportation charges. Should 4, satisfactory, I agree to pay upat the

you desire to purchase, then send us lino° as first payment and pay the 4 purchase price the sum of $1.00 in cash

balance at the rate of $z.00 per month for the cloth and $2.50 per month 4 within 5 days after receipt of goods and
4 $2.50 each month thereafter for eighteen

for the half morocco. k g
months. If the books are not satisfactory,

At thesephenomenal prices the introduc-onoou
I

Do Not Delay tory sets ill vanish lice magic. It is subject to yourorder promptly
and hold them

the opportunity of a lifetime. Enrich your mind, adorn your Also send meWebster's New Encyclopedic
library, delight your family with this stupendous work.WriteyClopedíc
TO -DAY. Remember, No risk! No obligation! You

Dictionary, which I am to receive absolutely FREE

purchase only if satisfied!
should I retain the set.

THE BOOKLOVERS' SOCIETY
156 Fifth Ave., New York City

The
Booklovers

Society
156 Fifth Ale.
New York

Name

Address
If you prefer the cloth edition, alter $46.00 to $37.00, and $2.50

each month to $2.00.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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An Interesting Proposition
You Can Have Your Choice
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As adopted by the fire un-
derwriters of the United
States. Contains the Na-
tional Electric Code ex-
plained with numerous
illustrations, with the neces-
sary tables and 'formulae
for outside and inside
wiring and construction
for all systems. Over

t50,000 Copies Sold.

Up to
plete
yet pub
tions for
perimental
apparatus pcoils of all
mensions,
wireless sta
Includes Naval
rules, with codes,
several chapters
less telephony.
simple lanffgguage.pages, ully il

rated, with
additional

half-

-date and most com-
book on "Wireless"
lished. Full direc-

constructing ex -
sets, and various
winding spark

sizes anddi-
tuning of

tions, etc.Station
etc.,and
on wire -

All in
200
lus-

6

full page
tones showing
installation of
"Wireless" in the U. S.
War Ships and Ocean
liners.

Three
one.

volume,
Con

ing Elec
Voltaic

ity and Mag
Everything
plains d.
ginner
Trade
you
pag

In
tain-

tricity,
Electric-

neti.sm.
simply ex -

For the be -
in theElectrical

this book is what
want. Over 280

es fully illustrated.

One of the latest and
most valuable works on
electricity for the ama-

teur or practical electri-
cian published. Tells you

in easily understood lan-
guage everything you should know
about various electrical instruments
and apparatus of all kinds, with
instructions for conducting inter-
esting experiments with inexpen-
sive materials and tools easily ob-
tained. 206 pages, fully illustrated.

of these Practical
Books on Electricity-
the best of their kind
-with a Handy Elec-
trical Dictionary (see
small cut) containing
over 4800 electrical
terms and phrase s
with 7 pages of dia-
grams-if you will
send us

One Paid Yearly

SUBSCRIPTION'

To Popular Electricity

AT ONE DOLLAR
(Canada $1.35, Foreign $1.50)

And 25c additional to cover packing and ship-ping charges on the books.

The subscription must be for someone not already a subscriber to POPU-
LAR ELECTNICI I Y and your own sub-scription will not do. We give you theboons for getting us a new subscriber-
not for subscribing yourself.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY appeals toall classes of readers-has something ofinterest for everybody. Your friend-
neighbor-business associate-fellow em-ploye-any one of the people with whom
you come in contact-only needs to have
you call attention to our magazine to be-
come interested and give you a subscription.

A few minutes work will win you the books.
Many of our readers have already takenadvantage of this offer. Why not you?

Don't let this chance slip. Select thebook you want, send in the subscription
with remittance (including the 25c for
charges) and we will forward book and
dictionary at once.

Remember-we cannot give you these books with your own Subscription

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUB. CO.
Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find $ for which sendP3PULAR ELECTRICITY to (subscriber's name andaddress here Not your own.)
Name Town
St. & No State

Send me HANDY ELECTRICAL DICTIONARYand (name of book wanted)
as per your special offer.
Write your name and address plainly on space below.
Name Town

St. do No State

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Utility Eléctric Outfit
Iron, Dish and Stand packed in leather bag

The Aristocrat Among Electric Irons

fIERE is an electric iron that is lighter, daintier,
prettier, than any other. It is so built that it has
wonderful ironing capacity, and will do more

work than many irons weighing twice as much.

But the Utility outfit combines Iron, Stove and
Tong Heater. When you unpack the nifty ooze
leather bag, you find the following :

-a nickel -plated iron weighing 2 lbs., with cook-
ing stand.

-a nickel -plated copper cooking dish, with cover
and ebonized handle.

-attachment for heating curling tongs.
-a switch plug with 8 feet of flexible cord and

connecting plug.
Everything, bag included, weighs 31 lbs., and the

package is less than 4 inches square and 6 inches high.

The Utility Iron is the newest member of the Hot Point family-
we make the famous Hot Point Iron that has been sold for several
years in all parts of the country. The Utility Iron is the refined
expression of the experience which we have accumulated during the
five years we have been manufacturing electric irons.

The Utility Iron is simple and sturdy and strong. It will iron
all kinds of light work, and does such things as shirtwaists even better

than a bigger, clumsier iron.

PACIFIC ELECTRIC HEATING CO,
Main Office and Factory: Ontario, Cal.

Eastern Factory: 560 Washington Boulevard,
Chicago, Ill. Send order to nearest point.

Central Station Managers and Dealers
This is but one of the many advertisements we are

running. We want to turn orders in your town to you.
Order samples, subject to 30 days approval. State num-
ber you will be able to use and we will name special
quantity price. Give voltage.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity

WITH electric lights in your home, you cannot
afford to get along without a Hot Point

Electric Iron.
For all kinds of domestic work, you should have

a 6 lb. Standard Model. But even then you should
have this new, light -model Utility, for your own per-
sonal use and for traveling.

Hot Point Irons attach to any light socket in-
stantly; heat up so that you can begin ironing in a
couple of minutes; cost very little to us: and last
for years.

Our Binding Guarantee
We guarantee every electric iron we make

against mechanical and electrical defects, and troubles
of any kind, not due to carelessness.

What the Utility Outfit Does
As an Iron, it does all sorts of ironing, except

the heaviest household work.
As a Stove, it will boil two or three cups of

water in a very few minutes, in the dish that is
provided.

As a Curling Tong Heater, it will heat
the tongs quickly at no expense for extra carrent.

How to Get a Utility Outfit
The Hot Point Iron is on sale by a great many

dealers or lighting companies all over the United
States. Go to your dealer or lighting company first.
If they do not have it, order direct.

We are so anxious that you should examine this
Utility Hot Point Iron that we will prepay the express
charges ourselves from the factory to any town in the
United States where it is not on sale.

Be sure to give voltage. If uncertain, call up
the lighting company or look for the label on one of
your lighting bulbs.

This is the Only Utility Iron
There is no other Utility iron that weighs so little and

does so much work. No other iron with a cish and curl-
ing tong heater. No other iron packed in a. dainty ooze -
leather shopping bag.

No other iron has the Hot Point so that you can iron
right up into the tucks and folds; nor cool Candle so that
you need never use a holder.

For these reasons, and many others, we urge you to
accept no substitute. If you cannot get the Hot Point
Iron (Standard or Automatic or Utility) in sour town, use
the below coupon.

PACIFIC ELECTRIC HEATING CO.
ONTARIO. CAL. CHICAGO. ILL. (Address nearest office.)

Please send me further particulars about Hot Point Electric Irons.
Send me:charges prepaid, one Utility outfit, $6.00.

Endosed is check in payment of same.

Name

Street Voltage

City State

I inquired about it of

when writing to Advertisers.
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Im proud so many good Crafts-
men now read my Magazine
I want 10,000 more Readers who do things, for the
NATIONAL MAGAZINE by January 1st. Let me send
my Magazine on 4 months' FREE TRIAL and one of
my splendid Gift Books FREE.

I Know-
That I've only to get my magazine

into the homes of the reading, think-
ing American people-to make them
readers of the NATIONAL for good
and always.

You read newspapers for news
matters.

You read Popular Electricity for
helps and suggestions on Electricity
practically applied.

You zvrll read my magazine to get
and keep a close gnp upon real hap-
penings in the every -day life of our
Nation.

You'll want my magazine in your
home

For Yourself, For Your
Wife, For Your Sons
and Daughters.

I was reared among workers and
I learned very early the things that
have moulded my career-that are
largely responsible for whatever suc-
cess I have attained.

I know that the young man and
young woman in the home-your
son and your daughter-want to
keep in close touch with the outer
world-with national life

Give them a clean, wholesome,
human magazine that appeals to the
best that is in them.

The articles on "Affairs at Wash-
ington" are the most widely quoted
that appear anywhere. Actual word-
photographs of inside life at the
Capitol, flash -lights of public men,
and the big National happenings, a
unique and exclusive feature of the
NATIONAL, first suggested by
William McKinley.

But the NATIONAL MAGA-
ZINE isn't Washington alone. Not
by a long way; it is as big and
broad as its name.

It takes in every state in the forty-
six-touches every corner of the
country.

I am enthusiastic about the
NATIONAL MAGAZINE and I
have a right to be. No other pub-
lication has ranked with it in win-
ning readers among the plain people
of the country, as Lincoln loved to
call us.

I want you to be one of my
readers.

I want you to know the good
things in the NATIONAL MAGA-
ZINE, and I want you to have your
choice of these two splendid gift
books.

THESE GREAT
BOOKS FREE

"HEART THROBS" the Old
Scrap Book

was compiled by so,000 readers of
the NATIONAL MAGAZINE
sending me their favorite poems,
sentiments - gems of real heart
interest that have helped them in
their daily lives and inspired them
to better things. I paid $ro,000 in
cash for these contributions and
found in them fabulous riches of
helpful human thought.

You will find in "Heart Throbs"
the gems of sentiment that you love
best, and hundreds of new and old
thoughts that will help along the
way. The other book is

"THE HAPPY HABIT"
Through all my life I have gone

about with both eyes open for the
bright, cheerful, do -your -heart -good
kind of things that happen on the
brighter side of life.

Best cure in the world for the
blues-best 'livener of dull hours.

Both books are well printed and
beautifully bound in gold and gar-
net-they are selling in the book
stores for $r.so. But-

Because I want you for a sub-
seriber to the NATIONAL MAGA-
ZINE, I am making this great offer.

Send me $r.so (regular price)
for a year's subscription for the
NATIONAL MAGAZINE and I'll
send you, prepaid, either one of
these splendid gift Books, "Heart
Throbs" or "The Happy Habit,"
and if you wish, I'll autograph the
first r000 books ordered.

Choose the book you like; of if
you prefer

I'LL SEND BOTH BOOKS
and let you take your choice

and return the other one to me.
That's how much I'll stake on your
honesty and your interest. I'll do
even more

FOUR MONTHS' FREE TRIAL
I'll give you four months to prove the
wonderful value of the NATIONAL
MAGAZINE. If at the end of that
time you say you are not satisfied,
I'll return your money. Tell me
how I could make a fairer, squares
offer.

Now, neighbor, just fill out th
coupon and mail it to me today.
Address me personally-Joe Chap-
ple, Editor National Magazine,
Boston, Massachusetts.

Pin your check-money order will
do-to this coupon and mail direct
to me.

167 Popular Electricity

FREE BOOK COUPON
Joe Chapple, Boston, Massachusetts.

Dear Sir:-I accept your offer and en-
close 31.50 for which please send me
NATIONAL MAGAZINE for one year
and a free copy of the Gift Book.

Indicate your choice
1 understand that I have the privilege

of disco,.tinuing this subscription at the
end of four months if I am not satisfied
with the magazine and will receive my
money back in full.

Name

Address
Please mention if you want me to send both

books, so you can choose the one you like best.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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PLUMBING:

Don't
Spend
3to5
Years
Learning
a Trade ELECTRICAL

We Teach you Quickly
and Thoroughly

We teach you more thor-
oughly and more accu-
rately than the old ap-
prentice system. Hun-
dreds of satisfied money-
making graduates who
Earn $5.00 to $8.00 Per Day

._.....-....y-rr.::.t,..,r].4:* `"-
.

, .1 re . IS ..- ON 

-01"

OUR HOME

prove it. Our equipment and our methods
are far ahead of any other institution in
America. Our schools are open every work-
ing day in the year. You can enter any
time. There is no age limit. We have
students from 16 to 6o. We have no classes
-you get individual personal instruction.
Tools and practical working ideas take the
place of books. Drawing and estimating are
included with each trade, and prepares the
students for the best positions, or to start a busi-
ness for themselves

Let us teach you Plumbing, Electricity, Bricklaying or BRIMMING
Mechanical Drafting and assist you to a good paying posi-
tion upon graduation.

No woman or machine can take your job in these trades.
Now is the time to begin.
Sent FREE-Large illustrated Catalog giving full particulars of
our entire instruction. Write for it today and start on the road to
independence and a large income. Address me personally.

L. L. COOKE, Director
COYNE NATIONAL TRADE SCHOOLS

1725 N. Ashland Ave., Cor. Wabansia Ave.
CHICAGO, ILL. CRAUGRTItiG

Learn a Profitable
Trade in a

Practical Way
It pays to learn a trade. The

skilled worker is given prefer-
ence everywhere and the man

with a trade is independent
for life. No trades will pay
you as well as those of the

Electrician
Plumber

Bricklayer
and

Mechanical
Draftsman
We teach these trades by

practical, individ-
ual instruction

under ac-
tual work-
ing condi-
tions, and
a -e the
first and

onlyschools
that do it.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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EVERY MAN WHO SHAVES
knows that the ordinary light, no matter how bright, leaves a
shadow on the side of the face away from the lamp. You can obvi-
ate this by turning and twisting, but if the light is above your head
no amount of turning will throw the light squarely under your chin.

FEDERAL
ELECTRIC SHAVING MIRROR
'.Throws the light directly on the lower half of the face where
needed-but not in the eyes -allowing the user to complete the
operation of shaving quickly and naturally. No awkward and
tiresome positions necessary. Saves both time and temper.

The Federal Shaving Mirror is the best gift you can select for
the man of the house. Handsome nickel frame, adjustable to hang
on wall or stand on table-attaches to any electric light socket.
C Special Holiday Offer-We will send Mirror complete to any
part of the United States on receipt of $3.95.
t:i Send draft or money order to

FEDERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
LAKE AND DESPLAINES STREETS CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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These Famous Watches
at a Tremendous Saving!
<?.-ti

Thousands Saving Watch Money-Why Not YOU ?

OUR OFFER We
have purchased, direct from the maker, an immense stock of the

best and most famous watches in America, which we are offºring at
prices that mean an actual saving of from $3 to $20 on every watch.

depending on the grade you select. To prove to the public that we are cutting under the prices at which the
same make of watches are sold by retail jewelers, we are sending them out on approval, express prepaid,
with return privilege if not found to be the most astounding bargains ever offered to watch buyers.

America's Most Famous Watch
Sold by Retail Jewelers at Almost Double Our Prices

For 39 years these watches have stood for supremacy in watchmaking skill. Their fame is as wide as the
world. To state, in a public announcement, the name of this watch, would ruin the trade of thousands of
retail jewelers who sell these watches at "fixed" prices.

Our catalog gives inside information that will create a tremendous sensation. Send for it NOW.

10,000 Watches to Be Distributed
For EXAMINATION and COMPARISON

We will send any watch you select, from among the ten thousand. for 30 days' examination and test.
The distribution is now in progress. Every mail brings a deluge of applications. The public is awakening

to the fact that the present retail prices on watches are an outrage. Our offer gives you the opportunity to
actually have the watch in your hands for the most rigid comparisons and tests without risking a single penny.

Greatest Opportunity inWatch History!
Remember that this great oiler is made on a watch whose maker's name has been the "watchword" for

over a generation Our great Watch Catalog proves that we make the lowest prices ever offered in the
history of the watch business.

CREDIT to the PUBLIC !
Your credit is good with us whether you choose an

inexpensive watch or one of the most elaborate
styles. A small amount paid monthly secures just

as low prices as cash with order. We give you the same liberal credit that is extended to retail jewelers,

Our 25 -Year Guarantee
Our 25 year guarantee on every one of these famous

watches is the broadest, most sweeping Watch Guar-
antee ever made, worth everything to the owner. ;.

Watches for Christmas!
This is your opportunity-RIGHT NOW!-before

CHRISTMAS-to get a watch at a tremendous saving.
What finer gift could you make than one al these
famous watches.

Send Postal Quick for Great Watch Catalog Free!
Send a postal at once for Beautiful Christmas Catalog. See the magnificent collection of Watches, the

brilliant array of Diamonds and Jewelry-All Offered al Marvelously Low Prices! This great Christmas
Catalog gives inside facts about the watch situation. Saves you at least one-third on the price. Send Now!

LINCOLN WATCH & JEWELRY CO., 3358 Mosprat St.,Chicago
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ciiiEF DRAFTSMAN
Will INSTRUCT PERSONALLY a
limited number selected, ambitious men in

Practical Drafting, Detailing, Designing

Draftsmen Drawing $125-$150 Monthly
Are NOT MADE in Schoolrooms,
Are NOT MADE by Reading Books,
Are NOT MADE by making Copies,
Are NOT MADE at home drawing pictures

from printed book lesson.

LET ME TELL YOU:
It requires actual, practical, up-to-date
DRAFTING -ROOM WORK to train YOU to
gain the PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE that your
employer will demand of you.

FREE
This $13.85

DRAWING OUTFIT
Lind Free Position

As Chief Draftsman of Engineering firm I know
exactly the Quality and Quantity of PRACTICAL training,
knowledge and actual up-to-date experience (not school
knowledge) you must have, in order to obtain a good
position and advance to highest salary.

Igive INSTRUCTIONS UNTIL COMPETENT and
PLACED in POSITION at above Salary

DON'T waste TIME and MONEY trying to learn
from books or printed "STUFF" you can only learn on
PRACTICAL WORK which I furnish you.

Address CHIEF DRAFTSMAN
Div. 10. Eng's Equip't Co. (Inc.), Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



Electricity

It sped with a power supernal that laughed at
the laggard Time,

It raced through the silence eternal, it throbbed
with the great star -chime,

It flashed through the desolate places where
dust of dead worlds is blown,

It leaped from the outermost spaces, past systems
and suns unknown.

Ho, out of the uttermost regions it leaped to the
waiting earth;

The strength of a legion of legions by it has
been given birth,

And no man may say why it lingers, and none
may its course pursue-

But you with a turn of your fingers are bidding
it work for you.

-Wilbur D. Nesbit
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Torpedo Controlled by Wireless

A French inventor, M. Gabet, has come
forward after seven years of work and
demonstrated that he has invented a marine
torpedo which responds readily to the action
of wireless electricity. Recently he made
tests on the Seine at Paris which showed
that he had succeeded in producing some-
thing more than a mere toy.

The contrivance when out of water has
the appearance of being two torpedoes, one
above the other and about six feet apart.
The upper part is merely a floater, the lower
section being the real torpedo. In it are a
motor storage battery, an apparatus for re-
ceiving the Hertzian
or wireless waves,
and at the nose an
explosive charge
weighting 11,800
pounds. The ordi-
nary torpedo con-
tains but 200 pounds.
When placed in the
water the engine of
destruction sinks to
the u pp e:r floater,
which carries two
masts and antennae
fór receiving the wire-
less impulses. Upon
the masts are electric
lamps which are automatically lighted by the
battery current as soon as the Hertzian
waves reach the antennae; they are, however,
directed aft so as to be invisible to the
enemy.

In the experiments on the Seine the in-
ventor made use of an instrument which

ILLUMINATED

No. 8

somewhat resembled a piano. When he
touched one of the keys, the torpedo, which
was some distance away, responded at cnce.
By sending a varying number of waves he
moved the rudder of the contrivance to right
or left as he pleased. It should be re-
membered, however, that the wireless waves
do not themselves operate the screw or rud-
der, they simply control the apparatus.

Cathedral at Night in City of Mexico

Electrical
portant part

illumination plays an im-
in the annual celebration of

Mexico's indepen-
dence, in the City of
Mexico. One of the
attractive features of
the event is the bril-
liant display of lights
on the nights of Sep-
tember 15 and i6,
upon the massive
towers of the great
cathedral edifice
which fronts on the
Zacolo Plaza, diag-
onally across from
he National Palace.
These towers reach
to a height far above

all other`buildings in that quarter of thr. city
and the -electrical illumination may be seen
from all points in the broad valley of
Mexico. The lower part of the catEedral
is shrouded in darkness, the faint lights
upon the plaza being eclipsed by the
brilliant illumination of the towers.

CATHEDRAL



Elementary Electricity
By PROF. EDWIN J. HOUSTON, PH. D. (Princeton)

CHAPTER XX.-ELECTRO-MAGNETS.

As shown in Chapter V, the passage of
an electric current through any conductor
is attended by the production of magnetism.
There now remains to be explained the
manner in which this property of an electric
current is utilized in the production of work-
ing magnets.

Very early in his experiments, Oersted dis-
covered that the magnetism produced by an
electric current possesses a polarity which
depends on the direction in which the cur -

FIG. 41. ILLUSTRATING THE DIRECTION
OF MAGNETIC FLUX

rent is flowing through the circuit. This
is only another way of saying that the direc-
tion of the circular magnetic streamings, or
lines of magnetic flux surrounding the con-
ductor, changes with a change in the di-
rection of the current. For example, if an
electric current flows through a conducting
wire (DD) Fig 41, in the direction indi-
cated by the arrow from below the plane
(BB); that is, upwards, the circular lines
of magnetic flux produced will have a di-
rection opposite to that of the hands of a
clock; that is, will be counter clockwise.
If, however, the direction of the electric
current is changed so that it flows from above
downwards, the magnetic flux will be clock-
wise or in the same direction as the hands
of the clock.

The magnetization of a bar of soft iron
or steel by the passage of an electric current
can be readily understood. Suppose, for

example, that an electric source, such as
the single voltaic cell, represented in Fig.
131, has its terminals connected as shown
with a single coil of wire, so that the current
flows from the positive pole (C), through
the coil and returns to the cell at its negative
pole (Z), then the circular lines of magnetic
flux will pass downwards through the face of
the coil of wire as indicated. If, now, a
bar of soft iron (SN), be placed above the
coil in the position shown, the lines of mag-
netic flux will pass through it, entering at the
upper end and passing out at its lower end
and thus magnetizing it. Since it has been
agreed to call the north pole of a magnet
the pole from which the magnetic streamings
pass out and the south pole the pole at
which they enter, it is evident that the lower
end of the bar will have north polarity and
the upper end south polarity.

If, however, the direction of the current
through the coil is changed, as by changing
the battery connections, the magnetic flux
will thread through the face of the coil up-
wards, so that the end (N) of the bar nearest
the coil will then have south polarity, and
the furthest end or (S), north polarity. A

FIG. 131. MAGNETIZATION OF A BAR OF
IRON BY CURRENT- CARRYING COIL

bar of soft iron magnetized in this manner
by the passage of an electric current is
known as an electro -magnet.

The strength of an electro -magnet de-
pends on the quantity of magnetic flux pass-
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ing through its circuit. When, therefore,
it is desired to obtain a strong electro-
magnet, the amount of magnetizing flux
must in some way be increased. In order to
understand how this can be done it is
necessary to consider the peculiarities of
the magnetic circuit.

There are many points of resemblance
between electric and magnetic circuits. In
the electric circuit, something called elec-

) tricity, obtained from an electric source,
passes through a conducting circuit, and
entering an electro -receptive device pro-
duces in it one or another of the many
effects electricity is capable of producing.
Generally speaking, the greater the quantity
of electricity passing the greater will be
the amount of this effect. If the electro -
receptive device be an electro -magnet, the
greater the quantity of electricity flowing
through the magnetizing coils, the greater
will be the quantity of magnetic flux, and
consequently the greater the strength of
the magnetism.

he same way when the magnetic
T flux passing out of a magnet

°' 4. etic
with

1.. 4. 0. passing.
°.0° c06 o , es consist,

mss; <,A -s of soft iron,
ce gp 19.euta-eV oecome magnetized

. The
") of atemagnetism so prod.

passes through
uced will

sb depend on the direction of the flux, since the
parts at which the flux enters thereby acquire
south magnetic polarity, and the parts at
which it passes out, north magnetic polarity.

The quantity of flux passing through a
magnetic circuit depends not only on the
magnetic source producing the flux but also
on the character of the medium forming
the magnetic circuit through which the flux
passes. In the electric circuit the strength
of the electric flux of current passing is
measured in units of electric current known
as amperes. This strength depends on the
quantity of electricity set in motion by_'a
force known as the electro -motive force, or
electricity -moving force, or E. M. F. In
other words, it depends primarily on the
number of units of electric, pressure or volts
the electric source is capable of producing.
,,But the strength of the electric current

produced by any source also depends on

G,ú+Qrr

re-entering at its

what is known as the elect
the circuit. The electric rest.
ured in units of electric resi
ohms. The resistance of a
among other things with th,
the material forming the circ
with the length and area of ti
of this material. Generally
metals are good conductors,
offer but little resistance to 1
electricity through them as c
equal lengths or areas of crop
other substances. Moreover, dic,.
of metals differ in their electric
Copper is a much better electric
than iron, and iron much better 1

The quantity of electricity passin.
a circuit increases with the increas.
E. M. F. applied to the circuit and deci
with a decrease in the resistance. In c,.
words, the greater the E. M. F. and the
smaller the resistance of a circuit, the. greater
the quantity of electricity that passes in a
given time; that is, the greater the current
strength. This fact is generally expressed
by Ohm's law as follows:

Volts E
Amperes- or C --

Ohms R
Now the same thing is true in the magnetic

circuit. The quantity of magnetic flux or
magnetism that passes through a magnetic
circuit is measured in units of magnetic flux
called webers. The force that produces
the magnetic flux is called the magneto -
motive -force, generally contracted M. M. F.
The greater the magneto -motive -force the
greater the amount of magnetic flux that
is produced.

But the quantity of flux that passes through
the magnetic circuit is also dependent on a
quantity known as the magnetic reluctance;
that is, a property which tends to resist the
passage of magnetic flux.

Magneto -motive -force is measured in units
of magneto -motive -force known as gilberts,
while the magnetic reluctance, or, as it may
also be called, the magnetic resistance, is
measured in units of magnetic resistance
known as the oersted.

Just as in the electric circuit the greater
the E. M. F. and the smaller the resistance,
the greater the electric current in amperes,
so in the magnetic circuit the greater the
M. M. F., or the gilberts, and the smaller
the reluctance or the oersteds, the greater
is the magnetic flux or webers passing per
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. words, the magnetic cir-
of being expressed by the

.tberts

rsteds
therefore, that in order to
ntity of magnetic flux, it is

o increase the gilberts and to
Jrsteds, or both.

.lions may not be out of place.
from an examination of the

.pressing Ohm's law, that the
, unit of electric current is that

passage of electricity per second,
Ioduced in a circuit whose electric
is one ohm by an E. M. F. of
In a similar manner a weber is

a passage of magnetic flux which is
..uced in a magnetic circuit having a

reluctance of one oersted by a M. M. F. of
one gilbert.

But since in the case of any electromag-
net, it is the electric current or the amperes,
that is the coulombs -per -second, that pro-
duces the magnetic flux, it is possible to
express the gilberts or the M. M. F. in the
circuit of any electro -magnet by the electric
current flowing through the magnetizing
coils. If, for example, a current strength of
one ampere passing through a coil of a given
number of turns produces a certain quantity
of magnetic flux and this current strength be
doubled, the amount of magnetic flux will,
approximately, be .doubled. Or, if the
number of turns in a magnetizing coil be

FIG. 132. STRENGTH OF MAGNETISM DE-
PENDS ON AMPERE -TURNS

doubled, the current strength remaining the
same, the amount of magnetic flux produced
will also be doubled. If a magnetizing
coil of 250 turns produces a certain intensity
of magnetic flux, a coil wound with soo

turns would produce twice the amount, as-
suming of course that the same current
passes. For this reason the term ampere -
turn is employed as a unit of :magneto -
motive -force, the ampere -turn being a single
conducting loop through which a current

FIG. 133. TYPICAL MAGNETIZING COIL

of one ampere is passing. The ampere -
turn is somewhat greater than a gilbert being
equal to 1.26 gilberts.

But there is another way of increasing
the quantity of magnetic flux that is passing
through a circuit, and this is to decrease
the magnetic reluctance of the circuit. Sub-
stances differ greatly in the resistance they
offer to the passage of magnetic flux. Of all
substances, soft iron or soft steel offers the
least resistance to this passage. Air, on
the contrary, possesses a much greater mag-
netic reluctance than iron. Consequently,
the greater the amount of iron, or the smaller
the amount of air in a circuit, the greater
the number of webers that a given number
of gilberts can produce; for, other things
being equal, the smaller will be the number
of oersteds.

The quantity of magnetic flux in a cir-
cuit, and hence the strength of the magnetism
produced, can be readily varied by an in-
crease in the number of ampere -turns. If,
for example, as represented in Fig. 132,
instead of a single turn, five turns of in-
sulated wire are wrapped closely around
one leg of a U-shaped core of soft iron,
the quantity of flux, and hence the strength
of magnetism, will be approximately five
times what would have been produced by
a single turn of wire.

The ampere -turns, instead of being ap-
plied to the soft iron core in a single series
may be wound over one another as shown in
Fig. 133. Here ¡seven turns of wire are care-
fully laid one over the other in four sep-
arate layers; that is, there are 28 turns in
all. If, therefore, a current of one ampere
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be sent through such a magnetizing coil;
that is, through its 28 turns, there would be,
roughly speaking, 28 times the amount
of magnetism (28 ampere turns) that would
be produced by a magnetizing coil of a single
ampere -turn.

Electro -magnets of the U-shaped form
generally have the magnetizing coils placed
on each leg. By this method the number

FIG. 134. THE WINDINGS MUST BE IN A
CONTINUOUS DIRECTION

of ampere -turns is increased, and the quan-
tity of magnetic flux, and, consequently, the
magnetism, is increased.

When, as in the above case, the magnet-
izing coils or windings, are divided into two
separate sets, if it is desired that the ends
of the U-shaped core shall posses opposite
polarity; that is, one shall possess a north
polarity and the other a south polarity, it
is necessary so to connect the coils that the
electric current shall pass through both in
the same direction. In order to do this the
ends must be so connected that the same
direction of winding be preserved in each,
as represented in Fig, 134.

Various shapes are given to electro-
magnets. Generally speaking, these shapes
are capable of being divided into three gen-
eral classes, according to the character of
the material of which the circuit is composed
i. e.:

(r) Magnets with aeric circuits, or those
in which the magnetic flux passes through
air only.

(2) Magnets with ferric or iron circuits,
or those in which the flux passes through a
circuit of iron only.

(3) Magnets with aero-ferric circuits, or
those in which the flux passes through a
circuit partly of air and partly of iron.

An example of a magnet with an aeric
circuit would be to pass an electric current
through a hollow coil of insulated wire
wrapped in a close hollow ring -shaped spiral

by connecting the terminals of an electric
source to the two"terminar of: the wire.
As the current flows through the magnetizing
coil, the circular magnetic flux is produced
around the wire so as to thread or pass
through the air space within the magnetiz-
ing coils.

Another form of a magnet with an aeric
circuit is represented in Fig. 135, where a
hollow solenoid, helix or spiral (ab) is sus-
pended with the ends of its circuit dipping
in mercury cups at (pp), so that it can have
an electric current sent through it from the
source and yet be free to move. Under these
circumstances the magnetic flux produced
by the ampere -turns will thread through
the air core within the coil and passing out
at one of its ends thus producing a north
pole, will pass through the air on the out-
side of the coil, and re-entering the core
at the other end, will produce a south pole.
Consequently, the solenoid becomes a mag-
net, and, being free to move, will come to

FIG. 135. A HOLLOW SOLENOID ACTS AS
A MAGNET

rest like a magnetic needle when pointing,
approximately, to the earth's north geo-
graphical pole. At the same time, like a
magnetic needle, such a suspended magnet
would be attracted or repelled by the ap-
proach of a bar magnet as shown.

A magnet with a ferric circuit or one in
which the magnetic flux passes entirely
through iron would be produced if the mag-
netizing coil represented in the preceding
figure be wrapped around a core of soft
iron or steel. If the number of ampere-
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turns is the same and the diameter of the
iron and air core are the same, it can be
shown that the amount of magnetic flux
that passes through the iron core will be
something in the neighborhood of i,000
times greater than the flux which passes
through the air core.

Since the magnetic reluctance of iron is
much greater than that of air it was believed
at one time that the increase in the quantity

FIG. 136. HORSE -SHOE TYPE OF ELECTRO-
MAGNET

of magnetic flux passing through an iron
core was due to the decreased reluctance of
the iron circuit. Indeed, this decrease of
magnetic resistance would be capable of
explaining some of this increase. It was
not long, however, before it began to be
evident that the decrease in the magnetic
reluctance of the circuit should not be re-
garded as the sole cause. Were this the
case then, necessarily in such a magnet,
when the magnetizing current is cut off by
the opening of the circuit, all magnetic flux
would instantly disappear. Now this is
not the case. On the opening of the circuit
there always remains a certain amount of
magnetism known as a residual magnetism.
Evidently, therefore, there is a source of
magneto -motive -force, other than that of
the magnetizing current, and this is now
correctly traced to the ultimate particles or
molecules of the iron that are naturally
and originally magnetized or have tiny
streams of magnetic flux passing through
them.

It may be asked if such is the case why
a bar of iron does not always manifest this
magnetism? The reason is evident. The
small molecular magnets, instead of being
definitely directed, point in practically all
directions, and, therefore, neutralize each
other's magnetic effects. When, however,
a magnetizing current produces a flux that
passes through the molecules of iron all the
molecular magnets are aligned or turned
in the same direction, so that they add their
flux to the flux produced by the magnetizing
current.

There are, therefore, in the case of a
magnet with iron in its circuit, two sources of
magneto -motive -force, i. e.:

(1) The prime magneto -motive -force, or
that produced by the ampere -turns, and,

(2) The aligned or structural magneto -
motive -force, possessed by the bar whether
the magnetizing current is passing or not.
This is caused to add its magnetic flux to
the circuit by the aligning of the molecular
magnets.

As an example of an aero-ferric magnet,
or one in which the magnetic flux passes
through both air and iron, we might take
the case where a portion of a circular iron
core, before being wound, has a section or
segment cut out. On the passage of the
magnetizing current the magnetic flux is
passed through the iron core, but at the air
gap, instead of being limited to the space
directly between the cut parts, also passes
through the surrounding air, thus producing
what is known as magnetic leakage.

Where the dimensions of this air gap are
increased, the leakage is still more pro-
nounced.

As can be readily seen, the simple horse-
shoe magnet, represented in Fig. 136, is
of the aero-ferric type, since the flux pro-
duced passes both through the core of the
magnet and the air gaps at its poles. It can
be understood, therefore, that when a mass
of soft iron called the armature, shaped as
shown, is placed in contact with the free
magnet poles, a marked increase is pro-
duced in the strength of the magnetic force,
not only by reason of the decrease in the
reluctance of the circuit, but especially by
the increase in the magneto -motive -force
due to the aligned or structural magneto -
motive -force that is thus added to the circuit.

(To be Continued.)
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Modern Ways of Applying X -Rays

One of the important functions of the
X-ray is to aid the physician in making
a diagnosis. As is generally known it dis-
closes pins, needles, bullets, etc., embedded
in the bodily tissues and as the bones are
shown more or less distinctly it makes frac-
tures and dislocations evident.

There are two ways of using the apparatus.
One is to employ a fluoroscope, holding the
member to be examined between the fluoro-
scope and the X-ray tube, and then look
into the former as you would into an ordi-
nary stereoscope. The rays penetrate the
flesh easily but not the bone or metallic
substances which cast a clearly defined
shadow on the screen which forms the front
of the fluoroscope.

The other way to take an X-ray picture
is by means of a sensitized photographic plate
which is affected by these rays as by ordi-
nary light rays, and then examine the
picture at leisure. FIG. I.

491

MAKING A CHEST PICTURE BY

FIG. 2. MAKING A FLUOROSCOPE EXAMINATION WITH X-RAYS
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FIGS. 3 AND 4. APPLICATIONS OF THE LANGE CHAIR

Some unique devices are nowadays em-
ployed to apply the X-rays for such pur-
poses, as shown by the illustrations.

Fig. r shows how chest pictures are made.
The subject is placed in a sitting posture.
In front of him is the X-ray tube with ad-
justing devices. At his back you will see
the location of the sensitive photograph plate.
This is carefully wrapped in black paper
to keep out the sunlight. The X-rays, how-
ever, pass right through the clothing and
body and through the black paper as if
nothing were there, only that the bones or
foreign metallic bodies will show up as a
shadow on the plate, for the rays cannot
pass through them.

Fig. 2 shows the use of a fluoroscope in
connection with the X-rays. The operator
is there examining the bones of the sub-
ject's arm by looking into the fluoroscope.
No photograph is taken in this case. You

will note also that the operator protects his
hands by gloves which are opaque to the
rays. This is because the latter are very
harmful if allowed to fall on the flesh for
continued periods, as would happen in
the case of the operator examining many
subjects. Over exposure to the rays causes
very deep seated and serious burns which
are almost impossible to heal.

The Lange chair was designed by Dr.
Sidney Lange especially for making fluoro-
scopic examinations and skiagraphs (X-ray
photographs) of the chest, esophagus and
stomach, with the patient in the erect posture,
as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The patient
may either sit or stand; facing forward or
backwards.

The plate -holder and fluoroscopic screen
are interchangeable and the tube with its
support and shield moves in unison with
the plate -holder or screen.

2"-` -_
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Electricity Supply a Great Manufac-
turing Proposition

Electric current is brought into our homes
through a pair of insignificant wires, care-
fully concealed; it is brought into factories,
stores and other places of business through
cables a little larger, but again carefully
concealed; occasionally we see a small group
of men putting in the underground conduits,
a lineman here and there working on the
few over head wires that are visible, and
very rarely, indeed, do a comparative few
have occasion to visit the immense power
plants where the current is generated. It is
significant therefore, that in a great city like
Chicago the magnitude of one of the most
dominant of all the forces which contribute
to the welfare of its citizens is by them little
comprehended. Few people, as a conse-
quence, have any conception, of the im-
portance of the business of making and dis-
tributing current in a great city.

Mr. Samuel Insull, president of the Com-
monwealth Edison Company of Chicago,
recently spoke at a luncheon of the Chicago
Electric Club upon the sale and distribution
of electric energy in that city, and the facts
and figures which he set forth will be aston-
ishing to many who are accustomed to pay
little attention to the affairs of an electricity
supply company except at the time when
their monthly bills are to be paid.

Within the corporate limits of the city of
Chicago there is at present about $6o,000,000
invested in the generation and distribution
of electric energy. To pay 6 percent on the
money invested takes about $400 an hour,
24 hours a day, 365 days in the year. For
the privilege of earning that interest the com-
pany pays, with pleasure, to the city and
state an amount in taxes and lompensation
which exceeds $ioo an hour.

To produce the energy which the Com-
monwealth company sells requires, on the
average, too tons of coal an hour, 8,76o
hours a year. At certain times in the winter
coal must be burned at the rate of zoo to z5o
tons an hour. "Fancy," said Mr. Insull,
"the engineering brainwork that must have
been centered in that one proposition-how
to get through the grates 25o tons of coal in
an hour."

The company must stand ready to deal
with large and small consumers as they
come along, at all hours of the day. This
is known as "Readiness to Serve." To do

this there has been installed, principally at
two points, electric generating equipment to
the capacity of 24o,000 horsepower. This
generating capacity, enormous as it is, must,
however, be increased and new steam tur-
bine generators added to the constantly
growing stations, for even if the city were
not to grow in population it is conservatively
estimated that the amount of current now
supplied is only one-third of the amount
which could be used for electric light and
power purposes.

Fifty-four stations and substations are
needed to meet the requirements of the vari-
ous classes of business from the smallest
lighting installation to the operation of a
railway system. The current that passes
through them is conveyed by a total of 1,255
miles of cable, 4,000 miles of overhead wires
and a conduit mileage of 2,200. All Df this
development has taken place in less than 30
years, and in order to take care of the growth
of the business the company is spending
about $6,000,000 a year or nearly $2,000 for
every working day of the year. This gives
an idea of the investment side of the elec-
tricity supply business in Chicago.

But in spite of the enormous expenditures
required the price of current to consumers
has been constantly on the downward trend.
This has been due to the increased efficiency
of modern apparatus and methods and the
decreased cost of manufacturing electricity
on a large scale, as in the case of any other
manufactured product.

In 19°9 the kilowatt hours of electricity
sold was 4o times the amount sold in 1896,
and it is due to this enormous growth that
the company is now able to make a lair per-
centage of profit upon an income which is
only 25 percent per unit (kilowatt hour) sold
of the income received in 1896.

To illustrate what this great vo:.ume of
business represents Mr. Insull made the
striking statement that if his company could
make a reduction in operating cost of Dne one -
thousandth of a cent per kilowatt hour pro-
duced it would mean a saving of $4,5oo ín

a year.
Taking the whole schedule cf rates

through, it is believed that electricity is sold
cheaper in Chicago than any where else on
either side of the Atlantic where steam driven
plants are used, and even including those
water power plants established as com-
mercial propositions. This has an effect on
the present agitation for the electrification
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of the steam railroad terminals. With the
present"equipment the company is prepared
to furnish current for the operation of the
terminals of any two railroads entering the
city. With equipment to be installed by
January, 1911, two more could be supplied.

Furthermore the current for this purpose
could be bought in Chicago considerably
cheaper than it is now being produced by
the two great traffic lines which are now
engaged in electrifying their terminals in
New York City.

How An Arc Lamp Works
By ALBERT WALTON

Next time you are in a department store
or on the street where arc lamps are used
for illumination watch a lamp for a few
moments and you may see it flicker, or
"wink," the lamp going nearly out for an
instant but as quickly returning to full
brilliancy. If you are near enough you will
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FIG I. LEAD PENCILS MAY BE USED FOR A
MINIATURE ARC LAMP

hear a sharp click at the same time. Most
of us have seen and heard this very often
and many of us have been annoyed at what
we considered an imperfection in the lamp

ciates the wonderful development of the
modern arc lamp mechanism until he tries
to do by hand what the arc lamp does auto-
matically. This can be done on a simple
scale by any one who has an incandescent
lamp circuit with which to experiment.

An arc light is simply a flame caused by
the incandescent vapor generated between
two points of carbon, or similar material,
which have been heated to the necessary
temperature to produce this vapor by the
passing of electricity from point to point.
This will readily be seen if the experiment
mentioned be tried. The "lead" in a lead
pencil is really compressed carbon dust
very similar in composition to the carbons
of an arc lamp, though very much smaller.
If two pencils are sharpened and cut as
shown in the sketch (Fig. r) they can be
used as the carbons of a miniature lamp if
the following instructions are carefully
followed.

FIG. 2. HOLDING THEM BY THE WOOD, BRING THE TWO POINTS CAREFULLY INTO
CONTACT

mechanism. Usually "to understand all is
to forgive all," and a thorough understanding
of the causes of this flicker should prove no
exception to the rule. One seldom appre-

A "bank" of three or four ordinary 16
candle power incandescent lamps on the
usual house or office circuit of no volts
will provide just about the proper resistance
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for the experiment. The pencil -arc is to
be put in series with the incandescent lamps
-that is, in the gap formed by cutting one

of the two wires supplying the string of
lamps. Thus all the current that can pass
through your arc is that which the lamps
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Arc

FIG. 3. THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF AN
,ARC LAMP

permit. To put the pencil -arc between the
two wires without the lamps would cause: a
short circuit, as there is but little resistance
in the pencils themselves.

Attach your flexible wire or lamp -/cord
to the pencil by winding it around the notch
so that is makes a good contact with the
exposed lead, and wrap it up with tape
or cloth, tap in the other ends in the gap
made by opening one side of the circuit.
Turn on the switch which controls the lamps.
They will not light because of the gap at
the pencils. Now take one pencil in each
hand, being careful not to touch the bare

lead at either end of the pencil. Holding
them by the wood, bring the two points
carefully into contact, which will immediately
allow the current to flow and light the lamps.
Very gently separate the two points. The
small spark caused by the break will fuse
the ends of the pencils and vaporize some
of the carbon and, if the opening is not
made too great, nor too quickly made,
the vapor will carry the current from pencil
to pencil and will be heated by it to a bright
incandescence. By careful handling an arc
can thus be held for several seconds which
will brightly illuminate a small room. But
before you have attained this proficiency
in holding the arc you will have much
greater respect for the mechanism of an
arc lamp and more tolerance for its very
occasional wink.

You will also, probably, be prompted to
investigate the working of the device that
can do this trick hour after hour in all man-
ner of weather, swinging and swaying in the
wind, working in summer heat and winter
blizzards, on lofty towers, on street poles
and in stores and mills without adjust-
ment or attention. Although cooped up
in a space no larger than a man's hat it
will keep the lamp burning day and night
for a week without being touched for so
much as the removal of the carbons.

The various sketches show how this is
done in the simplest of arc lamps and will
serve as an explanation of all, since the
others are but elaborations of these same
principles. Fig. 3 shows the various ele-
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FIG. 4. CONNECTIONS OF AN ARC LAMP

ments in diagram form and from this sketch
the operation may be described. The elec-
trical elements without the mechanical parts
are diagrammed in Fig. 4, the same refer-
ence letters being used in both. The parts
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are very few and of simple construction.
There are two pairs of electro -magnets, (A)
and (B), with U-shaped cores, the bottoms
of both cores being hinged to opposite ends
of a rocker -bar (C), which is pivoted at its
middle point. When current passes through
these magnet coils the cores are drawn up-
ward upon the well known principle of the
electro -magnet, and the greater the current,
of course, the greater the pull. At one side
of the pivot of the bar (C) is hung a rod (D),
on the lower end of which is the clutch
(E), which holds or releases the carbon as
may be required. If you trace out the
diagram you will find that the pair of
coils marked (A) must carry the whole
current of the lamp whereas the ends of the
wires from the other coils are attached, one
above and the other below, the arc. The
resistance of these "shunt" coils (B), is such
that practically no current flows through
them when the carbons are touching, the
current preferring the low resistance path
through the carbons. Let us assume the
carbons in this position when the electricity
is turned on. There is a rush of current
through the carbons and, therefore, through
the series coils (A) which instantly exert a
strong upward pull on their U-shaped core.
This raises their end of the arm (C), and with
it the rod, (D), and the clutch (E). This
raises the upper carbon and starts the arc,
as was done by hand with the pencils. As
the gap lengthens the resistance to the flow
of current across it through the vapor in-
creases and part of the current is then forced
to go through the shunt magnets (B), which
provide a parallel path through the lamp.
This shunt -coil current, then, increases as
the arc gap increases and this causes an
increasing pull to be exerted on the other
end of the rocker arm, (C), which tends to
draw it back to the horizontal position. A
balance is thus struck automatically, for
the longer the arc gap the greater the pull
tending to shorten it and vice versa.

Assume that this balance is reached when
the carbons have separated a quarter of
an inch. The lamp now burns steadily
with no motion at either end of the bar.
Gradually the carbons are burned away
and the gap increases. But this increases
the arc resistance and forces more current
through the shunt coils which pull up on
their core and lower the carbon again till
the balance is restored. The constant burn-
ing of the carbons necessitates constant re-

adjustment by lowering of the upper carbon
till finally the rocker arm is tipped at quite
an angle and the shunt coils have drawn
up their core about as far as it is desirable
to allow. This is when the "wink" occurs,
for just before the arm has tipped to its
limit the clutch touches a fixed stop which
presses on it in such a way as to open it
and allow the carbon to drop freely through
until it strikes upon the lower carbon. The
shunt coils (B) are instantly deprived of their
current and the series coils (A) being
strengthened by the rush instantly raise
their end again and the arc is re-established
and the entire process goes on as before.
This is done so quickly that hardly a per-
ceptible interval occurs and in many modern
lamps the "wink" can be noticed only by
close observation.

Concentration of Bacteria by Elec-
tricity

Electricity is being employed in one way
and another in the destruction of bacteria,
as, for instance, in water purification sys-
tems, sewage disposal and ozone air purifica-
tion apparatus. The most recent experi-
ments in this line reveal a new and inter-
esting susceptibility of certain microbes to
electric action, namely, a tendency to collect
around one pole or electrode of an electric
circuit terminating in a liquid containing
them. It is therefore possible to gather evi-
dence of the existence of suspected bacteria
in a liquid by driving them to one pole where
concentration makes their presence manifest.

The result of some elaborate experiments
made by an English scientist, Dr. Charles
Russ, was to show that in a liquid containing
bacteria the micro-organisms under favorable
conditions could be driven by the electric
current to accumulate as a dense column,
visible to the naked eye as a white cloud.
In less favorable conditions Dr. Russ's
method furnishes none the less a very delicate
test of the presence of small numbers of
bacteria when they exist in the body fluids.

The fluid under exmination is subjected
to an electric current, and the bacilli (of
tubercle, for example) will be found to ag-
gregate at one electrode. This portion of the
fluid can then be withdrawn and tested for
them. The aggregation takes place, both
with living and dead bacteria, and the dif-
ference of the behavior of various kinds of
bacteria may be studied.



The World's Greatest Searchlights

Thirty million candles! Just think of it.
To use a slang expression, that is "some
light." Yet this represents the power of
electric searchlights of the Heligoland light
house, which occupies a most important
position at the mouth of the Elbe River in

lights are a most imposing spectacle at night
as they shoot straight out in almost cylin-
drical beams from the parabolic mirrors.
The demand was for a light having a mini-
mum duration of one-tenth of a second,
flash to succeed flash every five seconds.

THE FAMOUS HELIOGLANDE LIGHT

Germany. At that point there is great
danger attendant on the course taken by
mariners in the immediate neighborhood of
the island. This called for a light of hither-
to unequaled brilliancy and power for light-
house service, equivalent to the intensity
of 3o million candles.

The Heligoland light is a combination
of four projectors one of which is an aux-
iliary or reserve search light and is mounted
at the top, while the three usually employed
are mounted 120 degrees apart on a re-
volving platform. The rays from these

The three electric projectors used en the
revolving platform have parabolic mirrors
3o inches in diameter with a focal length of
ro inches, and each arc lamp takes 34
amperes. The platform revolves at a rate
of four times per minute and the current for
operating the electric motors driving this
platform as well as for operating the search-
lights is supplied by a dynamo plant in the
government buildings equipped with dupli-
cate generating apparatus.

But the Heligoland light, though remark-
able, is not the largest. One far more
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powerful was constructed by the Siemens-
Schuckert Werke of Berlin and Nürnberg,
Germany. This has a brass parabolic
mirror 8o inches in diameter and an arc
lamp with carbons II inches and 11 inches
in diameter, respectively, for the negative
and positive, and the consumption of cur-
rent being ºoo amperes.

The mirror of this searchlight has a focal
length of nearly 34 inches and when using
current at the rate above mentioned the
intensity of the light is said to be equal to
316 million candle power. One of the
remarkable features of this searchlight is
the operation by an electric motor of the
Iris shutter, which when closed presents
a perfectly opaque surface to the brilliant
reflection of the polished mirror.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

The modern searchlight
is always of interest, and
its wonderful development
in recent years has made
it almost indispensable on
land and sea, both in time
of war and peace. The
armies of the world are
now equipped with port-
able electric plants supply-
ing current for electric
searchlights mounted on
auto cars and animal
drawn trucks.

Light houses and the
forts are equipped with
great electric arc pro-
jectors whose beams of
light search both land and
sea from sunset to sunrise.
The warships from the
smallest torpedo boat to
the greatest battleship are
provided with electric
searchlights as well as
the:great ocean liners and
the steamers on lakes and
rivers.

One of the accompany-
ing illustrations shows a
powerful German motor-
controlled electric search-
light having a mirror three
feet in diameter with a
focal length of approxi-
mately 17 inches. The
parabolic mirror of this

SEARCHLIGHT WITH AN EIGHTY INCH MIRROR searchlight is entirely of
glass of uniform thick-

ness, ground and polished to the greatest
accuracy. Its parabolic form gives it the
property of projecting a nearly parallel ray
of light, entirely removing the spherical
aberration of the spherical mirror, as well
as the drawbacks of the separately built up
lenses often used in lighthouse work. At
the same time it gives better and more
lasting results than the metallic mirror.

This searchlight requires a current of
90 to 1 so amperes and is used to advan-
tage on modem warships and forts to illu-
minate distant objects, it being automatically
controlled, so that no manual effort is re-
quired of the observer in raising or lowering
the beam of light or turning it to the right
or left, a small lever of the electric' con-
troller being moved in the direction in
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AUTOMATIC MOTOR CONTROLLED SEARCH-
LIGHT

which the beam of light is to travel, and
the electric motors do the rest.

Blind Man Operates a Telephone
Switchboard

Mr. Kirk S. Thompson is probably the
only blind telephone operator in the country.
The subscribers of the Crescent Telephone
Company in Erie, Ill., many of them at least,
are probably not aware that their calls are
answered by a man who possibly never saw a
telephone switchboard, for blindness came
upon him many years ago.

The switchboard which Mr. Thompson
operates is equipped with bells for the party
lines, while the single lines terminate in
drops or shutters on the switchboard.
These drops are similar to those found on
most switchboards in the smaller exchanges;
that is, when the subscriber rings central a
little shutter on the front of the board drops
forward and discloses the number of the
party calling. On the board operated by
Mr. Thompson these numbers are raised.
A buzzer also gives a signal when any drop
falls.

When a call comes in the operator hears
the buzzer and immediately runs his left
hand lightly over the shutters till he finds

999

the one which has fallen, and feeling of tie
raised characters he knows the number and
is able to complete the connections. He is
able also to distinguish the party line bells
by their respective sounds. With the switch-
board literally at his finger ends he is re-
markably quick at completing connections.

Insulator to Withstand 150,000 Volts

This peculiar looking chain of inverted
saucer -like objects is a high tension `..n-

sulator. It is of a type recently chosen by
the Hydroelectric Power Commission of
Ontario for suspending the wires of its
II0,000 volt transmission line. While the
insulator as shown has eight units, six units
would have been suf-
ficient for the present
needs, but the Com-
mission expects later to
use 15o,000 volts and
the eight unit type
will withstand this
enormous pressure
safely.

The insulator units
are made of a special
grade of porcelain the
ingredients of which
are selected, mixed
and fired with the
greatest care. There
must not be a flaw
or weak spot in all the
structure, for current
under a pressure of
150,000 volts is con-
stantly striving with an
almost inconceivable
force to reach the earth.

The units of the insu-
lator are connected by
means of caps and
forged steel studs. The
eight sections complete
make a string over
four feet long. The
insulator is hung from
the cross arm and the
current carrying wire
is suspended from the
lower end. Any stray
current, to reach the
earth, must climb this 150,000 VOLT INSULA-
eight section ladder TOR

and pass down the tower.



The Pipe Organ Revolutionized by
Electrical Control

BY JOSEPH B. BAKER

The modem organ is a very impressive
instance of scientific evolution in a musical
instrument. It is a far cry from the early
days, when the proposed installation of a
"Kist O' Whustles" to accompany the
hymns of Scotch worshippers threatened to
disrupt the kirk, to the modern electric
organ, with its forest of pipes, vast range of
tone quality and spe-
cial musical effects.
And the difference is
one of the many
triumphs of that sub-
tle agent, electricity.

All organs, large
and small alike, were
formerly operated by
mechanical or pneu-
matic devices, con-
nected to the keyboard
by systems of levers.
In large organs the
complication and
clumsiness of the me-
chanism was immense;
long trains of levers
and rods to sound the
pipes, to couple the
different stops or sets
of pipes, to operate the
swell organ,setc. The
weight and friction
were so great that the
player, even when phy-
sically a strong man,
could not move the
keys when the full or-
gan was coupled up;
so that although the
impressive equipment of pipes and stops
was there, it was largely useless. The great
organ in the old Boston Music Hall was
practically unplayable for this reason.

The first large organ in which these diffi-
culties were overcome was the electro -
pneumatic organ at the Garden City, N. Y.,
cathedral, given by A. T. Stewart thirty
years ago, and built by Hillborne Roosevelt,
a cousin of the ex -President.

Since that time, the electro -pneumatic
system has made great strides, and the latest
large organ to be built on that principle, the
magnificent organ for the Hotel Astor, New
York City, is no less a great feat of electrical
engineering than a marvelously flexible musi-
cal instrument of extraordinary delicacy and
power.

MODERN PIPE ORGAN WITH ELECTRO -PNEU-
MATIC ACTION

Where formerly the
like a steam engine,
rapid changes of stops, etc., in rendering
difficult musical passages, but even to play
on the keyboard when a massed tone was re-
quired, he now finds that he can make all
necessary changes instantaneously with a
touch of the finger, and can play the full or-
gan with absolutely no more effort than that
required to play with a single stop drawn.

In the modern elec-
tric organ, the entire
action-sounding the
pipes, operating the
stops and other move -
m e n t s- ís accom-
plished by electricity as
the controlling agent,
with the"wind" (com-
pressed air) as the mo-
tive power. In many
organs, "blowing up"
the wind is also done
by an electrically oper-
ated blower. It is in
the electro -pneumatic
organ action that the
greatest improvement
has been made. In-
stead of the clumsy
keys, stops and levers
of former days, mov-
ing ponderous mech-
anisms by main
strength, the player
now finds his console
equipped with an or-
derly profusion of keys
and buttons, that call
forth perfect response
to his lightest touch.
player had to work
not only to make the
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CONSOLE OF A MODERN PIPE ORGAN

The Hotel Astor organ, already men-
tioned, consists really of four separate organs
or divisions of pipes, installed in different
parts of the new ballroom, operated from
any one of three separate consoles or key-
board arrangements. Each console has four
keyboards or "manuals" and five groups
of stop -keys for the swell, great, orchestra,
pedal, and solo organs, all within easy reach.
The organist can put down a number of
stops at once during the execution of a diffi-
cult passage, by pressing a single ." thumb -
piston," of which there
are several on the console
adapted to the different
combinations. Pressing a
release key puts all the
stops back to normal.
Other push -keys are pro-
vided to connect and dis-
connect the other consoles,
to put on the tremolo
effect, etc. Owing to the
electrical control, the ac-
tion is so rapid and posi-
tive that the shortest
staccato fingering on the
keyboard calls out perfect
response from the organ.
Thus, feats that were im-
possible by mechanical
or by tubular -pneumatic
organs-such as flicking
the keys with the fingers
to get special tremolo

effects-are easily executed on the electri-
cally controlled organ.

The entire console contains nearly two
hundred stop keys, pistons and combinaton
pedals to be controlled by the organist in
addition to the fingering of the keyboard.
Truly he has his work cut out for him, to
manage all this equipment! But the perfect
electrical control encourages the rendering
of the most brilliant passages, which were
hitherto entirely out of the range of organ
playing.

Any one of the separate divisions car be
used as an "echo organ," and each is equipped
with "swell blinds"-operated by an elec-
trically controlled pneumatic engine inside
the wind chest-to increase and decrease the
loudness of the tone. An incidental athan-
tage of electric operation is that the console
need not be located in front of the organ
proper; it can be placed anywhere in the
auditorium, and connected to the organ by
a cable of wires.

The "cathedral chimes" which forms a
part of many modern organs, really consists
of a set of metal tubes of different lengths,
struck by felt covered hammers, electrically
actuated from the keyboard. The :one
emitted is a perfect imitation of distant
church bells; and the organist is able to
play practically a church -bell accompani-
ment to his theme. The responsiveness of
the chimes to the pressing down of the keys
is a trifle slower than the response of the

ALI THESE PIPES RESPOND TO THE LIGHTEST TOUCH
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speaking pipes, on account of the inertia of
the hammers.

One of the most impressive parts of this
organ is the blowing machine. With the
"bellows" formerly used, it was impossible
to obtain the constant wind-pressure needed;
because sounding the big pipes, or a large
number of pipes at once, made the pressure
fall off so as to balk the organist's best
efforts. In the Astor organ, the main blower
is a turbine fan arrangement, giving a suffi-
cient wind pressure with plenty of volume of
air, and operating almost noiselessly. The
blower consists of a wind -tight casing con-
taining a series of turbine fans, driven by a
20 horse -power electric motor, and with
large "wind -ways" .running from the base-
ment, in which the blower is located, to the
wind chest.

The wind chest is the principal part of
the main organ division and serves not only
to make the pipes "speak" when the con-
tained wind is allowed to enter them, but
as a location for the entire organ action.
It is really a good sized room, and may be
entered while the organ is being played,
through double doors constituting an air
lock without disturbing the music. Thus
the mechanism may be inspected while it
is being electrically operated on the console,
and any necessary adjustments or repairs
made under actual working conditions.

In the wind chest is an electric distributing
board, to which the wires from the console
are brought into systematic order, and from
which run the wires to the many different
electrically operated primary valves. When
the organist presses down one of the notes
on this keyboard, he thereby closes a plati-
num -iridium electric contact, causing a cur-
rent to flow along one of the wires entering
the wind chest and pass through a little
electromagnet. The energizing of this mag-
net lifts a tiny disk valve, which, by allowing a
little wind to escape through it, serves as a
sort of "relay" to release a larger amount of
wind. The feeble electric impulse coming
from the key is thereby made to call into
instant action the full pressure of the wind
as a motive force to effect any desired me-
chanical movement. In the case mentioned,
pressing down the notes makes the pipe speak

as promptly as though directly connected
to the key-but with no effort on the part
of the organist beyond a light pressure of
his finger. In the same electro -pneumatic
way, the different stops are actuated, the
swell blinds moved, etc.; the electricity
serving only to control the real motive force,
i. e., the wind pressure that sounds the
pipes.

The making of the organ pipes is an'art
in itself. The pipes are made of metal or
wood, various metals and alloys being used
to obtain particular tone qualities, and there
being a wide variety of sizes and shapes.
The pipes in the Astor organ run all the way
from a tiny pipe three-quarters of an inch
long and three -sixteenths of an inch in diam-
eter, giving a note of exceedingly high,
shrill quality within three notes of the upper
limit of human hearing, to a 32 -foot height,
large enough for a man to crawl in and giv-
ing a very deep note which is so near the
lower limit of hearing that it shakes the
ear drums and the whole building with its
pulsations when sounded. The length of a
pipe is measured from the mouth, where the
sound is generated, to the adjustable "tun-
ing -point" at or near the top end of the pipe.
Some pipes have two openings, one on each
side, giving improved quality and amplitude
to the tone. Wood pipes, like the bodies
of violins and other string instruments, are
glued up, without using any nails or screws.
The gluing requires special care, and is
done in a hot room, to prevent any possi-
bility of the glue becoming chilled.

In the modern organ, classic compositions
may be rendered in a manner unheard of
hitherto except from a full orchestra. In-
deed, the organist seated at his keyboard is
in the strategic position of the conductor of
an orchestra. The organ stops are his
players, each in his own proper gamut-
sixty or one hundred of them or more, from
piccolo to tuba, with a harpist and the chime
of church -tower bells thrown in-all playing
in perfect unison. Electrical control has
made all this not only possible, but physic-
ally easy. It is safe to say that the appli-
cation of electricity to organ operation has
revolutionized this noblest and grandest of
musical instruments.



Talks With the Judge

" What's the use of having two kinds of
electric current and what's the difference
anyway? They're always talking about
direct current and alternating current, to
volts a. c. and x to volts d. c. and all that sort
of thing. Electricity is hard enough to
understand without having two kinds of it.
Why,don't they make just one kind and let
it goyat, that ?" The Judge was in a some-
what petulant mood and it almost made him
angry-this question which has puzzled so
many.

"To tell you all the reasons why direct
current is used for some things and alter-
nating current for others, the differences
between them and how they are generated
and utilized would be a greater task than I
would care to undertake, Judge," I said.
"But perhaps in a few words I can enlighten
you sufficiently so that you will not lose any
more sleep over the matter."

"As a general statement it may be said
that direct current flows continuously through
a circuit in one direction while alternating
current reverses the direction of its flow
many times per second. Of course this
does not explain much more than the names
imply, but electricity being a form of energy
which cannot be sensed it must be assumed
that there is a flow' of some kind in order
that we may explain the action of the force
of which we see only the effects.

"Electricity as generated by a dynamo is
in reality all alternating in character. The
coils of wire which go to make up the arma-
ture, as it revolves, have current generated
in them in one direction as they sweep across
in front of one magnet pole face. The next
pole being of opposite polarity, when they
pass in front of it they have current gen-
erated in them of opposite direction. The
theory is that the current is generated by
the wires `cutting' the invisible 'lines of
force' which flow from one pole to the next
of opposite sign. You can readily see,
therefore, that the current in the wires of
the revolving armature reverses in direction
a certain number of times per second, gov-
erned by the speed at which the armature
revolves and the number of poles in the
machine.

"As stated above, the current generates
by an dynamo armature is alternating, and
the common alternating current generator
or alternator is the simplest type of dynamo.
Strange as it may seem, however, in the very
beginning of dynamo construction a more
complex type was built and is used up to
the present time; namely the direct current
generator which gives unidirectional cur-
rent. Such a machine is simply an alterna-
tor fitted with what is known as a commuta-
tor. The commutator consists of a number
of copper segments insulated from each
other and mounted on the armature shaft.
The number of segments corresponds to the
number of coils in the armature and to them
the latter are connected. Brushes of carbon
bear on the segments above and below and
are connected to the external circuit. Being
so arranged, one brush collects the current,
from each of the passing segments, whic't
is flowing in one direction, and as the seg-
ments pass on around and the current re-
verses the other brush is there to collect it,
so each brush is constantly carrying current
in one direction, therefore we have direct
current flowing out over the line from one
brush and back on the other side of the
line to the other brush."

"Well, what's it all for?" said the Judge,
"Why do they use the two kinds?"

"For a number of reasons," said I.
"Where the current is to be transmitted any
distance, say over half a mile, the alternating
current is best. This is for the reason that it
is more readily stepped up and down in
voltage, by means of simple static trans-
formers. Wires present a certain resistance
to the flow of electric current, the same as
water pipes do to the flow of water. To
force the current through them for any
great distance requires very high pressure
or voltage-either that, or you must have
very large wires, which are exceedingly
costly. Therefore, where the current is to
be sent a long way as to the outer portions
of a large city, it is customary to make
alternating current, step it up to high volt-
age by transformers, transmit it over a few
small wires to substations located in the
outer zones and there step it down in voltage
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for use in the homes of else to feed other
still smaller transformers where it is still
further reduced in pressure for the use of the
consumer at the usual r10 volts. But the
current all the time remains alternating.
That is why the current in your home in
the residence district is alternating."

"Where does the direct current come in?"
was the next question.

"Now -a -days for lighting and power
service only in the most congested portions
of our large cities. In a city like Chicago,
for instance, in and about the "Loop Dis-
trict," current is used in such vast quantities
within the radius of economical transmission
by direct current that it is there largely
used. It is brought there as alternating
current from distant power stations and made
over into direct current and fed into a great
network of wires and cables all intercon-
nected. This network is a very advantage-
ous thing to have where the quantity of
current used is sufficient to warrant it, as
it is an easy matter to connect the motors
and lamps to it anywb-:re at any time, and
it being all interconnected if any substation
or feeding point pouring current into it
should break down, other substations carry
the load. Such a network all over the city
would, however, be out of the question
owing to the great cost of copper.

"Direct current also has other specific
fields. It is used almost entirely for elec-
tric railway work, owing to certain inherent
advantages of direct current motors for
street car service. For charging storage
batteries, also, only direct current can be
used.

"So, after all, you see direct and alternating
current are not so very different. Alter-
nating current plunging first one way and
then the other, back and forth through the
filament of an incandescent lamp will heat
the filament white hot. So, too, will direct
current which flows steadily on in one
direction. The reversals of the alternating
current being so rapid, commonly 120 re-
versals of 6o complete alternations (6o cycle
current) per second, the heat in the filament
does not have time to die down perceptibly
between times so the lamp glows steadily.
Motors of two kinds, direct and alternating
current, are constructed to utilize these two
kinds of current. Which kind of electric
current it is best to use, as explained be-
fore, is determined largely by economic
conditions."

Lightning Conductors Used by
the Ancients

The suggestion of Georg Ebers, made in
a novel some years ago, that the Egyptians
made use of lightning conductors, is sus-
tained by a writer in the Elektrotecbnische
Anzeiger with many incidents to show that
electrical action was not unknown to the
ancients, and that Georg Ebers' suggestion
is well founded.

The temples, he says, were protected by
lightning rods. The Biblical descriptions
of these temples show that the roof wati pro-
vided with metallic points, held aloft by
columns, and that these points, ending in
chains, terminated in a great water tank.
He adds: "All of which is vouched for in
the First Book of Kings and the Second
Book of Chronicles."

Electro -Magnetic Razor Hone

A very clever device that will be appre-
ciated by every man who has tried to hone
his own razor, is the electro -magnetic razor
hone, invented by a Los Angeles barber.
The idea is simplicity itself, as would of
necessity be the case, for the inventor is no

ELECTRO -MAGNETIC RAZOR HONE

electrician. It consists of a coil of insulated
copper wire (about four pounds), a core of
Norway iron and directly above the latter
a shallow groove which receives the stone;
an ordinary hone.

The coil is connected with an electric
light fixture and uses about as much power
as an eight candle power incandescent bulb.
When the current is turned on, this magnet
holds the razor blade steadily to the grind-
ing surface, overcoming the tendency of the
thin, elastic edge to spring away from the
hone.



Window Lighting Suggestions from Paris
By EMILE RUEGG

The photographer's ambition is always to
produce a picture which will flatter the real
object. The same is apt to be true of the
window trimmer's ambition. He wants to
give his objects an effect which will make
them appear to the onlooker as if they are
worth at least twice as much as they really
are. This is what we call the art of creating
a desire.

How may we arrive at the best results?
There is at present much lack of originality
in electric window lighting owing to the fact
that the art is comparatively new. I am now
alluding to the arrangements of the elec-
tric bulbs which, in many cases, are simply
fixed all in a row, like a crown all around
the frame of the window.

It is quite evident that the glaring lights
are almost blinding the eyes of the passers-
by. The storekeeper notices, also, that the
objects are not properly illuminated and he
goes to work and exchanges the 16 candle
lamps for 32 candle ones. The result is,
as may well be thought, far worse than if
he had reduced his lamps to half.

Some one found out the true effects which
such an arrangement produces and provided
a reflector for each electric lamp, thus re-
ducing the glaring effects considerably.
This indirect or screened illumination is
therefore now quite common.

But we are yet far off from artistic illu-
mination. Now that we have found the

true principle of artificial illumination,
namely indirect illumination, we are pre-
pared to enter into the real thing, i. e. the
study of harmony in the colors. The French
people are naturally of an aesthetic nature
and in Paris especially have advancements
been made in artistic window lighting.

Let us take an example in order properly to
illustrate how we can produce real artistic
effects with very little effort. We have a
dark window case, into which we place three
objects: a cluster of blue flowers, a nice
fern and a cluster of yellow flowers, say
chrysanthemums. The fern we place in
the center, the blue flowers to the left and
the yellow ones to the right. Let us now
arrange two lamps of two colors in such a
way that the lamps are quite invisible to the
eye. A blue lamp we place in front of
the blue flowers; a yellow lamp we place

before the yellow flowers. By observing
these rules it will be found that the blue
flowers appear strangely blue and the yellow
flowers wonderfully luminous. The yellow
and the blue together produce green rays
which are thrown on the green fern, thus
giving to it the most delicate hues of softe;t
green. If we wish to expose a flower pot
with purple flowers we need only place it
next to the blue flowers, adding a small red
lamp in front of the flowers, so that it is
invisible to the eye of the observer. Wi:h

some leaves or artistic cardboard we shit
out the red rays which would spoil the scft
green enveloping the fern. Thus, with the
proper knowledge of color mixing, which,
by the way, should be in possession of every
window trimmer, it will be possible to arrive
at the most wonderful showcase and win-
dow trimming. And this is the true art of
creating a desire in the minds of the on-
lookers, by so arranging the articles tl-.at
they appear as if they were seen in subdued
sunlight.

Crowding should ever be omitted and a
rich and pleasing effect will never be pro-
duced by exposing so many things in the
same window that the eye gets tired to find
them all.

The up-to-date business man needs to
study the psychological make-up of the by-
stander who shall be his future customer.
Beautiful music will arrest the attention of
the musical people, while banal heart rend-
ing music will attract the vulgar. In order
to get the customers one wishes to acquire
it will suffice to present the things according
to their various tastes.

But at all events it will be of the grea:est
importance to have the goods so exhibited
that they produce the utmost results, wl-ich
again may only be arrived at by means of
artistic arrangement of the electric illumi-
nation.

The study of stage lighting as shown in the
theatres can hardly be recommended too
strongly, for there you will find the objects
and subjects so illuminated that they pro-
duce the utmost effect. And never will you
there see glaring lights in the scene, even if
lamps are used on tables, etc. They are all
supplied with shades so that the lanps
themselves may not he seen directly.
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SCALING MOUNTAINS BY TROLLEY
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Scaling Mountains By Trolley

From Martigny to Chatelard, in France,
an electric railway line has recently been
built which is wonderfully interesting on
account of the boldness of its track con-
struction and the beauty and variety of the
scenery which is to be enjoyed along its
course. As far as Vernayaz it follows the
side of the mountain, now bordering prec-
ipices, from the depths of which can be
heard the noise of torrents, now winding
amongst pastures or gliding beneath the
shade , of forests of larch.

There are on this mountain electric rail-
way a number of summer resorts much fre-
quented by tourists. They include Finhaut,
the terminus of the line, located 4000 feet
above the sea level, from which place one
enjoys a magnificent and extensive view
over the Glacier of Trient as well as Le
Trientien which is suspended, as it were,
from the steep slopes of the mountain; also
Les Marecittes, a small village of picturesque
chalets, a central attraction of the various
excursions, and finally Salvan, the last
station in the valley.

is that the most magnificent and
boldest part of this mountain electric rail-
way is found between Finhaut and Le
Trientien. The line, which has been cut
through a partition of very steep rocks,
overlooks the deep gorges which have been
hollowed out by the Trient. Shortly after
leaving Salvan the slope of the railway line
becomes accentuated, and reaches a maxi-
mum slope of r in 5, and the descent to
the valley of the Rhone, which is over-
looked by the line, is very impressive and
thrilling.

After having traveled through a number
of tunnels and over the Viaduct of Vernayaz,
the embankment is passed, the train has
descended from the mountain to the plain
and at Martigny, the travelers from the
Martigny-Chatelard railway alight on the
platform of the Federal railway where
they find direct connections in both direc-
tions to points in Switzerland-down the
valley to Lausane and Lake Leman and up
the valley towards Sion, Brigue and the
Simplon Tunnel into Italy.

The line has a total length of about 13
miles, but in this comparatively short dis-
tance there are 33 viaducts and 13 bridges.
For operating the trains power is supplied
partly by overhead trolley wire and partly by

third rail. Both the ordinary trolley car
and the electric locomotive are used. The
former are capable of carrying a load of
15 tons each and easily climb the 20 per
cent grades at a rate of io miles an hour,
being supplied with motors aggregating
240 horse power to each car.

Street Car Novelties in The Hague
Celebration

On the recent birthday of Queen Wil-
helmina of Holland the electric railway
company operating in the capital, The
Hague, equipped some of its cars in novel
and grotesque forms and got up a sort of

STREET CAR NOVELTIES

electric car parade. One of the cars was
fitted up to represent a huge elephant.
Another showed a locomotive crossing a
bridge. In addition to the two shown there
were a giant automobile, Chinese tea house
and a Dutch bakery for wafers. These
were all run as electric cars through the
streets of The Hague and presented a very
novel appearance.



Electric Power at the "Head of the Lakes"
At the head of Lake Superior lie two

cities which are destined to grow into one
of the chief centers of wealth and population
in the great northwest if not in the whole
country. They are Superior, Wis., and
Duluth, Minn., with present populations of
45,000 and 85,000 respectively. While sep-
arated by the St. Louis river, and lying in
different states, they are one in all essentials.

In going to them by railroad one passes
through miles upon miles of a region pro-
foundly desolate-the old pine barrens.
Years ago every tree of the virgin forest was
sacrificed to the lumber trade and their
places are now occupied by a dense mass of
second growth. Suddenly, and without
warning of coming activity, the train leaves
this labyrinth at the very door of these
two great cities and we plunge into all the
hurry and bustle characteristic of western
metropolitan life. Here are the greatest
coal and ore docks in all the world. Close
by to the west and northwest, in Minnesota,
lie three iron ranges with a hundred years'
supply of the richest ore. Into Duluth
harbor, one of the finest natural harbors
in existence, come great steamers, . surpassed
in size by few ocean going ships, bringing
coal from far down in the Pennsylvania
regions, at ridiculously low rates as com-
pared with railroad transportation. From

here much of the Northwest secures its
fuel supply. These same ships then go
back down the lakes laden with ore for the
smelters of the East.

These twin cities lie, therefore, at a focal
point in the natural route of commerce be-
tween the East and the West and constitute
a distributing point for the rapidly growing
population of Minnesota, the Dakotas and
states farther toward the coast, and their
future greatness seems assured. As one
of the leading citizens stated: "The only un-
known factor of the future is not whether
we will one day grow rich and populous,
but when? Will it come as a heritage of
those now living ? We think it will."

Duluth lies just under the lip of a vast
plateau, several hundred feet high. Miles
back up in this elevated region is a water
supply capable, with proper dams and
canals, of furnishing electrical power second
only in magnitude to that of Niagara. Years
ago a plan of great scope was made to harness
all of this power but it was found that the
power so developed would be far greater
than the requirements of the two cities then
or for a long time to come. Some day
when the methods of electrical smelting of
ore have been perfected we may see this
power all developed and iron and steel made
electrically at the "Head of the Lakes" cities.
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In the meantime the Great Northern
Power Company has built on the St. Louis
river a great dam and hydro -electric plant
which is more than ample for the present
needs of the two cities. A service reservoir
with a capacity of 130,000,0o0 cubic feet
has been built on the river 17 miles from
Duluth. The river is by-passed from this
reservoir to the power station 2.8 miles down
stream in a direct line. This by-pass con-
sists partly of an open canal and partly of

pipe lines.
In the power house are 13,50o H. P.

vertical, reaction turbines among the most
powerful ever put in commission. Carried
on the shafts of these turbines are 7500
kilowatt electrical generators delivering three
phase current at 6600 volts which is carried
to transformers which raise the voltage to
30,000 volts for the transmission lines.

Four -legged steel towers support the two
transmission lines which end in a sub-

station in Duluth. Here the current is
stepped down in voltage for use in the two
cities, all the electric light and power of
both Duluth and Superior being taken from

these lines.
Machinery is at present installed in the

plant capable of developing 30,000 horse-
power, 15,000 of which is now in use. With
reasonable additional expense, the capacity
of the plant may be increased to 60,000
horsepower.

Though it is not possible here to give a
technical description of the plant, there
are many features about it which are of
interest to the layman. For instance, it
develops the greatest amount of power per
square foot of station area ever attempted in
a water power plant.

One of the cables is laid across the harbor
to Superior, in a trench dredged 3o feet
below water line, or eight feet beneath the
keel of the deepest laden ship that can pass
the Sault River, either now or during the
continuance of the present government plan
for the improvement of the Lakes.

The electrical equipment is very com-
plete. In the wiring scheme for the power
stations, all connections between the busbars
and the units are made through motor
operated oil switches, all arranged for dis-
tant control from a benchboard placed on
a gallery that gives the operator unobstructed
view of the main units. All low tension
wiring is insulated and carried in conduits
laid in the floors, while all high tension

wiring is bare and is hung on insulated sup-
ports in brick compartments. Throughout
the scheme each set of unit wiring can be
carried through any transformer and to
any one of the transmission lines, and this
plan will be continued as the number of

units is increased to a maximum.
A telephone line from the substation to

the power station is carried on the towers of

the transmission line. The instruments on
this telephone line are set in booths mounted
on insulators, these booths also being entered
from an insulated platform.

To excite the fields of the dynamos there
are required two 250 -kilowatt direct cur-
rent dynamos-large enough to furnish ad
the current needed by a town of several
thousand inhabitants.

This in a brief way describes one more of

the thousands of water power electric plants
that are producing current to aid in the
building up of cities and industries. Every
year the number increases, thanks to the
perfection of high-tension transmission meth-
ods, fortifying us against the day when our
natural legacy, the coal beds, will be to
more.

Ground Clamp

A ground connection which does not re-
quire soldering is shown in the sketch. To
make this clamp obtain a brass bar abo.it
one-fourth of an inch square by two inches

long. One-fourth of an inch from each end
drill and thread a hole to fit a bolt. Scrape
the insulation off from your ground wire for
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about 18 inches and wind it several times
around the water pipe and the bar as shown.
The bolts may now be lightened until the
wire is taut and it will be found that this will
give an excellent contact between the pipe
and ground wire.



Electric Welding
By L. RAMAKERS

Electric welding was one of the first
applications made of the voltaic arc, but
it is only recently that it has assumed real
practical importance, and now the use of
it is increasing from day to day.

In 1881, Siemens,
after having made
several experiments
with copper wire of
from two to three
millimeters in diam-
eter, was struck by
the degree of me-
chanical resistance of
the welded points,
which resistance very
much exceeded that
of other welds known
at that time. Some
years later, in 1887,
the researches of
Ries led to other
new and interesting
developments, a n d
finally, in the same
year, Joule estab-
lished the rules of
welding by electrici-
ty. It is from that
time that are to be
dated the really valu-
able experiments for
the practical appli-
cation of this pro-
cess in the indus-
tries. The methods
of use may be classed
in two distinct cate-
gories: the first one
being due to Elihu Thomson, consisting of
a practical utilization of the Joule idea,
while the second one, based on the judicious
application of the high temperatures pro-
duced by the voltaic arc, is due to Ber-
nardos and Slavianoff.

The first method, known under the name
of welding by incandescence, consists essen-
tially in placing against each other the
pieces or parts of pieces to be welded. The
circuit is thus closed, and a current is made
to pass through the pieces, of sufficient in-
tensity to bring the metal to the temperature

desired. The welding is then effected by
pressure, by bringing close together the
parts to be welded. As a matter of course,
the intensity of current necessary for these
operations varies with the volume and struc-

tural nature of the
pieces to be welded;

FIG. I. THE WORKMAN IS PROTECTED BY
A MASK

but it is always very
strong. The advan-
tages of this system
are the regularity of
the work and the
total absence of dan-
ger to the operator.
Finally, the metal is
neither injured nor
modified in its inte-
rior structure. But
this method requires,
for each kind of
work, special ar-
rangements or ma-
chines, all of which
are more or less com-
plicated.

The second meth-
od, which uses the
heat of the voltaic
arc, has the disad-
vantage of modify-
ing a little the com-
position of the metal,
by melting it. But
this gives occasion
to remark that this
very fusion enables
one to give to the
metal any form de-
sired at any given

point whatever in the piece to be
treated. On the other hand, the voltaic
arc of high intensity produces physio-
logical effects that cannot be passed by in
silence. It can cause real attacks of in-
solation (or sun -stroke), while it has a very
bad effect on the eyes. The painful effects
resulting from this cause increase with the
length and duration of the arc. These
objections can, however, be avoided. It
requires only to protect the workman by
colored glass, and to save his face and hands
by means of a mask and gloves of leather.
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It is necessary, also, to avoid the danger of
ophthalmia among the men engaged in
the work of welding, by preventing the
simultaneous presence of lights of different
intensities in the workshops. Therefore, the
metallurgical establishments in which there
are several welding plants, install these
plants in separate places, where pains is
taken to diffuse the light in a regular man-
ner. The welding rooms must also be well
ventilated.

In the two general methods just described,
use may be made either of a continuous cur-
rent, or of an alternating current; the latter,
of which the calorific power seems to be
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FIG. 2. ELECTRIC ARC WELDING EQUIP-
MENT

the higher, is usually preferred in the process
of welding by incandescence.
PROCESS OF WELDING BY INCANDESCENCE

The number of applications of this method
is quite considerable. Each one of them
requires a special apparatus, but we will
limit ourselves to describing the general
principle of operation. It has been applied
to the welding of railway rails, of projectiles,
of boilers, to the fitting of carnage steps,
to the welding of axles, the spokes of loco-
motive wheels, etc., etc. Its use is recom-
mended generally, only when it is a question
of welding pieces which cannot be allowed
to suffer more than a slight deformation
during the operation. All the metals, in-
cluding bismuth, antimony, magnesium,
brass and even aluminum have been welded
by this process.

The surfaces to be welded must first be
scoured off very carefully; then they are
prepared by sprinkling over them borax or
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some other flux, so as to obtain a contact
more or less perfect, which contact consti-
tutes of itself the principal electric resistance
of the circuit. The heat produced by the
passage of the current through this resistance
varies, therefore, according to the degree of
resistance offered. It will vary according
to the pressure exercised on the pieces to be
welded, which pressure is obtained either
by means of springs or by regulating the
screw of a vise.

As we said above, the alternating current
can be used as well as the continuous cur-
rent. Facility in procuring either one or
the other will then decide as to the choice to
be made. At any rate, in case of the appli-
cation of the alternating current, it will
always be preferable to use one of low fre-
quency so as to diminish as much as possible
the effects of self-induction in the large
conductors.

The process of welding is employed prin-
cipally in England and in America, in wire -
mills, where by this method several thousand
weldings may be effected each day. Weld-
ings are made there, for example, of iron
bars 29 millimetres in diameter, in two
minutes and 15 seconds, or about one-
half the time it would take good black-
smiths to obtain the same result in the
ordinary way. An idea may be had by
this example, of the advantages of the appli-
cation of this process in certain cases.

WELDING BY THE ELECTRIC ARC

The piece to be welded is itself used as
an electrode, and the arc springs from a
carbon stem, or from a stem of the same
metal forming the end of the conductor,
and which constitutes the second electrode.
Ordinarily, for working with iron and steel,

FIG. 3. WELDING TOOL

the carbon is attached to the negative pole,
while for other metals, it is attached to the
positive pole.

Let us take, for example, the case of a
piece of casting in which there is a hole
which has to be filled up. If use is made
of carbon, there are first placed, at the spot
where the welding is to be effected, a lot
of little iron shavings, or chips, these being
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covered with sand or some other soldering
powder. The use of such a powder may
frequently be dispensed with, as the vapors
of the metal themselves form an atmosphere
that answers the same purpose. The iron
chips are melted by establishing between
them and the carbon, an arc previously pro-
duced by direct contact. At the moment
when the workman sees that the molten
metal has become well attached to the sur-
face of the piece, he cuts off the current and
begins a rapid hammering. If the metal
itself is used as a solder, the method of
work is the same, but it is the electrode
which melts and fills the cavity.

The electric connection consists simply
of two cables of sufficient diametet, one of
which ends directly at the welding table,
and the other, passing by an ammeter and
the regulating rheostat, conducts the current
to the welding apparatus (Fig. 2). This
latter consists of a block of carbon or of
metal (C) held in the jaws of the pincer (P),
this being conical and having contact with
the interior of an iron tube (F) (Fig. 3).
The tube has a threaded end furnished
with an eyelet of a special form, upon which
the conductor is soldered; a wooden handle
furnished with a spark protector permits of
the easy handling of this apparatus without
danger. The carbon on the metal stem (C)
constituted one of the poles of the circuit.

The table on which is placed the piece
to be treated, consists of a block of iron or
of casting, having sufficient surface for the
purpose, at which block ends the second
cable of the circuit, and of which it forms the
second pole (Fig. 2). The outfit of the
operator is completed by a leather helmet
supplied with smoked or colored glass, to
protect his face and his eyes, as seen in Fig.'.

The workman charged with correcting
a defect in the casting of a piece of steel,
for instance, places the piece to be corrected
upon the welding table. By means of the
carbon soldering (or welding) iron, which
he places in direct contact with the piece to
be welded, he brings out the arc, which he
causes to move all around the defective
spot, so as to heat to the proper degree the
surrounding metal. Then taking in his left
hand a bar of iron or of soft steel, he thrusts
it into the arc, thereby producing a fusion of
the iron, which rapidly fills the spot to be
concealed. Iron can thus be employed as
a welding medium; it is from the iron, in
this case, which divides the arc, the tem-

perature of which causes the melting of
the movable electrode, that the necessary
metal is taken for the filling up of the
fissure.

This operation, carried out with a movable
electrode, either of iron or of carbon, re-
quires no more than two minutes for the
correction of defects of considerable im-
portance.-Translation for Popular Elec-
tricity from La Nature, Paris.

Counting and Packing Coins Auto-
matically

Connect the motor of this almost human
machine to the nearest lamp socket, set the
indicator to the count and package denomi-
nation required and pour the coins into the
hopper. Then electricity does the rest and
the coins are turned out, correctly counted

COUNTER AND PACKAGING MACHINE

and neatly wrapped in packages. The ma-
chine is small, being only 20 inches in diam-
eter and i6 inches high.

There are two registers, one counting from
zero up to io,000, the other from io,000 down
to zero. These are patented counters, so con-
structed that any or all digits can be set at zero
instantly. With these registers any method
of checking accounts of collectors, conduct-
ors, depositors, cashiers, etc., can be easily
devised, the machine acting in the double
capacity of bookkeeper and money packager
simultaneously. There is only one handling
of the coin from time it is delivered until
deposited, and all is absolutely accounted for
with no chance of error.



Is Electricity the Energy of the Universe?
By J. J. SANDERS

That we shall some day understand a great deal more than we do now of the ultimate particle which
goes to make up all matter, and of its relation to that mysterious form of energy which we call electricity,

is presumable. And that when knowledge along this line has been sufficiently extended, our present day

methods of applying energy to the accomplishment of work will seem ridiculously complicated, is also well

within the bounds of possibility. Mr. Sanders is not alone in this belief, for many of the foremost scientists

and thinkers of today are working at the problem. Although some may pick flaws in his theory, it is
nevertheless interesting, and shows the trend of modern thought.-Editorial note.

The great congress of the British Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science held in
Winnipeg, Manitoba, recently, has accepted
as a fact the electron is the smallest particle
of matter. Nearly all of the great scientists
of Europe and America were there in at-
tendance. The fact that the electron is the
smallest particle of matter, the elementary
corpuscle from which everything in the
boundless universe is formed, was so stated
by myself in an article in a local paper pub-
lished in the month of May, 1907, about
two and one-half years ago. I arrived at
this conclusion by one line of experiments,
the congress of scientists by another.

With the knowledge that the electron is
the elementary corpuscle that enters into the
formation of everything that we know in vari-
ous combinations, there can be readily seen
by anyone of average intelligence the pos-
sibility of man being able to manufacture all
of his necessities out of the raw material,
electricity.

You may ask, What is the electron ? Our
solar spectrum reveals several thousand
separate and distinct lines representing every
shade of color imaginable from the red to
the violet. Each of these lines represents a
line of elementary corpuscles of matter.
Certain of these lines in innumerable com-
binations form everything in our solar sys-
tem, including plant, insect, animal and hu-
man life. Our white solar light is a com-
plete compound containing all of the ele-
ments.

Theodore Roosevelt during the term of
his presidency called a conference of the
governors of all of the states, including many
representatives, senators, diplomats, states-
men and scientists, for the purpose of devis-
ing means of conserving the natural re-
sources. Strange as it may seem, there
was not a single man in that great

gathering who expressed an opinion ccn-
cerning the great natural resources of the
universe.

The day is near at hand when the solar
rays will be converted directly into electriciy,
furnishing power, heat, light and the raw
material from which all human necessities
will be manufactured. When man' suc-
ceeds in converting our solar rays into elec-
tricity, the future of the fleets of the air will
be assured; not only this, but with this
knowledge he will learn to apply mechani-
cally the natural laws of attraction and re-
pulsion to his aerial craft, the laws that
govern the movements of all spheres in
space; then we will have Cooks innumer-
able exploring the distant worlds.

Everything radiates energy in a greater or
lesser degree; this energy is carried through
space, from sphere to sphere, by means of
fine ethereal lines. The whole universe has
a nervous system, the same as you and I,
that carries the energy through all parts.
Light is not hurled through blank space, as
many think, but is carried on fine ethereal
lines as electrical energy, and as it meets
the resistance of the denser atmosphere it
forms light the same as the electrical energy
passing over metallic wires meeting the re-
sistance of the carbon filament in the in-
candescent bulb forms light.

Our sun is not a blazing ball of fire as
many astronomers think. All spheres are
formed under the same unchangeable law,
consequently the surface conditions on all
must be the same, atmosphere, liquids and
solids in this order of density until the cen-
ter is reached. The interior of the earth is
two and one-half times denser in its central
makeup than any solid that we know of on
the surface. If each planet and sun were
a perfect ball, the surface conditions would
be atmosphere and water, but owing to great
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upheavals great bodies of solids rise above
the water as continents and islands.

Each sphere radiates energy in proportion
to its immensity. The greater the sphere,
the greater it radiates energy. Many savants
seem to think that man could not exist, that
is man from the earth, on Jupiter or the
larger spheres, because of the greater at-
traction of the law of gravity; and they also
think from the lesser attraction, by this same
law, that he would step around on the planet
Mars like a hop toad. This idea is errone-
ous and will not bear investigation.

The law of gravity operates with equal
force on the surface of all spheres of
any magnitude. What is this law of grav-
ity? It is the law of density; the law of
attraction; the law of affinity. We are made
up of surface matter, hence we have an
affinity for the surface matter and the sur-
face matter has the same affinity for us.

Electric Lights for the Country Home

Along with the farmer's telephone and his
automoblie comes the desire to have elec-

regulation which caused the lights to flicker
so as to be of little use. But now improve-
ments have been made in the design of gas
engines which permit of their use for this
purpose, and as they are easily started and
stopped and no boilers or bulky fuel are
required they are nicely adapted to the
country plant.

Such generating units may now be ob-
tained in almost any size desired from a few
horsepower up to thirty-five or forty, which
is larger than is required for the ordinary
country place. An installation of this kind
is shown in the cut and is used to light a
country home in Westchester County, N. Y.
In this particular outfit the engine is of
the double cylinder type and the dynamo is
driven direct from the engine shaft.

The Gyroscope Compass

Announcement has been made that the
German Admirality has decided to abolish
all magnetic compasses on board German
warships and replace them with the gyro-
scope compass.

TYPICAL RURAL LIGHTING PLANT

tric lights and electric power on the farm.
In summer resort hotels and summer country
homes electric current is also practically a
necessity. To fit such cases as this and for
use anywhere that the regular central station
current is not available small electric gen-
erating units are now made which are run
by gas engines. It wasn't so very long ago
that the gas engine was not suitable for
driving a dynamo because of its poor speed

The gyroscope compass
is based upon the familiar
principle that a rapidly
rotating body tends to keep
in the same plane, a prin-
ciple which is already
applied in the automatic
steering apparatus of tor-
pedoes. The compass con-
sists of a wheel weighing
about nine pounds, moun-
ted with the usual compass
card and working, in order
to diminish friction, in a
holder of quicksilver. A
current of 15o watts is
sufficient to give this wheel
or top the speed of 21,000
turns a minute.

Two hours after being
started the instrument is

set in the direction of the mathematical
meridian instead of toward the mag-
netic pole, and it keeps its position un-
changed. It is not deflected as is the ordi-
nary compass by neighboring iron and steel.
It is unsusceptible to vibration and rolling
and under all possible conditions of weather
keeps obstinately true to the poles. The
slight deviations resulting in different lati-
tudes are all exactly calculable.



Ozone in Butter Making

Strange as it may seem now, the Pure
Food Law passed by Congress a few years
ago, did not include in the requirement of
labeling all butter made from stale cream
as "manufactured from stale cream." The
loophole was left open and stale cream is
made into butter every day all over the

week. Naturally cream separated say on
Monday will not be fresh on Thursday w1 .en
it reaches the creamery and so on throL.gh

the week. Some years ago before the farmer
became rich and independent, he was
obliged to bring his milk each morning to
the creamery at the railroad and have it

OZONE PURIFIER INSTALLED IN A CREAMERY

country, to find its way to the housewife
both high and low.

Many creameries mix their stale cream
with the fresh cream and all of it is finally
made up into butter, some being good, bad
and indifferent, but still all of it is consumed
sooner or later.

The reason the creameries get stale cream
is caused by the farmer, who now separates
his milk and cream with his own separator
and brings it to the railroad for shipment,
or direct to the creamery, once or twice a

separated and take back the skimmed milk.
The cream in this way would reach the city
creamery fresh every day and rarely ever
was received in a stale condition. Now it is
all different.

The creameries have tried many ways to
deodorize and freshen up the stale cream
which comes to them daily in this manner,
so that it would make fresh, sweet butter.
Several experimental stations have worked
out different methods employing forced air,
and after some years it was found the active
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principle in the air to take up the rancidity,
etc., in the cream and milk was the oxygen,
and better still ozone which is condensed
oxygen. This being proved without any
question of a doubt, it remained for someone
to take further along experiments in this
line.

For some years past, since the applica-
tion of ozone to dairy products was thought
possible, this subject has claimed the at-
tention of various agricultural colleges in
various parts of the country. Some have
advocated it while others have been non-
committal, and not until early in March,
1909, did the subject receive an impetus,
sufficient to bring it to the immediate at-
tention of several large creameries in Chicago.
The stumbling block heretofore has been
the generating of ozone in sufficient com-
mercial quantities, and above all the purity
of the gas to be used. Added to these
conditions the application of the gas it-
self to raw milk, cream, etc., had been little
experimented with owing to the scarcity
of pure ozone gas.

A manufacturer of ozone generators of
large size set about to find a solution of the
problem and finally produced an electrical
ozone generator adapted for the complete
deodorizing and purifying of stale cream.
Not satisfied with their own tests, however,
they placed a trial installation in a large
creamery in Chicago where a prolonged
test could be made under practical working
conditions, a view of the apparatus being
here shown.

In sampling the raw cream in cans, where
one would be encountered as being quite
stale and foul smelling, it would be set aside
and so on until about 8o gallons were ob-
tained which ordinarily would be con-
demned as unfit for use. This was first
put through the pasteurizer at a temperature
of 130° F.; from there it was promptly run
into the agitator and treated with ozone for
4o minutes. At the end of this period the
cream was bleached and completely de-
odorized, the acidity being reduced from
.7 to .36. After being cooled it was churned
into butter grading up to No. 1. On subse-
quent runs the results were duplicated with
the exception that in one case, through care-
lessness of the operator, too much ozone
was taken up by the cream and the butter
tasted strongly of "mountain air."

The cream subjected to the above tests
varied in age from two to five days and the

rancidity was pronounced. The treatment
of unskimmed milk showed a large reduction
in the acidity and, further, a freshened con-
dition afterward, leaving unchanged the
butter fats, etc.

In describing briefly the National ozone
generator used in these tests it is as follows:
An electric air pump is employed to force
dry filtered air through the ozone generator.
Ozone is produced in the generator by high
potential discharges between specially formed
electrodes. The ozone is forced through
at a volume rate of four cubic feet per minute,
this in turn is discharged in the bottom of
the agitator varying in duration of time from
four minutes to 4o minutes.

In creameries which have an output of
50,000 pounds of butter per day, the ozone
generator is installed so as to discharge
directly into the pasteurizer, thereby saving
one operation and time consumed.

The Prodding Voice of Experience

If Professor Morse, through some miracu-
ous means, should be permitted to again visit
this world and personally inspect the para-
phernalia of a modern telegraph office today,
it is almost absolutely certain that he would
not only pronounce the plant perfect, but
probably believe that improvements were ut-
terly impossible; yet we who have listened to
the voice of long experience and thereby
gained wisdom know that not a day passes
during which this ever-present monitor is not
heard not only depreciating, but actually find-
ing fault with our very latest and proudest
achievements. Were it not for this prodding
voice the world's progress would cease.

When that historical first message, "What
hath God wrought," was transmitted over
the circuit between Washington and Balti-
more in 1844, the fulfilment of Morse's
greatest expectations was accomplished.
He had established a practical means of
instantaneous communication between wide-
ly separated localities on the surface of this
globe. What more could be expected or
even desired ?

Had the little voice remained silent during
the resulting popular enthusiasm and period
of supreme contentment with the achieve-
ment which followed for a while, we would
still be receiving messages on a running tape
by means of the old register, and would also
require a metallic circuit, or two wires, in-
stead of one.
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Fortunately, for posterity, one day one of
the wires broke and the two ends fell to the
ground, where they luckily found good
"earth" connection, or as we say today,
both ends "grounded." This fact was not
discovered for several days, but when the
situation was finally disclosed and the
officials learned that they had been working
the circuit right along although one side of

the loop was out of commission, they hea-d
the faint voice of a newly born experien:e
protesting that two wires were used when
the earth itself would perform the same
service as a return wire. That one little
"kick" alone doubled the mileage of the
telegraph plant without incurring the ex-
penditure of an additional dollar.-Telegraph
Age.

Automatic Trolley Switch

On high speed interurban
electric lines the general ten-

dency is more and more
toward improved equipment
which shall bring the opera-
tion of trains upon such
roads, as far as speed and the
maintenance of schedules is
concerned, on a par with the
best steam road practice. As
a consequence there are new
devices and methods being
constantly applied to save a
minute here and there in the
running time and to obviate,
as far as possible, the little
annoying delays which once
were frequent.

For instance, in entering
or leaving a siding, at meet-
ing points on the line, it is
not only necessary that the
track switch be thrown, but
also there must be a similar
device at the branching point
of the two trolley wires in
order that the trolley wheel
may always follow the right
wire. Such a system is
shown in the picture. At the
branching point of the trolley
wire is placed a little switch
or frog similar in operation
to the track rail switch; that
is, there is a movable tongue
which works horizontally and
causes the trolley wheel to
follow either the main line
or the siding wire. This
movable tongue is operated
mechanism that throws the
through the agency of
shown going up the side

by the same
track switch,
the rods as
of the pole.

AUTOMATIC TROLLEY SWITCH

This is all done to save a moment's
delay which would be occasioned if :he
conductor were required to yank a trolley
pole over into place.



Electricity in Pulp and Paper Making
Most paper pulp mills are located upon

a water power site for the reason that
not only is power required, but also a large
quantity of water for the pulp making
process. But the fact that wood pulp may

During these low water seasons the mill is
also able to utilize the electric current with
economy by running at night and taking ad-
vantage of the low night rates for current
which most central stations allow, thereby

MOTOR DRIVEN BEATERS OF I,I00 POUNDS CAPACITY EACH

be made up in large quantities and stored
for future use brings up the question:as to
whether or not electric motors may not be
profitably used as auxiliary power, in spite
of the fact that water power is already avail-
able on the mill site. That electricity may
be used with economy has been demon-
strated in a great many instances. The rea-
son lies in the fact that the electric central
stations near the paper and pulp mills are
generally also operated by water power. At
times of plentiful water supply, which are
the times when the pulp mills "make hay",
the central station can make current at its
greatest capacity and as a consequence can
grant current at very low rate during flood
seasons. The pulp mill takes advantage of
this low rate current to drive its auxiliary
machinery and utilizes its own water supply
for the making of large quantities of pulp
to tideyover the season of low water.

husbanding its own water for the pulp mak-
ing process.

In cases where it is not possible for the
pulp mills to obtain electric central station
power and where water wheels have been
used to drive the machinery, it has been
found that to take these waterwheels and
make them drive electric generators supply-
iny current for motor drive, insures the direct
application of a far greater percentage of the
power than is possible where mechanical
drive with its heavy friction losses is
used.

Thus electricity has come to be a large
factor in the pulp and paper making in-
dustry, and as the majority of the readers
of this article have never had the opportun-
ity of visiting such mills the accompanying
pictures will be instructive and interesting,
as showing the uses of current in an industry
which is today among the greatest.
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THIRTY HORSE POWER MOTOR DRIVING RAG CUTTER, THRASHER AND DUSTER

THREE HUNDRED HORSE POWER MOTOR DRIVING A PUL P GRINDER

The upper illustration shows a room in a foreground, and which requires for its

paper mill where rags are cut, thrashed and operation a motor of 3o horse power. The
dusted by the machine which you see in the power consumed by this individual motor
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TWO MOTORS OF 200 HORSE POWER EACII DRIVING SIX BEATERS

may be readily measured by suitable instru-
ments, showing whether or not the power
consumed by the rag cutter is normal. In
this way any defect in the machine, entail-
ing an unusual consumption of power may
be detected at once and remedied.

In the second illustration on the preceding
page is shown a pulp grinder in a large mill in
Wisconsin. It takes a large amount of power
and the motor at the left is of 30o horse
power capacity. Rope drive instead of a
belt is here used. This is an instance show-
ing how electric power may be subdivided,
by the use of individual motors, so that
isolated machines may be started and stopped
without interfering with the work of other sec-
tions. This is a great economy over the use of
heavy line shafts which must be run all the
time for the operation of even one machine.

Pulp beaters are also used in the mills-
great circular tanks in which the semi -fluid
pulp is beaten and swirled about. The first
cut shows a long line of these beaters having
a capacity of moo pounds each. They are
located in a paper mill in New York state
and the installation exemplifies the reliability
of motors under severe service conditions,
as they operate 24 hours a day, six days in
the week and during the year they have been
installed they have been subjected to this
practically continuous operation without a
single breakdown.

In this plant the
change from mecha-
nical to electrical
drive was made
ahóut a year ago.
Prior to that steam
engines had been
used to drive the
machinery by shafts
and belts. This re-
quired a capacity of
225o H. P. of which
528 H. P. was con-
sumed in friction
losses on shafting.
At present the ca-
pacity of the plant is
greater with only
I7oo H. P. in mo-
tors connected.

In the last illus-
tration are shown
two 20o horsepower
motors driving six
beaters and six

washers in a Massachusetts plant. The
notable feature of this installation is that the
motors are installed on a mezzanine floor
beneath the beater room, and therefore
occupy space which could not be used other-
wise.

The Principle of High Tension Trans-
mission

Many persons undoubtedly do not know,
or do not stop to think, why people are killed
by contact with some "live" wires, and are
not harmed by others. Many know that
the electric light circuit in the house is prac-
tically harmless except in rare cases, or ex-
cept for a painful shock, while trolley wires
will almost kill a man, and long-distance
transmission wires are deadly. There is a
reason for this as there is for everything else.
The death -dealing power of electricity lies
in the amount of current forced through the
body, but this in turn depends on the voltage,
electrical pressure, potential or whatever
you may call it, which is necessary to force
current through the high resistance of the
bodily tissues. Therefore the greater the
voltage the more danger to life.

Now to explain the reason for this differ-
erence in voltage of various wires: Every
electrical circuit carries amperes and volts,
amperes standing for the quantity of elec-
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tricity in the wire, and volts for the pressure
that forces it through the circuit, as noted

above. The product of these is watts which

represent energy. Accordingly, a wire carry-
ing to amperes at Ito volts is carrying energy
equal to moo watts, but if it carried ro
amperes at 6,000 volts the energy would be
6o,000 watts, or a little over 8o horsepower,
as one horsepower equals 746 watts.

We have noticed that trolley wires are more
dangerous than house lighting wires, and
that long distance transmission wires are
more dangerous than trolley wires. There-
fore, trolley wires must carry more voltage
than house wires, and long distance trans-
mission wires more voltage than trolley

wires. Such is exactly the case. The
voltage commonly used in houses for light-
ing is rro, that used to run trolley cars about

55o, while transmission wires carry all the
way from 2200 to I25,000 volts.

The reason why transmission wires carry
such high voltages can be easily explained.
The more amperes a wire carries, the larger
the wire must be, but a wire that may have
one volt impressed upon it may have one
million just as well. That is, the size of
the wire must be regulated, not by the num-
ber of volts it carries, but by the number of
amperes.

Now suppose it were required to send
electrically 84 horse -power over a distance
of zo miles to light the houses in a town.
The voltage in the houses must not exceed

to, because otherwise it would be danger-
ous. But 84 horse power is (84x746) about
62,664 watts. Dividing this by to we get
nearly S7o amperes. To carry this quantity
of electricity would cost $3,736 per mile for
wire, or $73,000 for twenty miles, But if
the electricity were generated at 55oo volts
instead of no, the amperes would be equal
to 62,664=5500, not quite 12, which could
be carried by No. 15 wire at a cost of only
$65o. By comparing this with the cost of

the larger wire, the reason is plain why the
higher voltage and smaller wire are used.

When the current arrives at the town it is
transformed down in a substation, either to
I ro volts, to be used directly in the houses, or
to 2200 volts, and carried to distributing
points, and again transformed down, this time
finally to IIo volts at each house. In large
cities the latter system is used exclusively.
The mains in the streets carry the current,
generally at 2200 volts pressure, from the
power -house to the transformers where it is

transformed to no volts as required by the
lamps.

The trolley system is an example of high
tension transmission, although it is not gen-
erally so considered. The trolley wire car-
ries a varying amount of amperes at S5o

volts. If the voltage were IIo, trolley wire
five times as large as it now is would have to
be used at a proportionately greater cost in
order to carry the required amperes.

High tension transmission, which means
transmission of power at high voltage, or
tension, has solved many problems of power
transmission, for without it, the vast sources
of energy such as the water falls of thousands
of horse power in the mountains far distant
from any city would remain unharnessed,
and the one million horsepower of Niagara
which is now being utilized for power many
miles away over circuits carrying 6o,Doo

volts still would be serving mankind only as
beautiful scenery. HAROLD H. CUTTER

Electrical Experiment

To boil a glass of water in less than 15
seconds, at a cost of almost nothing, try
the following experiment:

Take two plain arc lamp carbons al:out
three inches long and mount them in a
stand as shown in the diagram. Place a
glass of slightly salt water under the car-
bons, so that their ends are immersed. Con -

30 - //0
Volt Cincti:'t

Canbons

Salt Wcten

nect the carbons through a switch to the
two sides of a rro-volt circuit and turn on
the current. The more salt there is in the
water the quicker it will boil. Be careful
that the two carbons do not touch.

-Lindsay McMillan.
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Membership in Popular Electricity Wireless Club is made up of readersof this magazine who have constructed or are operating wireless apparatusor systems. Membership blanks will be sent upon request This depart-ment of the magazine is devoted to the interest of the Club, andmembers are invited to assist in making it as valuable and interestingas possible, by sending in descriptions and photographs of their equipments

Armies and Navies Directed by High
Power Wireless

By FRANK C. PERKINS

On account of the development of the
high power wireless telegraph stations it is
now possible to direct the movements of a

of the German portable equipment for
wireless telegraphic communication includ-
ing apparatus for sending and receiving

FIGS. I AND 2. GERMAN PORTABLE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT

FIG. 3. ARRANGEMENT OF THE SIX FOLD UMBRELLA ANTENNA

great army and navy simultaneously from a messages by a commander to and from thecentrally located point. The accompanying various army posts at distances of manyillustrations Figs. i and 2 show two views miles. It is possible with the receiving
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FIG. 4. THE POWER EQUIPMENT.

apparatus to take directions from a comman-
der or superior officer located hundreds of
miles away at a high power transmitting
station, the same commander being able to
direct the movements of the various battle-
ships, cruisers and torpedo boats of the navy
from the same fort or other high power sta-
tions.

It may be of interest to note the details
of construction and the electrical equipment
of one of the first high
power wireless stations
in Germany, illustrat-
ing the methods em-
ployed and unique
apparatus utilized.

The Nauen high
power station is locat-
ed northwest of Berlin
at a distance of about
25 miles. A steel
tower was erected- for
supporting the anten-
na as seen in the
frontispiece of this is-
sue. This lattice
work steel tower is
328 feet high and sup-
ports a large number
of wires forming a six
fold umbrella antenna FIG. 5. SINGLE PHASE ALTERNATOR

523

above the wireless station as indicated in
Fig. 3. The location of the station and tow
er is in a large field with favorable conditions
of soil, ground water being struck at a depth
of 6¡ feet, thus providing an excellent earth
connection. Conditions, however, were un-
favorable for the construction of the tower,
making it difficult to provide a secure foun-
dation for the heavy tower of triangular
form measuring 13 feet on each side. But

by the liberal use of
concrete a good foun-
dation was finally pro-
vided. The tower is
kept vertical by the
use of guys running
to a point 246 feet
above the earth.
These guys are insu-
lated from the tower
and anchoring, or ac-
count of the high ten-
sion used, the spark
sometimes reaching a
length of 4o inches.
The total surface cov-
ered by the umbrella
antenna is 642,000
square feet. The .eads
to the station F.ouse
consist of 154 cables
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FIG. 6. TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT CONTAINS 360 LEYDEN JARS

in the form of six grids carried from the
top of the tower to a bus bar and then
into the station.

In the station the high tension room is
located on the upper floor and the machine
room and receiving room on the ground
floor. The power equipment is noted in
Figs. 4 and 5, the former showing a portable
boiler and engine of 36 horsepower capacity,
working at a steam pressure of seven at-
mospheres, the speed of the engine being
120 revolutions per minute. The latter
view shows the single phase alternator em-
ployed which is driven by belt transmission
from the engine fly -wheel. This single
phase alternator has a capacity of 25 kilo-
watts and supplies a current of a frequency
of 5o cycles per second.

On the first floor are located four chok-
ing coils and four induction coils through
which the alternating current is fed. The
transmitting equipment is shown in Fig. 6,
with its Leyden jar battery. There are 36o
large jars connected in three -fold series.
The jars are charged from the secondary
winding of the induction coils which are
connected to four high tension choking coils.

It may be stated that this high power
station equipment and its operation differs
from that in small stations, in that thecut-
ting off of the induction coils from the Ley-

den jar battery is not done by interrupting
the primary circuit but by short circuiting
the primary winding of the induction coil
and simultaneously the winding of the

FIG. 7. THE KEY IS SEEN AT THE RIGHT
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generator through the choking coils. By
breaking this short circuit the Ley den jar
battey is charged. On account of the very
heavy current utilized a special switch is
provided in the transmitting relay which
is said to be very reliable and effective.

For transmitting, an ordinary Morse key
is employed on the receiving table in the
telegraphing room as noted at the right in
Fig. 7, this key operating a transmitting
relay.

By operating a single switch only one
movement is required to change over from
transmitting to receiving. This operation
switches the air wire and earth from the
transmitting circuit to the receiving circuit,
the receiving apparatus being noted in Fig. y.
The same operation above referred to dis-
connects the alternating current circuit by
means of a cut-out, this being absolutely
necessary in order to protect the sensitive
cells and detectors from the influence of

the exciting circuit. It is possible with
the equipment shown in Fig. 7 to receive
with both writing and hearing receiver

simultaneously or independently as de-

sired.
From this station messages have been

received with hearing and writing receiver
over land a distance of 50o miles, cl-.iefly

over mountains in Switzerland. Messages
have been sent from this station a distance
of nearly 85o miles over land.

Messages have also been transmitted to
the steamship Bremen on a voyage to New

York at a distance of 940 miles largely
over land, the telegrams being received
very distinctly by the hearing receiver on
board this ocean liner.

By means of the latest improvements in
wireless transmitting and receiving apparatus
it is now possible to transmit messages from
this station far greater distances than when
the station was first equipped, communica-
tion being possible with warships thousands
of miles away and with armies in the field
with as great facility and even to better
advantage than by the land telegraph line
on account of the portability of the wireless
field equipment.

A Hot Wire Ammeter
By A. B. COLE

In wireless stations where tuned systems
are used, some device is required to show
when the aerial is radiating a maximum
amount of energy. Since the energy sup-
plied to the aerial is alternating in character
and of high frequency, a meter depending
on magnetic forces would be difficult and

4---;
M

FIG. I

and the amount of expansion is dependent on
the quantity of current passing.

The purpose of this article is to show how
a simple hot wire ammeter for tuning pur-
poses may easily be constructed. The most
difficult part of the construction is that of
the pointer and its supports. These must

be accurately made if the
meter is to be reliable.
The detailed construction
of these parts may hest be
seen from Fig. r. Here,
(M) is a brass support
bent in the shape Eh own.
Two holes, (V) anc. (W),
are drilled for screws to
hold (M) inside the case;
(V) is countersunk to allow
the screw head to be flush

costly to construct. The most satisfactory
meter in use for this purpose operates upon
the principle that current passing through a
wire heats the wire and causes t to expand,

with the surface. (T) is
a brass nut soldered to
(M), into which is screwed

and soldered a short piece of } brass
rod (U) which is then drilled at its upper
end with a 3-32 drill to a depth of
about It inch. (X) is an 8-4o thumb -screw
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FIG. 2

with:lock nut, and is drilled at the lower
end with a 3-32 drill to a depth of about
} inch. The aluminum pointer (K) is made
of a piece of,No. 14 aluminum wire, and
fits tightly a hole in the brass spindle, sharp-
ened at both ends, which turns freely in the
holes drilled in (U) and (X). It is important
that (U) and (X) be adjusted so that (K)
swings with practically no friction. To
this end a small lead weight (N) should be
made just heavy enough to balance (K).

At (A), inch from the center of the
spindle, is fastened a silk thread whose
other end is tied to a light phosphor bronze
spring (F), Fig. 2. The spring may be of
the type used on "pony" telegraph relays.
The other end of (F) is held by a short piece
of 1-16 inch brass rod bent at one end in
the form of a hook, and passing through a
binding post (J). By moving the rod with
respect to (J) the tension on (F) can be varied.

At (B), } inch from the center of the
spindle, (Fig. 1), is fastened a wire (G),
Fig. 2. For stations from } to t K. W.
capacity this wire may be a No. 4o copper;
from } K. W. to two K. W. (G) should be
of No. 36 copper wire. (G) passes through
a }-inch hole in the instrument case and
through the center of a round fibre rod (C),
and terminates in a wire hook whose shank
passes through an 8-4o thumbscrew (D),
and is bent into a circle beyond the head of
(D). As (D) is turned the,wire hook should
not revolve with respect to (D) so that (G) is
not twisted. An 8-4o thumbscrew (E),
provided with a lock nut, passes through
(C), so that it may be screwed down on (D),
making electrical connection with it, and
serving to prevent its turning when once
adjusted. Since (D) seldom needs adjust-
ment, the wear on the threads of (E) is

small. (C) is held to the
case by two 8-32 machine
screws, as shown in Fig. 2.
Frame (M) is connected
by means of a No. 18
wire to a binding post
(H) on the outside of the
instrument case. A card-
board scale (L) is shown
in Figs. 1 and 2. The
spring (F) and binding
post (J) have been omitted
from the latter figure to en-
able the construction and
location of the moving parts
to be more readily under-

stood. (G) should be tightened by nut (D)
and spring (F) should exert enough tension
on (K) to pull (K) around the scale when
(G) expands.

FIG. 3
The scale (L) may be divided into any

convenient number of parts, and easily
calibrated. However, in small stations it
is only necessary that the meter give a
comparative reading.

To use the meter, connect post (H) to the
aerial, and post (E) to the transmitting in-
struments. When the transmitting key is
depressed, the current flowing into the aerial
must pass through wire (G) thereby heating
this wire and causing it to expand. The
expansion allows the spring (F) to draw (K)
around the scale a distance proportionate to
the quantity of current flowing. The meter,
which is recommended for stations from
} K. W. to two K. W. capacity, works in
both horizontal and vertical positions, and
will be found to give great satisfaction.



Dr. Cook Experiments with the Wire-
less Telephone

Wireless telephones,
as most of the readers
of this department
know, have been now
perfected so as to
admit conversations
being held, as dis-
tinctly as with the
wire instruments, over
a distance of 25o miles.
Wireless telephones
are in use along the
Pacific coast and be-
tween the islands of
Casco Bay, Maine,
and it is claimed that
wireless telephony will
soon become as useful
as wireless telegraphy.

While in Cincinnati
recently, Dr. Freder-
ick Cook, discoverer
of the North Pole, and
his friend, Dr. Axel
L. Kopp, Danish
electrical engineer, DR. COOK AT THE WIRELESS

m a d e experiments
with the wireless tele-
phone for business
purposes. The accom-
panying pictures show
Dr. Cook conversing
over a wireless tele-
phone located in a
Cincinnati hotel and
Dr. Kopp using an
instrument located
temporarily in one of
Cincinnati's public
parks.

T h e experiments
made by these two
noted men were with
a new wireless tele-
phone system with
which great results are
expected to be ob-
tained. It is outward-
ly of much the same
appearance as the or-
dinary telephone with

TELEPHONE an additional attach -

DR. AXEL L. KOPP EXPERIMENTING WITH THE WIRELESS TELEPHONE
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ment similar to the automatic type. Itis, on general principle, like the wireless
telegraph, in that it transmits messages
through ethereal waves.

There will be no wireless telephone ex-
changes, since each telephone is an exchange
in itself. It is said that a device has been
perfected in this system whereby a wireless
telephone user can call up any number in
a city of ioo,000 telephones. Each tele-
phone will be equipped with this device
which consists outwardly of a dial and num-
bers ranging from one to ten as in the auto-
matic wire telephone. A telephone user
wishing to call up telephone No. 47 only has
to move the hand on the dial to number 4
and then switch it over to number 7 and in-
stantly telephone number 47 will begin ring-
ing, if it is in working order and within the
etherial wave limit, be the instrument sta-tionary or being transported. Conversa-
tions have been held, so it is stated, from
trains and automobiles.

Attachment for Morse Key

When an ordinary Morse key is used to
break the primary current to a wireless
transformer it is found to be very unsuitable,
owing to the small contact points adhering,
on account of the heavy current they are
called upon to carry. When large contacts
are used this difficulty is eliminated. An
attachment which can be cheaply construct-
ed to be used in connection with an ordi-
nary Morse key and which will add a "pro-
fessional air" to the wireless set is described
below, and the appearance will deviate from
the simple telegraph key.

The following materials are required for
the construction of this attachment. Fiveinches of finch square brass rod, six
inches of 5 -32 -inch
round brass rod, - -xone inch of }-inch 1+-69

round zinc rod.
If a leg key is

to be used, the
leg with the con-
tact point should 3"be removed and
the other sawed
off. The square
brass rod is now £ --1 :k -
bent and holes
drilled with 11 -64-

FIG. I

HJ

i4

inch drill as shown in Fig. 1. Two piecesof the zinc rod } inch long are now cut and
one end on each piece bored and threaded
with an 8 -32 -inch tap. One length of the
round brass rod 2 11-16 inches long and one

I
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FIG. 2

1 ii -i6 inches long are now cut. The longer
one is threaded } inch on each end and the
other is threaded the whole length. Thezinc pieces are now screwed on tight, one
on each rod, as shown in Fig. 2. If the
amateur is fortunate enough to procure
platinum, platinoid, or iridium of fairly
good diameter, same can be used instead of
the zincs for contacts, but zinc has been
found to answer admirably for breaking
current of Ipp volts and 24 to four amperes,
which is about the quantity taken by } to} K. W. transformers.

FIG. 3

The thumb screw with lock nut at the
end of the key lever is now removed and the
lock nut screwed on the shortest length of
rod to which the zinc piece is attached,
which in turn is screwed on at the end of
the key lever.

A base of any insulating material four by
six inches is made, on which the key and
attachment are mounted. Fig. 3 shows the
key with attachment mounted.

From Fig. 3 it will be seen that when the
rod (A) is in position; it is locked by the
screw (B). The space between the con-
tact pieces (C) and (D) should be about
1-32 inch. The screw (E) should slant
slightly to the left so that the contact pieces
will strike each other evenly.
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Experimental Station on Middle Island

Away up on Middle Island in Lake
Superior, near Marquette, Ifich., an ex-
perimental wireless telegraph station was
in use this Fall, for receiving only. It was
installed by W. J. Chilton for the purpose
of trying out some new ideas in the line of
receiving apparatus, which he hopes will
prove of value to the art. One of the pic-
tures shows the inventor and his portable
apparatus. The other shows a friend of

WAITING FOR THE FIRST MESSAGE

the inventor, also a wireless enthusiast.
The antenna for this station, which con-

sisted of four No. 14 copper wires 15o feet
long, was erected on the summit of the island,
zoo feet above the surface of the water.
The ground was made by sinking a mass of

metals into the lake.
The receiving set was condensed into a

portable case and carried to and from the
island in a boat. It consisted of a double
tuning coil, two i000 -ohm receivers, a
detector, embodying a large number of
different minerals, and some other experi-
mental devices embodying the new ideas.

This receiving set, used in the commanding
position on the summit of the island, was
within easy range of passing boats, Duluth,
Minn., and Calumet, Mich., and even Cleve-
land, Ohio, was heard at one time.

Wireless Etiquette

Rumors insistently crop out of contem-
plated legislation to abolish the amateur
wireless station. No definite steps have
thus far been taken and it is to be hoped
that none will be taken. In an art so young
as that of wireless telegraphy and telephony
the sustained interest of thousands of ama-
teur workers all over the country cannot but
result in good to the cause. Many of the
important achievements in this field have
been stumbled upon, so to speak, even by
the most noted of the inventors and it is
sure to happen that from the amateur en -

W. J. CHILTON WITH HIS PORTABLE RE-

CEIVING SET

thusiasts things new and useful to the art
will be forthcoming.

In addition, there are now numerous
thriving manufacturing concerns which are
building up an extensive business in amateur
wireless equipment to which a falling off
in this class of trade would mean serious
loss if not failure.

Most amateurs are working with small

coils and limited equipment. That they
may in some instances conflict with the large
stations is true, but a large proportion of
the adverse criticism is without foundation.
The distance over which they operate is
nine times out of ten comparatively insig-

nificant. They are more apt by far to con-
flict with each other than with the big
stations.
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But the surest way to avoid criticism is
to remove the cause, and those few amateurs
who are located close to the big government
or commercial stations should remember
that it is "up to them" to put an end to
this talk, both for their own sakes and for
that of their amateur friends who, though
they are so far from a large station that they
could not make it in two "yumps," as the
Norwegian said, would have to share alike
with the offenders in case of prohibitory
legislation. Remember, if you are close
to a commercial or government station, if
you find they are operating, "get off the
line." Don't try to talk to them in any
case. They have their own business to
take care of. The ether is free to all but
there is a wireless etiquette to be observed,
and let'us observe it.

Things for the Amateur to Remember
All wireless operators in the amateur

class should realize the great importance
there is in trying to do away with the talk
of licensing all wireless stations. Now we
can help to stop this by observing a few set
rules and abiding by them.

First: Learn to receive, so as to under-
stand, when a commercial or government
operator sends out the interruption signals.

Second: To refrain from using the dis-
tress signals C. Q. D. ex S. O. S. (which
cause needless worry and expense).

Third: Try and find out what time of the
day the commercial and government stations
are busiest, and try and keep out of the
atmosphere during those hours.

Fourth: When we find a commercial or
government station sending or receiving
don't "butt in" with a lot of unreceivable
signals and interrupt them.

Fifth: Don't call commercial or govern-
ment stations, unless you are allowed to do
so by special permission which has been
given you.

Now there are a great many other rules
which could be laid down for the average
young experimenter to follow, but I believe
these are the most important.

A good way for the young operators to
learn to receive is to take a small buzzer,
a battery and key, and connect them up with
a receiver. They can learn the codes by
this means and when they are familiar with
the different letters they can soon find out
what is being said by the larger stations. Of

course it will take time before they will be
able to catch all that is sent out. But when
they are proficient enough to take the signals
as they come then it is time for them to start
in to send, keeping out of the way of the
larger stations. This only applies, of course,
where there is a commercial or government
station within sending distance of their
apparatus.

A. G. IIUMPHREY.

WIRELESS QUERIES
Answered by Valentine B. Seitz

Telephone Poles; ioo-Watt Transformer
Questions.-(A) Where can I buy a roo -foot polefor an aerial? (B) How many amperes does a

roo -watt transformer take on ten volts ?-G. T. S.,New York, N. Y.

Answers.-(A) The telephone company
usually maintains a pole yard where poles
for use in case of emergency are kept, and
local lighting companies having overhead
mains also keep on hand a supply. If you
cannot get what you want there look in a

journal
tisers who deal in poles.

(B) A transformer is rated according to
the power it can deliver steadily to a non -
inductive load without running too warm.
If your primary is ten volts, and the trans-
former is rated at ioo watts, a current of
ten amperes on the primary should not un-duly heat it. The secondary voltage will
depend on the ratio of the secondary turns
to the primary turns, and if run only up to
its rating, the secondary current will equal
loo watts divided by the secondary voltage.

Tuning Coil and Sending Helix
Questions.-(A) What will be the wave length of

a tuning coil one inch in diameter and wound with
262 turns of No. zo C. C. wire? (B) What would
be the wave length of a sending helix five inches
in diameter wound with 55 turns of No. 58 bare
copper wire ?-C. A. F., Alamogordo, Mich.

Answers.-(A) The tuning coil described,
when used with a medium sized aerial, will
respond to about a 65o meter wave.

(B) The sending helix can be used for
a wave up to 45o meters with the same
aerial. As No. 18 wire is rather small for
a sending coil would advise rewinding with
copper ribbon or stranded wire of a larger
size to get a larger conducting surface.
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An Eight Inch Coil Outfit
Questions.-(A) How many miles will an 8 -inch

coil transmit? (B) How many dry batteries are
required? Can I use storage batteries? (C)
Could a Telim auto-coherer be used with the out-
fit? (D) How high would the aerial be? (E)
How could I protect the station against lightning
-M. E., Jr., Reserve, La.

Answers.-(A) You will probably be able
to cover about 15 to zo miles with an 8-inch
coil under ordinary conditions.

(B) Storage batteries will give much
better results than the dry cells. If the
storage batteries are used, would advise
getting a rz-volt, 6o ampere hour set. If
dry cells are to be used, two sets should be
connected in multiple, each set consisting
of seven cells in series.

(C) The Tehm auto-coherer can be used
for short distance work, but if you wish to
do good work would advise using a thermo-
electric detector such as the ferron, silicon
or pericon.

(D) With an aerial 150 feet long and 5o
feet high, you should be able to get good
results.

(E) Ground your aerial when not in use.

Operation of Electrolytic Interrupter
Questions.-(A) I am using a home made elec-

trolytic interrupter to operate a small spark coil
on ¡so volts A. C., but it causes the lights in the
house to burn dim. I have tried an eight candle
power lamp resistance, but the coil will not work.
How can I remedy this trouble? (B) What is the
highest power wireless station near Toledo?-
R. W. H., Toledo, Ohio.

Answers.-(A) You will probably find
that you have too much of the point in your
interrupter exposed. If this is the case
you are using too much current. To over-
come this trouble see that the opening
through which the point projects, is not
too large, also shorten the point a little. To
get the best results a rectifier should be
used in connection with an electrolytic in-
terrupter on alternating current.

(B) ro K. W. at Cleveland, ro K. W. at
Marquette, Mich., 2 K. W. at Toledo.

Resistance Coil for Potentiometer
Question.-How can I use a resistance coil

wound to y7} ohms on the potentiometer described
in the July, agog, issue in place of the choking
coils?-W. E. B., Picton, Ont.

Answer.-The resistance will serve the
purpose of the choke coil if it is wound in
the form of a spiral. It is unnecessary to
have a choke coil, in this case, as the tele-
phone receivers have a high inductance.

Connections for Tuned Receiving Set
Question.-How should a double slide tuner,

carborundum detector, fixed condenser and 2,000
ohm head receiver be connected and how far would
same receive with two wire aerial thirty feet high?
=W. A. S., Petaluma, Cal.

Answer.-See diagram, page 458, Novem-
ber, 1909, issue. You do not give the
length of your aerial. If about r5o feet
long, you should be able to receive f-om
15o to zoo miles.

Aerial Construction; Telim Auto-Coherer
Questions.-(A) How shall I string my aerial

wires? They have two poles 5o feet high and
35 feet apart. (B) What size coil will I need to
transmit from here to New Orleans, 28 miles?
(C) Give diag am showing how the Telim-auto-
coherer is made.-M. E., Jr., Reserve, La.

Answers.-(A) Use a "T" aerial composed
of four horizontal No. 14 hard drawn copper
wires spaced ro inches apart. Tap your
horizontal by connecting four vertical wires
in the centre of the 35 -foot stretch. These
four wires are connected together at the
base and brought in to the instruments.

(B) Would advise using at least K. W.
transformer to be on the safe side. With a
good aerial and good working conditions
you would probably be able to cover the
distance with a } K. W. transformer.

(C) The Telim auto-coherer is nothing
but a small glass tube having two iron elec-
trodes inserted and spaced by about one -
sixteenth inch, the space between the ends
being filled with carbon granules.

Auto-Coherer; Call Bell; Telegraph Key;
Telegraph Receiver

Questions.-(A) What are catch wires and why
are they used on an auto-coherer? (B) Can a call
bell be arranged to work with the telegrapi over
a distance of one mile? The sending apparatus
at the other end has a one -inch spark, both aerials
35 feet high. (C) Will an ordinary telegrapa key
work with a one -inch spark coil? (D) Will a tele-
graph receiver work up to one mile (receiving i with
an auto-coherer?-F. J. M. Lynbrook, L. I

Answers.-(A) The catch wires on the
auto-coherer are used in place of an aerial
and ground, when working short distances,
as from one room to another.

(B) A call bell can be used, if a sensitive
coherer and relay are used at receiving end.

(C) Yes.
(D) No. Would advise using receiving

apparatus consisting of a thermo-electric
detector, tuning coil and a pair of telephone
teceivers, as this makes a more reliable and
efficient set.
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HOUSEHOLD
The Luminous Electric Open Fire Place

In the countless generations which have
passed since man first made fire there has
been inborn in people the love of meditation
at night by its cheerful rays. This natural

THERE IS AN INBORN LOVE OF

love of the open fire is so strong that only
necessities of modern ways of living could
drive it from the home. But now we must
have polished floors and costly rugs, which
would be ruined by snapping coals, and we
have come to know that an open blaze eats
up the oxygen of the comparatively tight

modern house altogether too fast-so exit
the fireplace.

Along comes electricity, however. to give
us back the old-time pleasure, and now by

MEDITATION BY THE FIRELIGHT

the simple turning of a switch we are able
to obtain all the benefits of the open fire,
with none of its drawbacks-this by the
use of the luminous electric open fireplace.

This modern development of electric
heating is brought about by the use of a
modified form of the electric incandescent
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lamps. These lamps are made with long
tubular bulbs which stand in a vertical
position in front of specially constructed
bright copper reflectors set in a frame of
stove -plate cast iron-the best heat radiating
substance known. The lamps are made
with special filaments and give out a great
deal more heat than the ordinary bulb.
This heat goes all over the room by both
radiation and reflection, and the lamps at

the same time give out soft and pleasing
light.

In the fall and early winter one of these
luminous radiators is all that is necessary in
a room. If any of the members of the family
are "caught in the rain" it serves to dry
damp shoes or skirts. In the bedroom on
chilly mornings it furnishes warmth com-
fortable to dress by, and may be placed in
any part of the room.

A Home Medical Battery Outfit
With a home medical battery outfit such

as the one shown in the illustration it is
possible to obtain the pleasant and stim-
ulating effects of both galvanic and faradic
currents applied in many different ways.
The induction coils and batteries are con -

two metal handles which you grasp to
obtain current through the arms and body
as in the ordinary medical coil. These are
easily removable and any of the other types
of electrodes connected. At the left you will
see a U-shaped pad. This may be connected

A HOME MEDICAL BATTERY OUTFIT

tained in a neat case, and the picture also
shows the various kinds of electrodes which
are used to apply the current to the various
parts of the body.

Connected to the instrument are seen thé,

in place of one of the hand electrodes and
applied to the wrist, the other electrode l:eing
grasped in the other hand. Beneath the
pad is a little roller which may be connected
and used for electrical massage.
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The metal plate is to rest the feet upon
while a sponge electrode is applied to different
parts of the body in the treatment of rheu-
matism. An electrical bath may also be
taken by having one electrode in the water
and the other connected to a special sponge.

The hair brush is another attachment
to which the electrodes are connected and
which sends a stimulating current through
the scalp.

In the upper right hand corner is a head
band electrode, This is used in cases of
nervous headaches. As physicians will tell

you, the headache which we feel is not
"brain ache," and does not come from the
parts within the ..kull cavity. It really
originates in the skin of the forehead and
scalp and therefore it is natural to suppose'
that the stimulating influence of the current
applied to these parts, which brings about
better circulation, will have a beneficial
effect.

Standard dry batteries are used with
these sets which may be readily replaced
when run down, although one pair will last
for a long time.

Home Lighting Suggestions
The superiority of electricity being a fact

now well established, it is not necessary to
dwell upon this subject, but that which should
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be emphasized in the interest of users and
prospective users of current, is the practice
of economy made possible by the use of
proper lamps and the best arrangement of
fixtures and switches. The proper modern
lamp is the electric tungsten lamp, and by
way of suggestion as to the proper placing
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of outlets and switches the accompanying
plans of a six room and a seven room house
are reproduced. These plans were obtained
through the courtesy of the Minneapolis
General Electric Company, which assists its
patrons to a better understanding of the sub-
ject by printing for them a neat little book
of plans for various sized houses, together
with valuable suggestions.
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PLANS FOR A SEVEN ROOM HOUSE

Electric lighting is no longer expensive. On
the contrary, it is necessary to the economic
management of the home. It now costs no
more than inferior lighting, and its cheerf il-
ness,cleanliness and convenience cost nothing.

The subject of proper planning of home
lighting deserves the attention of every archi-
tect, contractor and particularly every home
builder. The general suggestions offered,
through the medium of graphic illustrations
will he of special interest to home builders.

SIX -ROOM HOUSE-FIRST FLOOR PLAN

Porch Light, is located directly above front
door with switch in vestibule.
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The proper planning of a well lighted
home rests in the true conception of what
modern science calls "efficient illumina-
tion", and a clear understanding of the
essential factors necessary to produce "artis-
tic effects," having constantly in mind that
important item, "economy," for economy
can best be obtained by a little careful con-
sideration as to location of fixture and switch
outlets at the time of installing wires than at
any other time.

You are familiar with the advantages of
electric light, but do you realize how recent
improvements have greatly reduced its cost?

Reception Room Lighting is controlled by
switch on the reception room side of vestibule
wall, and also from the head of stairs. This
arrangement is most convenient.

Living Room Lighting has been so planned
that two lighting effects are made possible,
thus giving to special occasions additional
brilliancy. Switches are placed at point of
vantage when entering from dining room
after dinner or from the reception room.

Dining Room Lighting is also arranged so
as to produce a double lighting effect.
Switches are located near swinging door con-
necting the room with the kitchen.
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Kitchen Lighting is obtained from a single
lamp in the center of the room, switched on
from wall near dining room entrance.

Basement Lighting is controlled from head
of stairs, which enables servants or members
of the family to have lights burning upon
entering and turn them off after leaving
basement.

Electrical Appliances having now become
so popular, it was deemed advisable to pro-
vide suitable receptacles in the walls of each
down stairs room to accommodate the fan
motor, portable lamp, flat iron, chafing dish,
cooker, etc.

SIX -ROOM HOUSE -SECOND FLOOR PLAN

Upstairs Hall Lighting is switched from
the head of the stairs.

Chamber Lighting is controlled at the
entrance to each room and arrangements
made for lights near dressers. Wall brackets
are not shown in any of the plans because
their positions must necessarily vary with
the location and style of furniture used.

Bathroom Lighting consists of one light on
each side of mirror, a most convenient ar-
rangement when shaving. Chambers and
bathroom are provided with baseboard
receptacles so as to attach plug for electric
fan, heating pad, curling iron, etc.

SEVEN ROOM HOUSE -FIRST FLOOR PLAN

Porch Light is of the bracket type and is
switched from the living room.

Living Room Lighting is so designed that
either portion of the room may be lighted as
desired, and either a group of four, five or
but one lamp in each portion burned at one
time.

Dining Room Lighting has coupled into
one fixture two separate light schemes, con-
trolled by a pair of switches located near
door leading into butler's pantry.

Den Lighting consists of one ceiling light
controlled near doorway.

Pantry Lighting is of ceiling type turned
on or off by means of pull chain extending
down to within easy reach.

Basement Lighting is switched on from
top of cellar stair near pantry.

Back Porch Lighting is controlled by switch
just inside of kitchen.

Kitchen Lighting provides for a ceiling
type fixture and the switch is located at a
convenient place near entrance to stairs
leading to second floor. Wall receptacles
are provided in each down stairs room.

SEVEN ROOM HOUSE -SECOND FLOOR PLAN
Upstairs ,Hall Lighting, together with a

portion of living room lighting, which aids
in illuminating stairway, is switched from
upper hallway as well as at foot of stairs.

Chamber Lighting is from the center of
the room and is switched at the entrance
to each room.

Bathroom Lighting is as in Plan No. r,
namely, one light on either side of mirror.

Attic Lighting is switched from foot of
stairs leading to same.

In living room and dining room we sug-
gest the use of frosted lamps for at least a
portion of fixtures, thus giving a subdued
light when the occasion requires, it not being
advisable to have the direct rays of unpro-
tected lamps.

If tungsten lamps are used in the lighting
of this home you will not only have the best
illumination known to modern civilization,
but also a lighting system which costs no
more than the many inferior illuminants.

The Lamp That "Turns Down"

I wish I had an electric incandescent lamp
that would turn down so that I could leave

LAMP THAT "TURNS DOWN'

it burning dim all night, in the sleeping room
or bath room, and still not have to worry
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about next month's light bill. Those who
have made a remark similar to this will be
interested in the new turn -down tungsten
lamp which gives the desired result.

This lamp contains two f iamets. One of
these, the lower and larger one, is of tungsten,
the highest efficiency filament known. It
gives 27 candle power on about two-thirds
the number of watts of electric energy that
is required for the ordinary 16 candle power
carbon filament lamp. The other filament
is a small one of carbon which gives one
candle power on an expenditure of about
one -fifth the current required for an ordinary
16 candle power lamp. Pulling one of the
strings turns on the small filament and pulling
the other causes the tungsten filament to
glow. So you can have which ever light
you desire.

At ordinary rates for current the small
filament may be burned all night for less
than one cent. It lights the room enough
to see one's way about and in the bedroom
the light is not strong enough to prevent
sleeping. At a moment's notice the large
filament may be turned on with its full 27
candle power.

Appropriate Holiday Gifts

An impetus has been given the use of the
popular electric household devices such as
percolators, chafing dishes, tea kettles, etc.,
owing to the fact that a large choice of de-
signs is now available. Hitherto manufac-
turers have taken only a few styles of heating
devices and equipped them electrically.
Manufacturers of non -electric cooking uten-
sils have come to realize, however, that elec-
tricity is the coming heating agent in the
home and that the housewife who is to employ
electricity must have a "full line" of utensils
if she is to use current to the best advantage.
As a consequence the variety has been greatly
increased and one manufacturer offers a
choice of 3o designs for the Holiday trade.

Two of these latest types are illustrated.
One is a new electric water heater which can
be used in a hundred different ways, par-
ticularly as a milk warmer, egg boiler or for
heating liquids generally. It is made of
copper, heavily riveted, and is available in
pint and quart sizes. A larger size of heater
for two, four or six quarts is suitable for pre-
paring an entire dinner. A range of three
heats allows a satisfactory regulation of the
thermal; effect.

Disk stoves are rapidly being adopted for
small households. These stoves are re-
markably quick and efficient, being of the

ELECTRIC WATER HEATER

encased disk unit type. These new stoves
are able to operate at a much greater activity
(watts per square inch) for a given size than
electric stoves have formerly been. This
is due not only to radical improvements in

DISK STOVE

the design or application of the heating ele-
ments, but also to the material and con-
struction of the heating element itself.

Either one of these utensils makes a very
appropriate Holiday gift.

In Kerns, Switzerland, is an electric bakery
oven eight feet long by four feet wide which
will bake ioo pounds of bread at once.
Modern methods on a large scale have Glade
bread making in the home almost a lost art.



Construction of An Electrical Influence
Machine

By PAUL S. WINTER

Several years ago, I decided that an elec-
trical influence machine or static machine,
as it is often called, was necessary for a line
of experimental work which I wanted to
pursue. It did not take me long to discover
that my pocketbook would not allow the
purchase of a first-class machine. I there-
fore decided to build one for myself, and had
no trouble in finding descriptions :or the
construction of small two -plate machines
which make very nice toys, but are utterly
worthless for practical X-ray work. The
following description is of a large machine
which proved the most satisfactory of the
several which I have built. This machine
has been in use for several months in X-ray
work with good success, producing the high
tension current which is so essential for the
operation of high -vacuum tubes.

The case is made of poplar, the four
corner pieces, marked (I), Fig. I, being
cut from z} inch square stock, five feet
long. Three cross -pieces, marked (2), (4)
and (s), Fig. r, are cut four feet eight inches
long from by 3 inch stock for the front
and three more of the same for the back
These are braced both front and back
through the center by pieces of the same
stock cut four feet nine inches long. At
the ends are three pieces of the same stock
zo inches long, one placed at the top, one in
a position corresponding to the cross -piece
marked (4), and the third corresponding to
the cross -piece marked (S). The corner

posts are cut out to receive these cross-
pieces in the manner shown in Fig. 3, the
cuts being by 3 by I inches deep and are
readily made with chisel and mallet, three
screws being used to hold each in place.
The vertical pieces (6), Fig. r (front and
back), are joined to the cross -pieces in the
manner shown in Fig. 4, four }-inch bolts
being used to hold them in place.

Next cut two pieces of the same stock
26 inches long, (3), Fig. r. These should
be centrally located. Four pieces six inches
long should be cut and fastened in the corner
posts as shown at (q) and (8), Fig. r. Before
putting (q), (8) and (3) in place, the ends
marked (q) should have three i -inch holes
drilled into them 4 inch deep.

The flooring, sides, and back of the cup-
board, cut from } by 8 inch stock, can now
be put in place; also the top made from the
same material, the builder following his own
ideas as to the shape of the edging around
the top. Two doors, marked (io), Fig. I,
were placed in the front of the cupboard.
I made a frame of 3 by 3 inches, the whole
held together by corner irons. Hinges, locks
and handles may be bought at any hardware
store to suit the builder's fancy. Four
suitable casters were fastened to the corner
posts. Three pieces of cold rolled steel
tj inch in diameter were used for shafts
marked (II), (12) and (is) Fig. 2. The
center shaft (12) should be just long enough
to allow a nut on each end outside the case
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as shown at (14), Fig. 2. The top and
bottom shafts should be long enough to
extend through the case and take a six-inch
pulley, as shown at (15), The bearings for
these shafts were made by boring a it -inch
hole through the uprights (6). The shaft
should then be placed in a central position
with washers of heavy cardboard fastened
on each side of the cross -pieces and Babbitt
metal poured into the holes. When cool,
the cardboards should be removed and
3 -16 -inch oil holes drilled.

The pulleys (i6), Fig. 2, which support
the glass plates can be turned from good,

A.

well seasoned hardwood. They should
have an inch hole drilled exactly through
the center and be fitted with a brass bushing
which should fit the shaft very closely. The
two center pulleys should be faced on each
end, leaving a boss i inch in diameter pro-
jecting 3-16 inch. The end pulleys have a
similar boss on one end only. Great care
must be taken to have the face true with the
bore; otherwise the plates will not run true.

Six glass plates are now needed 32 inches
in diameter with a r} inch hole exactly in
the center. These should be of double -
strength glass, as clear and flat as possible.
I would advise the builder to have these

cut to order as it is a very difficult job to
do and would prove more expensive in the
end to try to make them himself. These
plates should be cemented to the pulley with
a flannel washer between the pulley and the
plate, great care being taken to have the
plate square with the pulley. Use Le Page's
glue and allow to stand for 36 hours.

Four brass collars should now be made as
shown by Fig. 6, and at (is') in Fig. 2. Pro-
cure some }-inch iron rod and cut long
enough to make four U-shaped pieces shcwn
at (i8). These should be long enough to
reach the holes in the collars and clear the

GROW-S,C r/ON A.A.

plates by at least two inches. They are
called the neutralizing rods.

Next have cast at the nearest foundry,
of good quality gray iron, twenty-five 'calls
one inch in diameter, and twenty-five, two
inches in diameter. Eight of the large
balls should have a 5-16 inch hole drilled
clear through them and another, 3-16 inch,
drilled at right angles to the first and to the
center of the ball, the latter being tapped
} inch. Cut eight pieces of finch rod io
inches long and thread on both ends. These
are to be fitted with brushes as shown at
Fig. 2, which is accomplished by driling
five holes, }-inch diameter, equally spaced.
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The rods may then be screwed into the large
balls on the neutralizers far enough to nip
the neutralizing rods, which will hold them in
position. The brushes are made of. gilt
braid which should be cut just long enough
to sweep the plates, unraveled and drawn
through the five holes with a small wedge of
wood driven in to hold them securely. One
of the small balls should now be screwed on
the other end of the rod.

The approximate position of the neutral-
izers is shown in Figs. r and 2. As no two
machines act exactly the same, it is best to

J Fia. 4.

experiment with them after the machine
is running, to determine their proper position.

A shelf should now be cut from r by 12
inch wood and placed on the front of the
machine supported by brackets as shown at
(rq). It will improve its appearance as
well as its practicability to round off the
corners of the shelf. Upon this shelf are
placed two quart -size Leyden jars,. as shown
at (20). I would advise the purchase of
these jars as it does not pay to try to make
them.

We now come to the most difficult part of
the work, which.is the placing of the col-
lector rods and spark gap. First procure
two five -inch steam -trap floats. They may

be bought at any plumbing supply house,
and are generally found to have a 1 -inch
tapped hole. At four points of the circum-
ference, 90 degrees from this hole and from
each other, drill I -inch holes. Now cut
two pieces of I -inch iron rod, 251 inches
long and thread one end; cut two pieces
of the same size rod, six inches long and
thread both ends. These latter should be
slightly bent in the center as shown at (2r),
Fig. 2. They should then be slipped through
the floats and a large ball screwed on each
end tight against the float.

Fia. 7

The longer rod should be screwed into
one of the cast iron balls as shown in Figs.
2 and 5 at (25). Through eight of the large
balls drill a 13 -32 -inch hole. A 3 -16 -inch
hole should now be drilled at right angles to
the first and tapped } inch. Four of these
balls should be placed on each of the collector
rods and to -inch lengths of }-inch rod
screwed into each ball as shown at (22),
Fig. 5. These rods should have five points
of }-inch steel wire driven into them and
one of the small balls screwed on the end.
On the opposite side of each large ball
should be screwed a two-inch length of
1 -inch rod with a small ball screwed on its
other end. These latter act as set -screws
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and clamp the collectors in position. Fig. 5
shows a plan of the collectors, both sides
being the same. The collectors should then
be temporarily fastened in the center of the
opening between the cross -pieces (3) and
(q) and (3) and (8).

A piece of i -inch iron rod should now be
cut long enough to reach from each float
to the Leyden jars, the balls on the top of
the jars being tapped out to receive the
rod as shown at (22), Fig. i.
Pieces of stout cardboard
should be bent to cover the
sides and bottom of the
opening between the pieces
(7) and (8), and (3). Next
procure some good quality
sealing -wax which should be
melted and poured into the
moulds, thus formed. This
acts as an insulator for the
collectors, the wax running
into the I -inch holes in the
ends of the cross -pieces at
(q) as before described hold-
ing the wax in place. It is
well to first reinforce with
stout twine. When cool, the
cardboard should be removed
and,the collectors shifted to
a position on the collector
rods as shown in Fig. 5.

The spark gap rods are
made from I -inch iron rod.
They pass through the floats
and are fitted with a ball on
each end, a large size chisel
handle being fitted to the outer
ball as shown at (26). A secondary spark
gap should now be made by fastening two -
hardwood standards as shown at (23), Fig. i,
with I -inch rods passing through them,
a I -inch ball on one end of each and a small
handle on the other. These rods should
be connected to the outer coatings of the
Leyden jars as shown. Glass doors may
now be fitted in the ends, a frame -work be-
ing made of k by 3 inch stock and fitted with
hinges and locks. Also four plates of glass
can be fitted in the front, and four in the
back, and held in place by quarter -round
nailed on each side of the glass as shown at
(27). The best way to drive this machine
is by an electric motor, one rated at } horse-
power being required. The position of the
motor in the case is shown at Fig. 2, also
the manner of belting it up to the plates.

The size of the pulleys 28 and 29 will depend
entirely upon the speed at which the motor
runs. They should be figured large enough
to give the plates a speed of zoo to 250 revo-
lutions per minute when working at full load.

Belt marked (A), Fig. 2, should be i} inch
wide, (B), (C), (D) and (E) are one-inc:h
belts, alternately open and crossed, causing
the plates of each pair to run in opposite
directions.

THE COMPLETED STATIC MACHINE

The case may now be given any desired
stain or finish, the iron rods painted black
and the balls gilded, thus giving the machine
a very fine appearance. The macbine may
now be started up. As a rule, it will not
generate at once, but may be started by
applying friction. The best method of
doing this is by holding against one plate,
while the machine is running, a stick of
wood covered with leather coated with
amalgam of tin, mercury and zinc. After
the machine is started, if the room be dark-
ened, the points of the collectors on one side
of the machine will be seen to glow :Ike
stars, while those on the other side will
appear as brushes. The side showing the
stars is the positive side, the one showing
brushes being negative. If the spark gap
be pulled out now for eight or ten inches, the
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builder will feel well repaid for the time
and money expended. I have found that if
the ball on the positive side of the spark gap
be one-third the size of the one on the nega-
tive side, much better results will be ob-
tained. This machine, when thoroughly
dried out, should give an r8 -inch spark

when the plates are running at a speed of
25o revolutions per minute.

In closing, I would warn the builder to
be very careful in handling ;this machine
as a very dangerous and even fatal shock
may be obtained from it. The current ob-
tained is small, but the voltage is very high.

Toy Transformer
The old system of using storage or dry

batteries for operating toys and miniature
lights was very troublesome. Dry batteries
are very easily short circuited and thereby
put out of commission at once, and the
majority of storage cells contain acids and
other_ compounds which are liable to spill
and ruin clothes, carpets and rugs. No
such troubles are experienced with the small
transformer shown. It is designed to be

TOY TRANSFORMER

connected direct to any alternating current
lamp socket and does the work more satis-
factorily than batteries.

The Thordarson transformer shown in the
cut generates ten different secondary po-
tentials, stepping down the no volts to ten
different voltages. These voltages may be
used singly or all at one time, or two or more
voltages may be used at the same time.
There is no danger owing to the fact that
the secondary windings are entirely separate
from the primary and are thoroughly in-
sulated. Any inexperienced boy may readily
use the transformer by following the instruc-

tions, becoming familiar with the different
circuits in a few moments.

The transformer will operate all classes
of electrical toys, such as small motors,
electrical trains, bells, buzzers, electric en-
gines, miniature lamps, etc. Another fea-
ture of this field and one that is not generally
known is that all small direct current battery

TO
LAMP SOCKET

ALTERNATING CURRENT

s'//A..//A

ATOB= 3VOLTs
BTOCi 5VOLT5

----1 CTOD= 6 WLT5 T=__:
A -"¡DT/E=12VOLTS C__'E

AToC2 ovals___
C TOE= 18 VOLTS
BTOD=IIVOLTb
ATO 0=14V6.75. BToE=23VOLTs
ATOE=26VOL7s I- -B =3i IC_=_D---- 1----

. :11;:1L'I:
C

TEN DIFFERENT VOLTAGES CAN BE OB-
TAINED

apparatus that does not require more than
5o watts may be operated with a toy
transformer on an alternating current
without any change in the windings or
connections.
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Readers of Popular Electricity are invited to make use of this department. State
your questions as clearly and concisely as possible. No consideration will be given
to communications which do not contain the full name and address of the writer

Enclosed and Open Arcs
Question.-I have had trouble with my outside

arcs. There are four of them all feeding from the
same circuit. Three of them.had the inside globes
broken and would eat up the carbons in two hours
of burning. The one having an enclosing globe
burned normally. What action has air on the
carbons to make them burn so fast?-J. C. G.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Answer.-Experiment proves that the
arc of a lamp enclosed in a small globe
which practically excludes the air, burns
the carbon up, leaves no dust, and also
burns the carbon at a slow rate. The
voltage of the enclosed arc should be 70
to 75 volts on A. C. lamps and 75 to 85 volts
on D. C. arcs. Least current three amperes;
maximum, 7 amperes. When the arc be-
gins to burn, the enclosing globe of course
contains air. The¡¡oxygen in this is soon
combined with carbon and in five minutes
or less the bulb is filled with hot carbon
monoxide (CO) carbon dioxide (CO2)
and nitrogen. The globe of an arc lamp
is not air -tight, consequently a little oxygen
is always inside, just enough to burn the
carbon that would otherwise deposit on the
glass. In the open arc lamp where the
oxygen can freely reach the carbon, the
latter is consumed at the rate of 14 inches
per hour as against .05 to .o8 inch per
hour in an enclosed lamp.

Winding a rro volt Shunt Motor
Question.-Will you please tell me what size and

kind of wire to use on the armature and field of a
rro volt shunt-wound dynamo?-E. R. P., Chi-
cago, Ill.

Answer-In winding such a motor double
cotton covered wire is the best to use. Allow
1200 circular mils cross-section in the wire
for each ampere. This rule is a standard one
in dynamo construction. Other information
than these generalities we cannot give you as
you give us almost no data to work on. To
give full directions for winding a dynamo,
specific data must be given as to dimensions
of machine, voltage and amperage, etc.

Earth Magnetism; Magneto; Condenser
Questions.-(A) What is the value for this place

(Lat. 30°, Long. 95'f°) of the horizontal component
of the earth's magnetism? (B) What is the voltage
and amperage of a common five -bar telephDne
generator? (C) In calculating voltage and amper-
age of a slot armature does the same rule as for
drum armatures apply? (D) How should I con-
struct a micro -farad condenser?-J. E. W.,
Brashear, Tex.

Answers.-(A) As given by the United
States Coast and Geodetic Survey the value
of the earth's horizontal component, H, for
El Paso, Texas, is .277.

(B) The voltage of any magneto generator
depends upon the strength of the magnetic
field, the number of turns of wire on :he
armature, the speed, and the relation be-
tween the face of the armature and the pole
pieces. Sixty to 8o volts is the usual E. M.
F. The current is smal..

(C) Yes. See answer to C. F. S., in the
November, 1909, issue.

(D) The capacity of a condenser depends
upon the nearness of the conductors to each
other and upon the area of same. A con-
denser of one micro -farad contains about
3,600 square inches of tin foil. With this
information see page 34 of the May, 1909,
issue for construction of "The Condenser."

Rail Expansion
Question.-Will you explain how street railways

allow for expansion and contraction in their rails
where they use the modern method of welding the
rails together.-J. G. P., Morris, Ill.

Answer.-As street railway rails are now
laid, only the upper flange of the rail is
exposed to the sun's rays and air currents,
the lower part of the rail being covered by
concrete, brick, and gravel. "For this
reason," a railway engineer states, "the
extremes of temperature to which the rails
are subjected are not nearly so great as in
railroad work. In addition to this the
concrete and earth surrounding the rail
diminish expansion and experience shows
that welded rails are a success."
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Bell and Telephone Wiring
Questions.-(A) Kindly tell me how I can ar-

range several bells on two wires so I can ring any
one bell without the others ringing. (B) Of what
use is an induction coil in a telephone 1 (C) Please
explain the Bell system of operating a four -party
line. (D) How is the inside of a telephone wired ?
-R. A. Z., Cleveland, Ohio.

Answers.-(A) See "More Doorbell En-
gineering," in the October, 19o9, issue.
Omit the fifth push button and middle
wire with back contacts to bells.
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HOW THE INSIDE OF A TELEPHONE IS
WIRED

(B) The resistance of the line -wires of
a telephone circuit is high compared to the
resistance change that a transmitter in this
circuit may produce. But, suppose the
line wires be connected to the secondary
of a coil, while the primary wires be placed
in series with a local battery and a trans-
mitter. The result will be that a variation
say of one ohm in the transmitter resistance,
will in this local circuit be in a far greater
ratio to its total resistance than this variation
would be to the resistance of the long line
wires. Hence current fluctuations will be
larger by using the induction coil.

(C) The telephones are bridged across
a two wire metallic circuit, while the bell
when the hook is down is connected between
one side of the line and the ground. Central
grounds when ringing a subscriber.

(D) See diagram.

Winding a 12 -slot Armature
Question.-Will you please show diagram for

winding a 1 2 -slot armature ?-G. E. H., St. Louis,
Mo.

WINDINGS OF A TWELVE SLOT DRUM

Answer-See diagram with coils num-
bered I -I', 2-2' and so on.

Single Phase Induction Motor
Questions.-(A) Why is the field of an induction

motor always laminated ? (B) How are the latest
types of single phase induction motors wound to
give strong starting torque? (C) Are the starting
coils wound in every slot of the field ? (D) Why
are the poles of these motors twisted of line with
the shaft?-A. L. C., Albany, N. Y.

Answers.-(A) To prevent eddy currents
in the core and consequent loss.

(B) The Wagner single phase induction
motor starts up as a repulsion'motor, but
after it has attained speed it operates as a
regular single-phase motor with short-cir-
cuited armature. The armature is provided
with a regular direct -current winding placed
in slots and connected to a commutator.

(C) Special slots are provided in the core
for the starting winding.

(D) Your question is not clear.

Two and One Wire Telephone Circuits; Aerial
Wire

Questions.-(A) Please show me a telephone
circuit with only a transmitter, receiver with a
hook, a push button and two line wires. (B)
Show the same using one line wire and a ground.
(C) What is the best wire for aerials ?-W. S. H.,
Bath, Me.

Answers.-(A) See answer to W. C. V.
in the February, 1909, issue.

(B) See answer to K. Y. in the March,
1909, issue. 11

(C) Stranded phosphor bronze wire is
best, but copper wire no smaller than No.
16 B. and S. gauge is next to be preferred.

C

3
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20 -Watt Dynamo; Battery Operation; Pony
Telephone Receiver

Questions.-(A) With what size wire should the
field of a zo-watt dynamo be wound to give ten
volts and two amperes. (B) Please show how to
connect batteries in series multiple. (C) Explain
how to make a voltmeter and ammeter. (D)
Please give solution for a gravity cell. (E) Why

) are the tungsten lamps so saving? (F) Show how
to make a pony telephone receiver.-G. D. P.,
Ridgeway, Pa.

Answers.-(A) No. 22 B. and S. gauge.
(B) See diagram page 164, July, 1909,

issue.
(C) Refer to page 797, April, 1909, issue.
(D) See Prof. Houston's "Elementary

Electricity" in the October, 1909, issue.
(E) Tungsten filaments may be brought

to a much higher temperature within the
globe than carbon filaments, as the latter
vaporize slowly at a temperature far below
their fusing point and tend to blacken the
interior of the globe. Though tungsten
melts at a point lower than carbon it can
be operated at a temperature quite up to
this melting point without vaporizing, con-
sequently tungsten filaments, in a lamp, are
"run hotter" than carbon filaments, and
the higher the temperature the more intense
the light. Tungsten filaments are also
much better conductors than carbon, so
to have, say, the same resistance as a carbon
filament they may be made thinner and
about three times as long, giving more light
per watt consumed. A tungsten lamp takes
only about 1} watts per candle power.

(F) See article on "How the Telephone
Operates" in the July, 1909, issue.

r

Varying Speed of Shunt Motor; Running
Shunt Motor as a Generator

Questions. (A) How may the speed of a shunt
motor be reduced ? (B) How may a shunt motor
be set up as a generator?-E. T. N., Portland, Me.

Answers.-(A) In a direct current motor
S=mx ro. x6oxE,

P H Z where

S=speed of armature,
m =number of paths through each winding,
P =number of poles,
H= total number of lines of force: leaving or

entering each pole piece,
Z=number of face conductors on the armature,

From this equation it is evident that S may
be reduced by reducing E at the brushes.
This may be done by placing an adjustable
resistance in series with the armature. The
speed may also be reduced by increasing H.
This may be accomplished by cutting out
resistance in the field rheostat.

(B) Connect the positive lead as a genera-
tor to the positive feed wire, and the nega-
tive lead as a generator to the negative side of
the line, providing a starting -box of proper
capacity in series with the armature. Also
provide a service switch, and protect each
lead by a fuse. The machine will now run
as a motor in the same direction that it did
as a dynamo.

Winding Eight -Slot Drum Armature
Question. -1 have a drum type armature 31 inches

long, 3 inches in diameter, 8 slots 9-16 inch wide
by 5-16 inch deep. How shall I wind it? Com-
mutator has 8 segments, field is bi-polar stunt
wound.-H. A. G., St. Paul, Minn.

Answer.-See answer to T. F., April, 1,o9,
issue for information as to how to wind an
eight -slot armature. Use 2t ounces of No.
22 wire on the armature, and 10 ounces of
No. 24 wire on the field cores.

Rectifier; Motor Operation
Questions.-(A) How can I make a small liquid

rectifier to change so volts a. c. to d. c.? I am
using a transformer to step down from 110 volts to
to volts, and wish to get so volts d. c. (B) Why will
not my I horsepower d. c. motor run on a. c. ? The
motor is shunt wound. (C) Why does a s2 -inch
fan dim the lights in the house when starting up ?
They remain that way until the motor is switched
off. I can find no grounds and six ampere fuses
protect the circuit. The transformer is in front
of the house so there ought not to be any voltage
drop.-J. H. S., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Answers.-(A) See article on "Changing
Alternating Current to Direct" in August,
1909, issue. In this case use the rectifier
on the io-volt circuit. It will give you So
to 90 volts d. c. Then reduce to to volts
by resistance.

(B) Reduce the number of turns in
each field coil and place the fields in series
with the armature.

(C) See "Talks With the Judge," Novem-
ber, 1909, issue. Are your feeders from
the transformer to the house service switch
large enough? Look for a loose connection
or nearly broken wire.

Transformer Winding
Question.-Pleaw. give the proper winding for

the right angle core illustrated in the September,
1909, issue, so that with 475 volts on the primary,
no volts may be obtained on the secondary.-
J. E. McC., McCormick, Wash.

Answer.-Leaving the secondary winding
as suggested, provide 2,370 turns of No. 23
double cotton -covered wire on the primary.
Protect the primaries by a one ampere fuse.



Notes on Patent Infringement
By OBED C. BILLMAN, LL. B., M. L. P.

Use of equivalents-Definitions; Additions to and Improvements upon Patented Invention;
Comparative Superiority or Inferiority of Infringing Device.

Definitions.-The term "equivalent" as
used in the law of patents has two meanings,
one relating to results produced by inventions
and alleged infringements, and the other to
the devices, elements, or ingredients by which
those results are produced. Wherever used in
this article pertaining to infringement, it in-
variably has the latter meaning. For the
purpose of determining the question of in-
fringement, the substantial equivalent of a
thing is regarded as the same as the thing
itself.-Union Paper Bag Mach. Co. vs.
Murphy, 97 U. S. 120.

Mechanical Equivalent.-When in me-
chanics one device does a particular thing
or accomplishes a particular result, every
other device known and used in mechanics
which experienced and skillful workmen
know (without the exercise of the inventive
faculty) will produce the same result or do
the same particular thing, is a known me-
chanical equivalent for the first device,
although the first may never have been de-
tached from its work and the second put in
its place.-May vs. Fond du Lac County,
27 Fed. Rep. 691.

Chemical Equivalent.-A chemical equiva-
lent of a substance is another substance hav-
ing similar properties and producing sub-
stantially the same effect.

As Affected by Nature of Invention.-
Patentees of combinations are undoubtedly
as much entitled to the benefit of equivalents
as are the patentees of all other classes of
inventions.-Boston, etc. St. R. Co. v.
Bemis Car -Box Co., (C. C. A.) 8o Fed.
Rep. 287; Bundy Mfg. Co. v. Detroit Times
Register Co. (C. C. A.) 94 Fed. Rep. 524.
It is believed, however, that in reality no case
has gone further than to lay down the cor-
rect proposition that a mere improver of a
known machine cannot invoke the doctrine
of equivalents for the purpose of suppressing
subsequent improvements which are not
mere colorable evasions of his own. The
true rule is that the range of equivalent de-
pends upon the nature, merit and extent of
the invention; Miller v. Eagle Mfg. Co., 151
U. S. 186; a pioneer inventor being entitled
to a broad and liberal range. Morley Sew-

ing Machine Co. v. Lancaster, 129 U. S.
263; and an improver to a more or less re-
stricted range, proportioned according to
the prior state of the art and the advance
which he has made therein, Erie Rubber
Co. v. American Dunlop Tire Co. (C. C. A.),
7o Fed. Rep. 58; Thus, a device is the
equivalent of a device in a pioneer invention
or simple machine when it performs the
same function without varying the principle
of the invention; but in order to be the.

equivalent of an element of a combination,
it must not only perform the same function,
but must perform it in substantially the
same way, or as the doctrine is stated in a
number of cases, it must perform the same
function, and have been well known at the
date of the patent as a proper substitute for
the omitted element.-Jensen Can Filling
Mach. Co. v. Norton, (C. C. A.) 67 Fed.
Rep. 236.

Superior Device as Equivalent.-A device
may be an equivalent even though it per-
forms more functions than the thing for
which it is substituted, or performs them
better.-Consolidated Fastener Co. vs. Hays,
(C. C. A.) 10o Fed. Rep. 984.

Substitute not Known as Equivalent. The
use of a substitute is not an infringement un-
less it was known to ordinarily skillful me-
chanics or chemists at the date of the patent
as an equivalent for the thing for which it is
substituted; but if it was known to others, it
need not have been known to the patentee.
-Detwiler vs. Bosler, 55 Fed. Rep. 66o

Additions to and Improvements upon Pat-
ented Invention.-Use of Patented Article
by Improver.-A person does not ac-
quire the right to appropriate a patented
invention or the substance thereof without
the consent of the patentee by merely adding
to or improving upon it, even though his
addition or improvement is of itself patent-
able, or has, in fact, been patented.-Kin-
singer-Ison Co. vs. Bradford Belting Co.,
(C. C. A.) 97 Fed. Rep. 502; National Cash
Register Co. vs. American Cash Register
Co. 47 Fed. Rep. 212; Goshen Sweeper Co.
vs. Bissell Carpet Sweeper Co., (C. C. A.)
72 Fed. Rep. 67. This rule, however, does
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not permit an improver of a known machine
to hold as an infringer the inventor of a sub-
stantially different improvement.

Use of Patented Improvement by Original
PatenteeA prior patentee is not entitled
to use a patented improvement of his in-
vention without the consent of the patentee
thereof.-Bowers vs. Pacific Coast Dredg-
ing, etc., Co. qq Fed. Rep. 745.

Comparative Superiority or Inferiority of
Infringing Device. In General-The com-
parative utility of two machines or pro-
cesses is not an absolute test of infringe-
ment; nor does comparative superiority
or inferiority necessarily import non-in-
fringement.-Crown Cork, etc., Co. vs.
Aluminum Stopper Co., (C. C. A.) io8 Fed.
Rep. 845. Hence a device may be an infringe-
ment of a patented invention, even though
on the one hand it ,is better, simpler.-
National Typographic Co. vs. New York
Typograph Co. 46 Fed. Rep. 114; cheaper,
-Odiorne v. Denney, 3 B. & A. Pat. Cas.
287, 18 Fed. Rep.; No. 10,431; or productive
of better results;-Crown Cork, etc. Co. vs.
Aluminum Stopper Co., (C. C. A.) 1o8 Fed.
Rep. 845, or on the other hand is inferior
in its structure, usefulness, operation or
results.

BOOK REVIEWS

A COURSE IN PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY, in Twelve
Lessons for Home Study. By Joseph G. Branch,
B. S., M. E. Chicago: The Branch Publishing
Company. Igog. Price $io.00 in monthly in-
stallments.
The author of this series of books, com-

posing a most practical course in electricity,
is a well known engineer and electrician, he
having been for years chief engineer for
the city of St. Louis, member of the Examin-
ing Board of Engineers for that city, and
has also held other responsible positions.
In addition to much practical work, he has
also written a number of practical books for
engineers and electricians. In presenting
this Course of Home Study in Electricity,
he is to be congratulated on the delightful
way in which he has treated the subject,
every lesson leading up to the next in regu-
lar order through a system of questions and
answers, which are valuable by reason of
their very suggestiveness.

The complete course of instruction com-
prises twelve lessons which are bound up
in six books, being two lessons to each book.
A membership certificate, entitling the .
member to ask any questions pertaining
to his lessons for a period of one year from
receipt of his first lesson, forms a part of
the course.

The entire course is written in the form
of questions and answers. Practical ex-
periments are given throughout the course,
and full directions also given to the student
so that he can make almost all the apparatus
described, thereby enabling him to perform
the experiments for himself.

There is but little mathematics in the
entire course. The lessons are written in
the simple and clear language which char-
acterizes all of Mr. Branch's writings, there
being little or no superfluous matter, but
every word is made to count. As the course
is intended chiefly as a practical course of
instruction for those who wish to learn
electricity as a trade or profession at the
least expense and in the shortest possible
time, there is but little theory throughout
the course.

The lessons are just long enough to
occupy the short time in the evenings that a
tired workman, or boy, can afford to give
to study. The lessons are so arranged that
portions of each lesson may be mastered
in an evening. They may be picked up at
any leisure moment, in the engine room, in
the office or shop, or at any time one has
a few moments to spare.

With this object in view, he has divided
the study of electricity into lessons so ar-
ranged as to cover the entire field of prac-
tical work. In Lessons 1 and 2 he treats
on static and dynamic electricity; in Lessons
3 and 4 energy, work and power, together
with types of cells and the electric circuit;
in Lessons 5 and 6 is given the different
forms of magnetism, electrical measure-
ments ' and the electrical researches of
Faraday; in Lessons 7 and 8 the dynamo,
together with the mechanical generation
of currents; in Lessons g and 10 prope:ties
of alternating currents, and in Lessons II
and 12 electric lighting, electric railways,
power stations, central station work, electric
wiring, and wiring tables are fully explai.ied.

The chief value of this course of study
lies in the practical way the.: subject is
treated, and the clear and simple language
used by the author.



EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

It is perhaps a little early to make New
Years promises, but there are some things
in store for the January issue about which
we are sure our readers will be interested
in knowing beforehand.

The New Year seems to be the generally
accepted time to "start something," and
there are several good things which we are
saving up for the occasion.

Plans are under way to give in succeed-
ing issues more, if possible, of the "human
interest" side of electrical development,
which of course adds interest to any theme.
But it isn't the easiest matter in the world
to strike the proper balance between the
proportion of the reading pages which
should be devoted to articles of this character
and the proportion which should be devoted
to the more scientific and practical phases
of the subject. There is the casual news-
stand buyer who may not care to "do
things" with electricity but who is in-

terested in it as a wonderful and mysterious
force. To him the articles along general
lines, intermingled with people and events
will appeal. Again, there is a large class
of readers who would like to see every
number of this magazine crammed with
diagrams showing them how they could
apply electricity to this and that operation
-these are the students and practical
workers. Still another class looks to the
magazine for descriptions of the newest
electrical devices turned out by the manu-
facturer, that they may apply them in their
business operations or in their homes.
All these must be made satisfied as great
a portion of the time as possible.

As intimated above, however, it has
seemed to us that perhaps the "human
interest" reader hasn't had quite his share,
and we are going to take care of him.

But this isn't telling of those things which
are to come in January.

"In the Beginning"

In the year 185o the firm, Hinds, Ketcham
& Company, which has been out of exis-
tence these many years, did a color printing
business in the very heart of New York
City. In the fall of that year they were
visited by a man who said he represented
Thomas A. Edison and who desired statis-
tics concerning the number of gas lights
they used and the cost of operating the same.
The "Wizard of Menlo Park" was even
then no stranger to the public, and people
had heard of his experiments in the making
of light by electric current. Quick to grasp
the significance of these facts and the adver-
tising possibilities which they presented
Joseph E. Hinds went to see Mr. Edison
and finally persuaded him to install in their
printing establishment a dynamo -electric
machine, which was done before the close
of the year. Then, one night in December,
electric current was for the first time made
to light a building-an event which marked
an epoch in the world's history.

Of this historic plant, sadly enough
nothing now remains in its original place.
Parts of the equipment only are in existence
which were saved from the scrap heap -
But, fortunately, Mr. Hinds has realized the
importance of keepiuuc alive the facts con-
cerning this remarkable plant and the in.
cidents connected with its construction and
early operation. These facts he will pre-
sent to us under the title "In The Beginning"
which will appear complete in the January
issue of Popular Electricity, together with
reproductions from photographs of the
original apparatus just as it appeared in the
plant. The author says: "Without pre-
tending to possess any technical or practical
knowledge on the subject, my purpose is to
relate in as few and simple words as possible
the story of the establishment of the very
first plant in the world whereby a building
was illuminated for practical purposes by
incandescent electric lamps." That his nar-
rative is intensely interesting you will see .



Where Electricity Stands in the Practice
of Medicine

We are all interested in those
things which have to do with our
health. Of late years electricity
has been an efficient assistant
to the physician and surgeon and
as such it commands the atten-
tion not only of those following
the profession, but of the lay-
man as well. It is not a cure-
all though, unfortunately, there
have been and are unscrupulous
practitioners who, for personal
gain, attempt to create this belief
in the public mind. On the other hand the
manifold ways in which electrotherapy
may be employed, as an adjunct to the
customary treatment of disease and a diag-
nostic aid, and the numerous instances in
which it is a specific treatment have given it
a recognized standing in the practice of
medicine.

Dr. Noble M. Eberhart is go-
ing to tell us in a forthcoming
series of articles, the first of
which is to appear in January,
just where electricity stands in
the practice of medicine, and he
is going to tell it in a way which
will be interesting not only to his
brothers in the profession but
to every reader of Popular Elec-
tricity. Everything will be in
"plain English" with numerous
original illustrations. He is well

qualified to write upon the subject, being
Professor of Electrotherapy in the Chicago
College of Medicine and Surgery and a
specialist in this line of work, and from
him we may expect a fair and unbiased
treatment of the subject. The series will em-
body several chapters taking up all the ways
in which electricity is used by the doctor.

An Electrical Laboratory for Twenty-

Five Dollars

Any boy with a capital of twenty-five
dollars (this does not necessarily need to be
all "paid in" at once) may possess an elec-
trical laboratory-a place where he may
use "current" to his heart's content, mystify
his parents, entertain his companions and
gain for himself hours of pleasure and real
profit. How this may be done will be told
in a series of articles in the " Junior Sec-
tion," beginning in the January issue.

"An Electrical Laboratory for Twenty-
five Dollars" will be the title of the series,
and it will be prepared by a man whose
occupation is teaching boys electricity and
who knows what boys want. He will tell
the junior readers how to go to work with
tools and make a large part of their equip-
ment, many of the devices at a cost of only

a few cents; he will tell how to perform a
great many electrical experiments with
these devices-some of them highly spec-
tacular; he will explain the whys and the
wherefores of the experiments and make
clear the principles of electricity which they
illustrate.

It is not presumed that the series will be
a complete course in electrical experimental
work, but it will serve to start the young
worker along the right lines and create a
desire for a still broader knowledge of the
subject. To finally become the possessor
of a real electrical laboratory obtained
largely through the results of one's own
efforts, will appeal to any live American
boy, and here, boys, is the chance to do thi
very thing.
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SHOKI CIRÇUITS

A minister In a small -town -thus addressed'hIss con-
gregation: "You don't love me because you don't
pay my salary; you don't love one another because
there are no weddings, and God doesn't want you be-
cause nobody dies. Now, brothers. as I have been
appointed chaplain of the Penitentiary. this will be
my last Sunday among you and I shall preach from
the text, 'I go to prepare a place for you, after which
the choir will please sing, 'Meet me there."'

A wise old owl lived in an oak;
The more he heard the less he spoke;
The less he spoke the more he heard;
Why aren't we all more like that bird?

"It is easy enough to be pleasant
When life goes on like a song,

But the man worth while is the man who can smile
When the telephone rings and he answers It and

says. Hello!' and the operator says, 'What num-
ber?' and he says, 'The bell rang,' and she says, 'Noit didn't."'

At the lunch stand: Freshman-A dog, please.
Lunch Man-All gone; will have some in a minute.
Freshman (returns after a minute's wait)-A dog,

please.
Lunch Man-The wurst is yet to come.
"Why did Bink's widow feel so indignant at his

funeral ?"
The members of his volunteer hose company sent

him a floral fire extinguisher.

Little Eleanor's mother was an American, while her
father was a German. One day, after Eleanor had
been subjected to rather severe disciplinary measures
at the hands of her father, she called her mother into
another room, closed the door significantly, and said:
"Mother, I don't want to meddle in your business,
but I wish you'd send that husband of yours back to
Germany."

Dr. Osler's jest still recoils upon him. At Oxford
on occasion of his sixty-first birthday, an undergradu-
ate poem ran: - - - _

Brothers, I am sixty-one,
And my work on earth is done;
Peace should follow after storm,
Reach me down the chloroform.

A Western newspaper man visited Washington
recently and told the following story on former Repre-
sentative Amos J. Cummings, of New York, who was
once city editor of the Sun. One Saturday night it
was announced that all the saloons were to be closed
next day.

Cummings called his star reporter, Murray.
"Tom," he said, "go out tomorrow and find out if

the saloons are selling liquor."
 It was Thursday when Tom again appeared at the
city desk.

They were," he reported.

A Western business man walking down Broadway
encountered a friend of former days. It was evident
that times had dealt harshly with him. His clothes
were frazzled and he bore every visible sign of failure
and dejection. It was evident from his watery eyes
and red nose that liquor had played no little part in
his undoing. The business man, however, wanted to
be cordial and asked him to have a drink. When the
other gladly agreed the two stepped into a cafe, and
the business man said to the bartender:

"Two highballs, please."
The derelict edged to the bar quickly and in a trem-

ulous but eager voice, said:
"Give me the same."

A hen having performed her oviparous duty left the
nest cackling. Having thus informed the world of
her achievement she returned to the nest a little later
to feast her eyes upon the treasure. Alas, the egg had
disappeared and she was heard to remark: It's funny
I never can find things where I lay them.

Long George-Here, boy, your dog has bitten meon the ankle.
Dog Owner-Well, that's as high as he could reach.

You wouldn't expect a little pup like him to bite your
neck, would yer

"Some adjectives," said the teacher "are made from
nouns, such as dangerous, meaning full of danger; and
hazardous, full of hazard. Can any boy give me
another example?" -

"Yes, sir," replied the fat boy at the end of the
form, "pious, full of pie."'

The editor was dying, says an exchange, but when
the doctor bent over, placed his ear on his breast and
said: "Poor manl circulation almost gonel " the
dying editor sat up and shouted: "You're a liar; we
have the largest circulation in the country."

* * *
A little boy bustled into a grocery -store one day

with a memorandum in his hand.
"Hello, Mr. Smith," he said. "I want thirteen

pounds of coffee at thirty-two cents."
"Very good," said the grocer, and he noted down

the sale, and put his clerk to packing the coffee.
"Anything else, Charlie?"

"Yes. Twenty-seven pounds of sugar at nine cents.""The loaf, eh? And what else?"
"Seven and a half pounds of bacon at twenty

cents."
"That's the Arrow brand. Go on."
"Five pounds of tea at ninety cents; eleven and

a half quarts of molasses at eight cents a pint; two
eight pound hams at twenty-one and a quarter
cents, and five dozen jars of pickled walnuts at
twenty-four cents a jar."

The clerk bustled about, and the grocer made out
the bill.

"It's a big order," he said. "Did your mother
tell you to pay for it, or is it to be charged?"

"My mother," said the boy, as he pocketed the
neat accurate bill, "has nothing to do with this busi-
ness. It is my arithmetic lesson, and I had to get It
done somehow."
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ELECTRICAL, DEYJNITIOXS
Below are defined a few of the most common electrical terms. They are reprinted
from month to month and will be of assistance in understandin[l Vie mar,azine text

Accumulator.-See secondary battery.
Alternating Current.-That form of electriccurrent the direction of flow of which reverses a given

number of times per second.
Ammeter.-.An instrument for measuring electric

current.
Ampere.-Unit of current. It is the quantity

of electricity which will flow through a resistance of
one ohm under a potential of one volt. The inter-
national ampere is the current which, under specified
conditions, will deposit .001118 gram of silver per
second when passed through a solution of nitrate of
silver in water.

Ampere Hour.-Quantity of electricity passed by
a current of one ampere flowing for one hour.

Anode.-The positive terminal in a broken metallic
circuit; the terminal connected to the carbon plateof a battery.

Armature.-That part of a dynamo or motor
which carries the wires that are rotated in the mag-netic field.

Brush.-The collector on a dynamo or motor
which slides over the commutator or collector rings.

Bus Bars.-The heavy copper bars to whichdynamo leads are connected and to which the out-
going lines, measuring instruments, etc., are con-nected.

Buzzer.-An electric alarm similar to an electric
bell, except that the vibrating member makes a
buzzing sound instead of ringing a. bell.

Candle Power.-Amount of light given off bya standard candle. The legal English and standard
American candle is a sperm candle burning two grains
a minute.

Capacity, Electric.-Relative ability of a con-ductor or system to retain an electric charge.
Charge.-The quantity of electricity present on

the su*face of a body or conductor.
Choking Coll.-Coil of high self-inductance which

retards the flow of alternating current. See self-inductance.
Circuit.-Conducting path for electric current.
Circuit-breaker.-Apparatus for automaticallyopening a circuit.
Collector Rings.-The copper rings on an alter-

nating current dynamo or motor which are connected
to the armature wires and over which the brushes
slide.

Commutator.-A device on a dynamo shaft for
gathering the current from the vanous coils of the
armature and sending it out over the line as direct
current. On a motor it takes current from the line
and passes it on to the armature coils.

Condenser.-Apparatus for storing up electro-
static charges.

Cut-out.-Appliance for removing any apparatusfrom a circuit.
Cycle.-Full period of alternation of an alter-

nating current circuit.
Dielectric.-A non-conductor.
Dimmer.-Resistance device for regulating the

intensity of illumination of electric incandescentlamps. Used largely in theaters.
Direct Current.-Current flowing continuouslyin one direction.
Dry Battery.-A form of open circuit battery in

which the solutions are made practically solid by ad-
dition of glue Jelly, gelatinous silica, etc.

Electrode.-Terminal of an open electric circuit.
Electromotive Force.-Potential difference caus-

ing current to flow.
Electrolysis.-Separation of a chemical compound

into its elements by the action of the electric current.
Electromagnet.-A mass of iron which is mag-

netized by passage of current through a coil of wire
wound around the mass but insulated therefrom.

Farad.-Unit of electric capacity.
Feeder.-A copper lead from a central station to

some center of distribution.
Field of Force.-The space In the neighborhood of

an attracting or repelling mass such as a magnet or
a wire carrying current.

Pnee.-A short pleee of conducting material oflow melting point which Is inserted in a circuit andwhich will melt and open the circuit when the currentreaches a certain value.
Generator.-A dynamo.
Inductance.-The property of an electric circuitby virtue of which lines of force are developed aroundit.
Insulator.-Any substance impervious to thepassage of electricity.
Kilowatt. -1,000 watts. (See watt.)
Kilowatt-hour.-One thousand watt hours.Leyden Jar.-Form of static condenser whichwill store up static electricity.
Lightning Arrester.-Device which will permitthe high -voltage lightning current to pass to earth,but will not allow the low voltage current of the lineto escape.
Motor-dynamo.-Motor and dynamo on thesame shaft, for changing alternating current to di-rect and vice versa, or changing current of high volt-age and low current strength to current of low voltageand high current strength and vice versa.
Multiple.-Term expressing the connection ofseveral pieces of electric apparatus in parallel with eachother.
Neutral wire.-Central wire in a three -wire dis-tribution system.
Ohm.-The unit of resistance. It is arbitrarilytaken as the resistance of a column of mercury onesquare millimeter in cross sectional area and 106centimeters in height.
Parallel Circuits.-Two or more conductorsstarting at a common point and ending atcommon point.
Polarization.-The depriving of a voltaic cell ofits proper electromotive force
Potential.-Voltage.
Resistance.-The quality of an electrical conduc-tor by virtue of which it opposes the passage of anelectric current. The unit of resistance is the ohm.
Rheostat.-Resistance device for regulating thestrength of current.
Rotary Converter.-Machine for changing high -potential current to low potential or vice versa.Secondary Battery.-A battery whose positiveand negative electrodes are deposited by currentfrom a separate source of electricity.
Self-inductance.-Tendency of current flowingin a single wire wound in the form of a spiral to reactupon itself and produce a retarding effect similarto i..ertia in matter.
Serles.-Arranged in succession, as opposed toparallel or multiple arrangement.
Series Motor.-Motor whose field windings arein series with the armature.
Shunt.-A by-path in a circuit which is in parallelwith the main circuit.
Shunt Motor.-Motor whose field windings arein parallel or shunt with the armature.
Solenoid.-An electrical conductor wound in aspiral and forming a tube.
Spark-gap.-Open space between the two elec-trodes of a spark coil or resonator.
Storage Battery.-See secondary Battery
Thermostat.-Instrument which, when heated,closes an electric circuit.
Transformer.-A device for stepping -up or step-ping -down alternating current from low to high orhigh to low voltage, respectively.
Volt.-Unit of electromotive force or potential.

It is the electromotive force which, if steadily appliedto a conductor whose resistance is one ohm, willproduce a current of one ampere.
Volt Meter.-Instrument for measuring voltage.
Watt.-Unit representing the rate of work ofelectrical energy. It is the rate of work of one ampere

flowing under a potential of one volt, Seven hun-dred and forty-six watts repres.nt one electrical horsepower.
Watt-hour.-Electrical unit of work. Representswork done by one watt expended for one hour.
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Here's Health
and Happiness
For All --For YOU!

What This White Cross Electric

Vibrator Will Do for YOU-
. A few minutes use of the White Cross Electric

Vibrator each day will put you in better health
than you have known for years. Drugs may
relieve but they seldom cure. The White Cross
Vibrator attacks.the cause. When the cause is
removed the disease is gone forever. The White
Cross Electric Vibrator gives younot only Vibra-
tion but Galvanic and Faradio electricity as well.
It Is not only an ELECTRIC MASSAGE VIBRATOR
but also &_complete electric MEDICAL l3AT TERM.

HERE IS THE WAY IT ACTS on a few of the
most common chronic and acute diseases:

Headache-from whatever cause, can be almost Instantly
relieved by the White Croas Vibrator. However, headache la
usually only a symptom of some other trouble. Find thecasese
and tho Vibrator will cure IL

Catarrh-Clogged nostrils relieved after a few 'minutes
treatment, Discharge grow. gradually less. Thee for complete
cure varies only with the foothold which the disease has
obtained. (Common ..cold -in -the -head" or ceryra' cae fre-
quently be cured In one treatment).

Ineomniti-A rborttreatmentwith the Vibrator and In the
Vibration Chair just before retiring will Insure a good eight's
&loop even to the most long-standing cases.

Indigestion-This common dleirder yields readily to
vibration. DYSPEPSIA. which la only cnaor,e Indigestion, Is
more atnb9orn but a complete care almost always result. la a
surprisingly short time.

Rheumatism-is reused 1 y congested circulation result-
ing in Inflammation and a deposit of trio arid. The worst
case of Rheumatism can be Instantly relieved by the applica-
tion of Vibration and Electricity.

Here are a few of the other diseases which are instantly
relieved Lv Vibration and Electricity: Asthma, Nonralria,
Earache, Weak Eyes, Nervous Debility, Constipation, heart
Trouble Weakness, Deafness, Stomach Trouble, Skin Diseases,
Scalp Dieeauoe, Lumbago.

Genuine Swedish Movement
You do not have to go to expensive Specialists

or to a sanitarium to get the genuine Swedish
Movement. With a White Cross Vibrator youcan
give yourself the same treatments without cost.

Vibrating Chair
With the White Cross Elec.

trio Vibrator and a simple
attachment you can transform
any chair into a vibrating
chair.

Send for the Free Boob which,
explains aft.

(Don't suffer any longer !

Don't try to stand an ache or a pain -cureitl
Don't neglect the little ills-unless they are attended
to, they lead to serious things.
(Even if you have a chronic disease-one that
physicians have told you is incurable-DON'T GIVE
UP HOPE! The greatest natural curative force
in the world is NOW AT YOUR COMMAND!

VIBRATION runistisdhiseseasemisast !the

It is the source of all life-the cause of all exis-
tence! VIBRATION is the remedy NATURE
meant. It sets your nerves a-tingling-your blood leaping and
thrilling through your veins and arteries-it removes the CAUSE!

VIBRATION will make you new and whole from head to foot!
You will feel refreshed and invigorated from the VERY FIRST
TREATMENT!

The White CrossElectric Vibrator
begins where doctors stop! Thousands upon thousands of 'people
who have been given up by specialists Incurable are now wall and
happy through the aid of this marvelous invention. What the WHITE
CROSS VIBRATOR has done for others it will do for YOU. No
matter where you live or what your trouble is. you owe it to yourself

 to find out all about this WONDER OF THE 20TH CENTURY! Even

if you are perfectly well now, you should investigate anyway! You
cannot tell when the dread hand of disease will seize upon yota or one
of your loved ones. BE READY! POST YOURSELF! -Don't let

disease get ahead of you. Take the fret a:t p ~twit.

FREE TRIAL We will '\'1 the WHITE ox 088
ELECTRIC 2'ittRATOit on absolute free

trial! We will give you an actual demonstration of Its merits without
charging you one penny. Feel its marve atrs,power for rained].
Feel how it drives out disease.

This Valuable Book Now Sent
FREEAND BEAUTY" will be sent, to

absolutely free
address.

for just your
name and No mat tor
who you are -or how snit
you are -YOU NEED Tüla % '
BOOK ! It tells you all,-
abonitbe human body In \
health and disease so
plainly-so clearly-
that anyone can
understand. It tells % LINDSTROM,

the WHITE
aid SMITH CO.

ELECTRIC VIBIATOR 4 253 " , Salk Street
you can cure yourself Dept. 140H CHICAGO

without the aid of drugs and doctors. ,C' Without ry on tae,

plea send uree,p,s' paid,

the Coupon rear o book and Bounty,' on
se

and get this free book TODAY! 6 treatment of disease b, Vibration
bIt will open the door to a new

and Electricity. Also free;trlal after.

world td you. It preaches the
gospel of health and hope. 4/
Thousands have benefited by Its
teachings-why not your ro, NAME

LINDSTROM, SMITH CO. ci'
253 La Salle Street `' -ADDRESS

Dept. i4o

CHICAGO

The
BEAUTY

book "HEALTH

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The American Woman's League
The Most Beneficial Co-operative Movement the World Has Ever Known

T WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO TELL THE READERS OF
POPULAR ELECTRICITY in this short space, the wonderful story
of THE AMERICAN WOMAN'S LEAGUE-how it was con-

ceived and founded; how its rapid growth has spread from coast to coast and
now numbers tens of thousands of enthusiastic members in all walks of life; of
its great plans and purposes; of the work it is doing now; of the immense prac-
tical services it renders its members, through the working out, in a strictly busi-
ness -like manner, of its central idea-Co-operation.

41 But the full story is told in a booklet "The American Woman's League,its Plan and Purpose," and you have but to fill out and mail the Coupon oppo-site, or write a postal card, to get this booklet promptly, by return mail.

C Every Woman, whether Mother, Wife or Daughter; every Man, whether Father or Son,is vitally interested in the construction of the magnificent gateway to greater opportunity forintellectual, social and industrial advancement which THE AMERICAN WOMAN'SLEAGUE is erecting, in its daily gathering of strength.

ig The LEAGUE is a national association of Women (with men as Honorary members)banded together for mutual benefit, protection, education and advancement. It is not a "secretsociety;" it is not an insurance organization; it has no "politics," nor is it a charity Itis founded and operated ón safe, conservative, economically sound, business principles. Itsmembership is spread throughout the entire United States.

41 In every community, town or city where there are sufficient memoers v-rom fifteen on up)beautiful local Club Houses (called Chapter Houses) are erected by the LEAGUE for thesole use of its members, free of expense, and a fund provided for the maintenance of theseClub Houses.

«ji The requirements tor membership are simple, and easy of fulfillment-can be met by any-one in a few days or a week's time (although a full year is allowed), and once performed,entitle the member to all the benefits arid advantages of the entire organization FOR LIFEas a right of membership. THERE ARE NO DUES; THERE IS NONE OF THEMEMBER'S MONEY REQUIRED-simply a pleasant service, easy and dignified ofperformance. You will realize this when you get the booklet!

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Leading Institutions of the League
The Full and Free Use of Which is a Right of Membership for Life

The Peoples University, with courses of instruc-

tion in every branch of learning, trades, arts and pro-

fessions, from the most elementary to the highest, that

can be successfully taught by mail. Correspondence

students in many of the branches, reaching a high

degree of proficiency, are awarded scholarships for
personal attendance in the University, and given

a salary sufficient to maintain them for a year, as

a finishing course.

( The Building Loan & Relief Fund, from
which members may borrow money at a low rate of

interest for home building, and for assistance in times

of need or distress.

 The National Woman's Exchange amplifying

to National scope the best work of Women's Ex-
changes, affording a channel for the sale, at profitable

prices, of articles made by members. In connection

with the courses of the University, it solves for many
women the very problem of existence. It acts as pur-

chasing agent for the LEAGUE'S membership, if

they wish, supplying their needs and wants in every
line, through co-operative principles of buying, at

lower prices than as individuals they could hope to

secure.

 The Circulating Libraries of Phonograph rec-
ords and Books, bringing into the homes of members

wherever the mails reach, the best of the world's music
and entertainment, reading and instruction, possible

to secure.

The Legal Department, furnishing free advice
to members on legal matters of a personal character.

Q The Retreat, proposed to be erected in Univer-

sity City, Missouri, the Capital City of the LEAGUE,
for the care in comfort and happiness of members who

may become destitute. And an Orphanage for the

care and education of minor children of deceased

members, who may be left alone in the world with-

out friends or means.

Q Any woman of the white race is eligible for membership, and as a member, is entitled

to the advantages and use of all the institutions of the LEAGUE for life; a man may become

an Honorary member, entitled to the free use of the various institutions, barring the Retreat

and Orphanage and Loan and Relief Fund.

(I Send today for the booklet fully explaining how all these leading features of the LEAGUE

plan, and many others of lesser importance, are carried out completely, without the

members having to pay any initiation fees, dues or assessments, either at the begin-

ning or at any other time.

Q The Founder's Chapter of the LEAGUE, entitling the first one hundred

thousand members to special advantages, is fast filling up-delay may pre-

vent the possibility of YOU becoming a member of the Founder's

Chapter. Don't say "it can't be done" until you have given us the

opportunity to prove to you that it is being done!
A,

Address all Communications:

THE AMERICAN WOMAN'S LEAGUE
7036 Delmar Boulevard

University City, Saint Louis, Missouri

Y

For our Mutual .ldvrullage mention Popular Eleetrioit} Scher rs-riling- t, Adveeli.ers.
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5THAnnual

Electrical

Show

January
15-29, '10

RESERVE

SPACE

NOW

150,000 PEOPLE
Attended the ELECTRICAL
SHOW at Chicago Last Year

THIS throng was made up of people
interested in the development of elec-

tricity; particularly from the consumer's
standpoint.

The development of this marvelous force,
together with the great strides made in the
manufacture of electrical accessories used in
the home, in the office, in the factory and on
the farm, has made it vitally important that
the manufacturer of electrical accessories,
the jobber and the supply house should be
interested and support the Electrical Show
which takes place in Chicago next year.

It is the general opinion that all who have
exihibited at this show have received benefits
which they could never have secured in any
other way. The public has become interested
in the exploitation of their products to the
extent that the demand made upon the manu-
facturer to supply the consumer of electric
current has been greater than ever before.

The location of exhibitors in the Coliseum
is a vital point in the success of their exhibit.
By reserving space considerably ahead of
time you will be able to secure your desired
position in the hall.

Electrical Trades Exposition Co,

115 Dearborn Strt,3 . , CHICAGO, ILL,

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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What are You Going todo all Winter?
This Complete Experimental Outfit for $5.00

This generator just like cut, new,
weight 61 lbs., bronze bearings, cut gear-

. ing drive, oil cups-nickel finish, will

light a 16 candle power lamp at 110

volts. WEIGHT 61 POUNDS. Test
of 10,000 ohms made before shipment.

Outfit Weighs 14 Pounds

This is the Balance of the Outfit

Six 20 brass binding posts, 3 screw
adjustments, four electro -magnets, 5, 15,

20 and 60 ohms.
1

electric bell -1 push button -1 switch.

1 pair motor fields, 40 ohms, laminated poles.

1 coil wire -1 permanent magnet.
1 Laborator Test Socket and 110 volt,

16 c. p. lamp.
1 box Swedish Iron Filings -1 Solenoid

Magnet.
2 Miniature Lamps and Sockets.

FREE COUPON
Send in this coupon with $5.00 and we will send you with the above outfit FREE

a large pair of Enameled Wire Electro -Magnets, weight 3¡ pounds. Also a fine polarized

relay with platinum pointed contact adjustment screw, with three windings of different

values of resistance. Cost $4.00 to manufacture-originally made for elaborate electro-
mechanical devices-such as electric clocks,'dating stamps and stock tickers.

This motor complete-A.
C. or D. C. current, 110 volts.
Sold for $3.85 by leading
manufacturers. We bought
only 1700 at auction. Price
$1.75. The armature is un-
wound-we will furnish wire
FREE. Ordered with oufit

$1.25

"VW
Same motor un-assembled-

every part - furnished-all
mechanical work completed,
all you do is to put it together.
Fields are furnished wc.und-
brushes, springs, posts, pulley
furnished. Price$1.00. With
outfit

$0.75

WE REFUND MONEY IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED

Electrical correspondence department FREE. Get information and diagrams as to experiments. Thn`

months course free. Mark your letter with a cross (X).

WESTERN ELECTRIC SALVAGE CO., 1224 So. Washtenaw Ave,, Chica;o, III.

Here Is a Christmas Present for Your Boy

Ru uur \Iulu l 1d ,1;11:11.z,, II 1'npul:ur El lrii-il) xvlirn rili \,1wrli.rr.,
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THIS HOME

Vacuum
Cleaner

ONLY

$6.00
Does the
Work of
High Priced

r1 Machines
and
Weighs

L 4 -lbs.t
I

What Every Woman Wants
You want a Vacuum Cleaner you can pick up and use as easily

as a carpet sweeper -a cleaner a child can operate-a cleaner
with no expense for power or upkeep of any kind. You may haveit. It is here. It is for everyone for everyone can afford it.

No more back breaking sweeping days-No housecleaning times-no dusting-no drudgery. Just think of it. Cleans carpets, rugsand mattings on floor. Makes them look like new. Better than iftaken up and beaten. Raises no dust, hence no dusting required.You just slide the nozzle of Home Vacuum Cleaner over carpets and
rugs and the terrific air suction takes up every bit of dust, dirt, gritand germs. Does what days of sweeping and pounding could neverdo. Delighted women are pouring in letters of praise from all over thecountry All are enthusiastic-none dissatisfied. Seems too good to betrue, doesn't it? But it is true-every word.

Cleans, Sweeps, Dusts in one Operation
PRICE $6.00. NOT SOLD IN STORES

THINK-what an insignificant price for such a wonderful invention-how much work andworry it will save-of the lime and strength it will save-how it will prolong the life of car-pets, rugs and mattings. Don't pay 125, $.50 or 1100-just $0.00. No electricity, no at-tachments, no tubes or clap traps of any kind. What's $6.00 compared to a home alwaysclean and neat ?-when you can throw away brooms, brushes and dust cloths-when there areno more carpets and rugs to take up and beat? We can't tell you here what a wonderful inven-tion this is. If you could see it you would buy. Why not anyway? You will be delighted-charmed. You take no chance. We guarantee the Home Vacuum Cleaner to be just as repre-sented or your money back. Don't hesitate. Send us $6.00 today and have the same conve-nience for which your neighbors have paid from $25 to $100. Write your letter now.

Active, Enthusiastic Agents Wanted
Agents are making enormous profits. Women excited and eager to buy as soon as they see it.No trouble to make sales. John Hensen writes:-"Never handled such a seller. It's im-mense. So simple, so cheap-all buy and it does the work great." YOU make money.You get these big profits. Think of the money you can make. Write a card now.Get our liberal proposition. Address

R. ARMSTRONG MFG. CO., 257 Alms Bldg., CINCINNATI, OHIO

CMedicinelliessSanitarfRBothloc

e$ ict.c t
Something New For Your Home

Made of Solid, Smooth Steel Throughout, and Finished Inside and Out in Finest Everlast-ing Baked White Enamel-Snow White -with Adjustable EnameledSteel Shelves, Nickel Plated Hinges and Handle.
Better Than Wood and Costs No More

Dust, Germ and Vermin Proof. No home is complete without a
Hess Sanitary Bathroom Locker. It is suit-able for the finest bath room. It is dust
germ and vermin proof and easily cleaned
with warm water.

Style "A" Locker is made to recess intothe wall and projects 1 inches from theface of wall. It has a beveled plate mirror
16a20 inches and measures 19'6zx231 inchesinside. Below the mirror is an open shelf
I9:4x554 inches. Style 'C.' is the same size
and finish; made not to recess into the
wall, but to be suspended on the wall.

Price of Style "A" $8.00
Price of Style "C" 9.00

Without Mirror deduct $1.50
Without Open Shelf deduct $1.00
We will prepay freight charges any-

where east of Missouri and North, of Ohio
rivers on orders for two or more.

The same cabinets with a different
arrangement inside, are used in office
buildings, clubs and institutions for Toilet Lockers.
Send for Illustrated Circular Showing Several Sizes

We are ,rakers of the Hess Steel Furnace. Important booklet,
"Modern Furnace Heating" Sent Free.

Hess Warming & Ventilating Co. 9121-Cccóftre.
For uur Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Adtertlsers.
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Ike Lamp That Leads"
WARNER

Flame Arc Lamp
Give the Maximum Service (Light)

AT THE MINIMUM COST -

Nothing can equal the
WARNER VERTI-
CAL TYPE FLAME
ARC LAMP as a pro-
ducer of artifical light.
Our Slogan,"The most
light for the least
money." Most attract-
ive, throws a powerful
beam of light in all
directions, not a single
ray is wasted. Burns
longest, makes the
most light, costs less
to trim. Only one
carbon used to trim.

FLAMING ARC

The BEST LIGHT
For Advertising
For Store Lighting
For Street Lighting
For Every Purpose.
Cost is measured by
results obtained and in
no other way.
No freaky carbons
used.
Interchangeable.
Fireproof Construc-
tion throughout.
Made for all kinds of
service. A. C. or D. C.
Multiple or Series.

Write today for catalog and full particulars. Act on the

impulse to investigate. Sign and mail the coupon below

and we will do the rest.
Our fourteen years experience making nothing else Ó

but arc lamps, a modern well equipped factory,
plenty of capital, all go to guarantee our claims, P`v

and make us the only Arc Lamp Specialists
in the field.

The Warner Arc Lamp Co.
Wilton Jct., Iowa

fi

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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$400 DOWN BUYS A SOUTHERN
HOMEHouse and 10 Acres 01 Land

Or 10 -Acres and a 4 -Room w {tom Health, Wealth and Ha inessHouse for $250 Down ?i? in an Ideal Climate

10 Acres yields
an income of$9,000 to
to $5,000 per
year in this
three crop -a-
year country

HomeseekerF !
One hundred thousand acres located at Yellow Pin

in Washington county, Alabama, along the Washington 8 Choctaw Railroad, only
sixty miles from the Gulf Coals', In Alabama's most productive Area.

A Limited Number of thes 10 Acr Tracts with Houses nearTownsites along W. & C.R.R.t be Sold to the Few who Act Quick
10 Acres and 7 Room House, $400 Down and $400 on Long Time
10 Acres and 4 Room House, $250 Down and $250 on Long Time

If you are working for a small
salary and have saved $5oo, here's
your chance to buy a home of your
own, with to acres of rich land that
will yield an income of $3,000 to
$5,000 a year.

Doesn't it sound good to you-to
you who have struggled along for years
as a dependent, paying rent and
saving little?

It's true-and we can prove it.
The Washington and Choctaw

reservation has just been thrown
open, after being relinquished by a
lumber company that had cleared
out all of the best lumber. They left
the soil, however, and you will look a
good ways to find soil that is more
productive.

A railroad can't make money with-
out a population along its line. The
W. & C. Railroad runs through a
stretch of several miles with not a
town. We are going to establish two
townsites-and we are going to sell
a limited number of ro -acre tracts
bordering on those townsites, pretty
seven -room houses built on the pro-
perties-the present price to he $Soo
-you can pay all or half-move on-
to the property now and start making
money, or wait a short time till you
can pay the balance out of your earn-
ings. You may have two years time

in whic1. to pay the balance, if you
wish it. (A four room house and
ro -acres, $25o down-$25o in_easy
payments).

Just think what your 10 acres will
be worth in a few years!

Experience is not necessary. A city
man can do it. It simply requires
a moderate amount of brains and the
nerve to get started.

It's just a few intelligent, wide-
awake people who will wisely "snap-
up"thesetracts. Will you honed them?

Besides these near-townsitetracts, we have thousands of
acres of $25 and $50 lands which
are now being offered at $17.50
per acre, in any size tracts from
10 acres up-terms as low as $1
per month long time.

Money -making investors will waste
no time in getting possession of these
I ands You do not have to move
upon the land you buy of us, nor
cultivate it.

In a generation Illinois farm lands
have increased from $1.25 to $250
per acre-and that is one -crop -a -year
land. Down here we raise ,two,
three and even four crops a year
on the same land.

The investor won't get rich as
quickly as the settler-but he will get
rich just the same.

Maintain a
Special Winter
Home Here at a
Profit.

Investors!
Read What these Men Say

Charles H. Stockwell, Evansville, Ind.,
after visiting our Alabama lands:

"Your literature in regard to the land and its
products has not been exaggerated. I was simply
delighted with the climate. My purchase of ego
acres of your land is simply convincing evidence
that I am pleased with the country and its
future prospects.

Dr. S. T. Glasford, Danvers, Ill.
"Myself and my father-in-law want some of

your land. My friend, Mr. Anderson, of this
place, is just back from a trip to your land. 1
asked him if all was true as advertised and he
said 'Yes, and a blame sight more'."

George Rayburn, Greenview, Ill.
"You may refer to me as a satisfied customer.

I was down to your lands last week and "saw
the goods."

Frederick D. Tucker, formerly Principal.
School of Agriculture, University
Minnesota:

"I have examined a great deal of land
throughout the South and never have I
been so completely satisfied with an
tract of land as with the large are
you are now selling. If Horace Greek:
were living to -day, he would ss t
`Young Man Go South'."
. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

Lands Adapted to General Farming, Truck and Fruit Growing,
or Poultry, Live Stock, Bees and Dairying.

No Swamps; No Stones; No Irrigation; Sweet Pure Water; the Bum-mers are cool and pleasant; Winters Mild and Balmy.
This District has National Fame as a Health Resort

It's the only part of the country absolutely free from local diseases
If you have a good position in the north during the summer months,why not maintain a winter home in the south, avoiding the cold winters

-and incidentally raising a crop or two at a profit while away? This
proposition should appeal particularly to farmers and men with tradeswho do not have much work in the winter.

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET
To settlers we offer Free Transportation of their families and {effects, over the W. & C. Railroad, whel.they move

upon our land.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE, LIBERAL INDUCEMENTS

Washington & Choctaw Land Co.
6146 Times Building, St. Louie, Mo.

Markets
Sixty miles from the

coast; 21 hours from St.
Louis; 29 hours from
Chicago. One railroad
through the tract; one
on the west and one
on the east. Half
the land within
If miles of a
railroad. ,e Send me full informa-

tion about your $17.50
O Alabama Lands, partic-

ularly the 10 -acre tracts,
 pc near townsites,(with houses.

6146

Washington
& Choctaw

Land Co.

Name

Address

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiser .



CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING (,

Advertisements in the section of Popular Electricity, will cost 40 cents

a line, cash with order, and in order to secure proper classification

must be in this office the first of the month preceding date of issue

AGENTS

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY SELLING OUR
new sign letters for office windows, store fronts and
glass signs. Any( one can put them on. Write today
for a free sample and full particulars. Metallic Sign
Letter Co., 40o N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS WANTED-BIG MONEY! NO EX-
perience (required. Portraits, bromides, photo, pil-
low tops, 3oc. Frames at, our factory prices; credit
given. Catalogue and samples free. Dept. 9-R,
Ritter Art Studio, Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS-MEN AND WOMEN: WE MANU-
facture hosiery which_outwears 3 of the ordinary kind
and is replaced free _when,, hole appears. Sell from
samples. Good profits. First reply obtains agency
your city. Triplewear Mills, Dept. Z., 724 Girard
Ave., Philadelphia.

O. U. KID! A LAUGHTER AND COIN RAIS-
ing novelty, greatest joke out. Quickest seller ever
was, 20o per cent profit. Sample and particulars, r5c.
Winslow Mfg. Co., Dept. B., Portland, Me.

FASCINATING ELECTRIC STORE WINDOW
Display, Magic Optical Illusion Box. Makes ar-
ticles appear and disappea r continuously. To Agent
$6 net. Description, how ; made, to stamps. 147
Erie Co. Bank, Buffalo, N. Y.

AGENTS TO SELL PRACTICAL ELECTRIC-
ITY IN TWELVE LESSONS. Branch method.
Complete course home study with consultation cer-
tificate. Fifty cents a month. Branch Publishing
Co., Chicago.

AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY COUNTY FOR
our patented Automatic Door Holder; too to 200
per cent profit; exclusive territory; sells on sight,
sample and terms by mail 25c. Crescent Door Holder
Co., Santa Monica, Cal.

MAKE MORE MONEY! THE BOOSTER
Magazine shows you how. Puts you next to an ex-
clusive agency business. Suggests the newest, best
and most profitable Holiday Money Makers on Earth.
The Booster Magazine tells of another business en-
abling you to make $3,000 a year. Chucked full of
juice. November and December issues roc. Write
quick. Booster Co., 351 Dearborn St., Chicago.

YOUR NAME ON RUBBER STAMP. lac; with
address. 15c; pad, tse, dater, 15c. Stamps, toe. per
line, postpaid. National Stamp Works, r to Fifth Ave.,
Chicago. Agents wanted.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAGIC ELECTRIC ILLUSION BOX. A
Wonderful Electric Store Window Displa}. Makes
articles appear and disappear continuously. To
Agents $6 net. Description, how made, io stamps.
Buffalo Mechanical & Electrical Laboratory, 147
Erie County Bank Building, Buffalo, N. Y.

START LEGITIMATE MAIL-ORDER MER-
cantile business of your own; possibilities unlimited;
cash orders, good profits; conducted by anyone. We
print your catalogs, supply everything; sell you mer-
chandise at wholesale; show you how, on small in-
vestment. Write for free booklet and sample catalog.
Central Supply Co., Kansas City, Mo.

RAPID CALCULATION BY "PRODUCTS OR
DIVIDENDS" beats any machine. Get free par-
ticulars and learn the system. G. A. Caristensen,
Civil Engineer, Box. 22-E, San Francisco, Cal.

MONEY MADE METALIZING FLOWERS.
Big demand. Large profits. Easy work. Send roc.
for sample or 5oc. brings full instructions. P. Benson,
Stewartville, Minn.

CONCRETE-LEARN HOW TO HANDLE
this material by reading "Concrete," a monthly maga-
zine devoted to the uses of Portland cement. Practical,
instructive articles, written in plain English. Sample
copy, roc. Yearly subscription, one dollar. Concrete
Pub. Co., egg Owen Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

COINS AND STAMPS

STAMPS, loo FOREIGN, to CENTS; 4o U. S.,

10 cents. Two Tasmania pictures, 4 cents. F. L.
Toupal Co:, 1410 Lowe Ave., Chicago Heights, Ill.

OLD COINS-$5.75 PAID FOR RARE DATE
1853 quarters. $ro for a cent. Keep all money dated
before 1880 and send ro cents at once far our New
Illustrated Coin Value Book. Size 4x7. It may mean
your fortune. C. F. Clarke & Co., L. B. 12 Le Roy,
N. Y.

ELECTRIC MATERIALS
AMATEURS-MAKE YOUR OWN SWITCH -

board, very cheaply. Fine imitation marble. Full
instructions 25c. A. Benson, Stewartville, Minn.

DON'T RECHARGE OLD DRY BATTERIES.
Save them. Worth roc. each. New use. Demand
unlimited. Instructions 2oc. Robenson's Electric
Shop, Battle Creek, Mich.

DRY BATTERIES RENEWED -2 TO 3 CENT.
each, last long as new. Correct scientific method.
Send 25c. for instructions. FAIRMOUNT TELE-
PHONE CO., Leighton's Corners, N. H.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE-MOVING PICTURE FILM, 1c.ft.; machines $40. H. Davis, Watertown, Wis.

FOR SALE-COMPLETE SET OF CASTINGS,
with blue prints of 3-4 h. p. gasoline stationary engine;
includes governor and timer, screws, etc. $1o. Comet
Motor works, 17 W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE-A LARGE QUANTITY OF NO. 34single silk magnet wire at $1.50 per pound; any ad-
dress, prepaid; nothing less than I lb. Geo. E.
Glasser, Charlotte, N. Y.

LUBRICANTS, ASBESTOS, GRAPHITE AND
mica candles for loose pulleys and shaftings; no drip;
no dirt; economical. Swain Lubricator Co., 250 E.
Lake St., Chicago.

FOR SALE -7 -IN. RUHMKORFF SPARK -
coils, $x5. Wireless Detectors, 75c. Everything
electrical at wholesale prices. Send stamp for prices.
La Raco Electric Co., Columbus, Ohio.

HELP WANTED
BIG MONEY-START A DYEING, CLEANING

and pressing establishment, splendid profits, unlimited
field. We teach a successful method by mail. Par-
ticulars free. Ben-Vonde School, Dept.: A -D,
Staunton, Va.

CHAUFFEURS-$5 PER DAY PAID TO COM-
petent automobile drivers; a complete instruction book
that will qualify you for these positions will be sent
postpaid for 25c. This valuable book tells all about
driving and adjusting automobiles; explains all gaso-
line engine troubles; satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded. George N. Pearson, Bala, Pa., Desk E.

THE UNITED TRADE SCHOOL CONTRACT-
ing Co., conducts a trade school and wants men to
learn plumbing, bricklaying or electrical trade. No
expense and hundreds have learned in a few months.
Steady work guaranteed. Address 120 E. 9, Los
Angeles.

THERE ARE ALWAYS GOOD PAYING POSI-
tions open for competent young men, who have spe-
cial training. We supply special books of instructions
for forty-four good paying positions; they are arranged
especially for home study. Do not buy or enroll for
instructions until you have our list, which will be
sent for the asking. THE TECHNICAL BOOK &
SUPPLY CO., McLeansboro, Ill.

WANTED-YOUNG MEN WHO CAN FUR-
nish references, to become traveling salesmen; ex-
perience unnecessary; WRITE TODAY FOR
FULL PARTICULARS. Bradstreet System, Dept.
L., Rochester, N. Y.

WANTED-r,000 CHAUFFEURS AND RE-
PAIR MEN. Our demand for competent automo-
bile engineers far exceeds the supply; calls for men
of intelligence and mechanical bent, who are capable
of commanding $1oo.00 to $15o.0o monthly. Resi-
dent courses $15.00 to $5o.00. Home correspondence
courses completed by .practical road and shop work
at any of our branches or affiliated schools, highly
successful. Look This Up. AUTO SCHOOLS OF
AMERICA, lótb St. and Michigan Ave., Chicago.

HELP WANTED

WANTED-RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS-CUS-
torn House Employees. Many examinations every-
where soon. Salary $óoo to $r,600 yearly. No
"lay-offs;" short hours. Annual vacation. Salary
twice monthly. Thousands to be appointed during
191o. Country and city residents equally eligible.
Common education sufficient. Political influence
unnecessary. To advertise our schools we are pre-
paring candidates free. Write immediately for sched-
ule. Franklin Institute, Dept. M., 59, Rochester,N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS
MAKE MIRRORS AT HOME. BIG PROFITS

with little outlay. One 18x36 -in. mirror costs $s.00
to $5.00. You can silver a glass this size for ºoc.
Send 5oc. in stamps or money order and we will send
you EXPLICIT DIRECTIONS how to do it; also
how to emboss, grind, foil, gold leaf, frost chip and
make imitation stained glass. How to transfer photos
on glass, bore holes in glass and cut skylights. George
L. Patterson & Co., Dept. 4, Brooksville, Ky.

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY IN TWELVE
LESSONS. Branch method. Complete course home
study with consultation certificate. Fifty cents a
month. Highest indorsements. Branch Publishing
Co., Chicago.

FREE-FREE-FREE-TO ADVERTISE THE
celebrated "Hale" high power lenses, we will give one
Gem Camera and Complete Outfit to anyone sending
35c. to cover packing and mailing. Hale, 16 Argyle
St., Everett, Mass., Dept. E.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES, FILM VIEWS,
Magic Lanterns, Slides and similar Wonders For
Sale. Catalogue Free. We also Buy Magic Machines,
Films, Slides, etc. Harbach & ,Co., 809 Filbert St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

MEN-MEN-MEN-SEND toe. IN SILVER
and you will receive 4 useful articles. Remember 4
useful articles. Address Earl M. Woodard, 2568
St. Tikhon Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

"LIGHT, HEAT, MAGNETISM AND ELEC-
TRICITY are all one and the same thing." If you
want to know what they are, send fifty cents (5oc.)
for a copy of a pamphlet to A. M. Howland, El Paso,
Texas.

"FOR THE DEN"-PREHISTORIC INDIAN
relics, modern Trappings, Navajo Blankets, Elk
Tusks, Pioneer Crockery, Antique Guns, Pistols,
Swords and Daggers, from all parts of the world. Ill.
list, 6c. N. Carter, Elkhorn, Wis.

MECHANICAL PROBLEMS SOLVED. IDEAS
developed to their correct mechanical form. Unsuc-
cessful inventions redesigned and improved. Patents
secured. Lists of manufacturers, etc. Industrial
News Bureau, Ithaca, N. Y.

WILL EXCHANGE FOR MOTORCYCLE-
Hand Press, 6xio, type, ruling, etc., for job printing,
$65.00 value, and full I. C. S. Electrical Engineering
Textbooks $45.00. value. Address Ralph Anderson,
Busse, Porter, Ind.

MAGIC POCKET TRICK FREE. CATALOG
included. Send 4c. Magic Dept. 17, 27o W. 39th St.,
New. York.
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MISCELLANEOUS

FOUNTAIN PENS-SOLID GOLD POINTS,
$1.50 value for 6oc. Guaranteed. Money refunded
if not satisfactory. E. Theo. Andrew (Jeweler), rot
Walnut St., North Vernon, Ind.

A MOVING PICTURE SHOW IN YOUR HOME.
A new and attractive invention. Amusing and in-
teresting to old and young. Twenty different scenes;
see the Horses run, Lovers in a Boat, Chicken Fight,
Grandpa Rocking the Baby, Baseball Players, and
other lifelike subjects. Sold only by the makers.
Sent prepaid for 5oc. G. A. Felsenthal & Co., 219
E. Van Buren St., Chicago, Ill.

AUTOMOBILES-OWNERS-I AM SAVING
25 per cent' on my fuel; you can do the same. Send
25c. for recipe. L. M. Brunel', Bellwood, Pa.

GUMMED LABELS -3000 FOR $t.00 POST -
paid. Any size up to 1x2. Two colors. All work
satisfactory or money back. Trial order convinces.
Send for FREE samples. E. Terrance Mfg. Co.,
Belmar, Pittsburg, Pa.

too CARDS PRINTED 5oc. POSTPAID ANY -
where. Card Printing Co., 5223 Carpenter St.
Chicago.

WE MANUFACTURE GLASS PAPER. PLAIN
glass windows made to look like real stained glass.
Easily applied and beautifies the home. Something
new for agents. Two sheets of this glass paper sent
as a sample with catalogue in colors and complete
instructions on receipt of to cents. S. H. Parrish &
Co., 216 Clark St., Chicago.

DOGS, DOGS, DOGS-LOOK HERE! Pointers,
English, Irish and Gordon Setters. St. Bemards,
Newfoundlands, Terriers of all breeds; and, in fact,
if you want a first class dog of any breed, write me.
My experience as a Fancier, Exhibitor and Breeder for
over 3o years enables me to guarantee my patrons
satisfaction in getting good dogs, fair prices and square
dealings. Fred B. Kirby, Woodbury, N. J.

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN THE TELE-
PHONE BUSINESS? Write for our premium offer.
Western Telephone Journal, Vinton, Iowa.

JUST OUT. BEST WORK ON THE SUBJECT
ever published. "Operators1Wireless Telegraph and
Telephone Handbook,"t by7 Laughter. A storehouse
of up-to-date authentic information. 180 pages.
87 illustrations. Money back if not all we claim for
it. Price $1.00 postpaid. Free for two paid yearly
subscriptions to Popular Electricity. Popular Elec-
tricity Book Department, Monadnock Block, Chicago.

THE REX NAPHTHA WASHER-BEST HAND
power Clothes Cleaner made. Price $12. F. W.
Pattison, Everett, Wash.

BROTHER-ACCIDENTALLY HAVE DIS-
covered root that will cure both tobacco habit and
indigestion. Gladly send particulars. F. F. Stokes,
Mohawk, Fla.

SAVE MAGAZINE MONEY-SEND ME A
list of the magazines you would like, and I will quote
you my prices. Catalog free. J. D. Dietrich, 35
Main St., Middleville, Mich.

BUILD YOUR OWN CARS-WE CAN FUR-
nish you with chassis parts, including engine, axles,
transmission, frame, etc., at attractive prices. Write
us for details. JOHN H. BLACKER & COM-
PANY, Chillicothe, Ohio.

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTENTION-OUR PROPOSITION OFFERS
you best chance you ever had for making easy money
and lots of it. Write for our salary plan. Most gen-
erous ever presented. Popular Electricity Publishing
Co., Monadnock Block, Chicago.

MOTORS
ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS

new and second hand in all sizes; write for quotations;
state size, voltage and current supply required. B.
Olson-Boettger Mfg. Co., St. Paul, Minn.

A MOTOR THAT RUNS EITHER ON BAT-
teries or alternating or direct city lighting currents.
Blue prints furnished showing connections, also book
explaining electrical terms, the principle of electric
motors and calculations of their power. Price, ship-
ping charges prepaid, $1.85. Independent Electric
Co., 302-3 Andrus Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

MOTORS-SINGLE PHASE A. C. TIC V.,
how to make miniature out of simple material; plans
and instructions, 25c., silver. Electric Power, New
Carlisle, Ind.

PATENTS AND INVENTIONS

MODELS MADE FOR INVENTORS. LOW
prices. S. H. Merryman, Towson, Md.

LOUIS F. NELL, PATENT ATTORNEY,
Denver, Colorado. Prompt service, charges reason-
able. Inventors' Instruction Book free; tells how
to protect and secure cash for ideas. Write for it
today.

MASON, FENWICK & LAWRENCE, PATENT
Lawyers. 6x6 F. Street, Washington, D. C. Estab-
lished 49 years. Best references. Careful work.
Terms moderate. Booklet and advice FREE.

HAVE YOU AN IDEA? WRITE FOR OUR
books, "Why Patents Pay," "too Mechanical Move-
ments," Perpetual Motions -5o Illustrations. Mailed
free. F. P. Dietrich & Co., Patent Lawyers, Washing-
ton, D. C.

LITTLE INVENTIONS MAY BECOME
great monopolies. The world is your customer for
improvements. Inventors' book free. 272 illustra-
tions. W. X. STEVENS, 1042 Va. Ave., S. W.,
Washington, D. C., a capable and reliable Attorney
of 42 years' practice, obtains strong patents at low
prices.

SOUTHERN STAMPING & MFG. CO., Manu-
facturers of special and patented articles. R. A.,,
Nashville, Tenn.

PATENTS-H. W. T. JENNER, PATENT AT-
tomey, and mechanical expert, 6o8 F. Street, Washing-
ton, D. C. Established 1883. I make an investiga-
tion and report if patent can be had, and the exact
cost. Send for full information. Trade -marks regis-
tered.

PATENT-ADVICE AND BOOKS FREE.
Highest references. Best results. I procure patents
that protect. Watson E. Coleman, Patent Lawyer,
612 F. St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS SECURED-INVENTOR'S POCKET
Companion free. Send description for free opinion
as to patentability. W. N. Roach, Jr., Metzerott
Bldg., Washington, D. C.
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PATENTS AND INVENTIONS

TWO BOOKS FREE-SHEPHEDR & CAMP -
bell, Patent Attorneys, 2196 McGill Bldg., Washing-
ton, D. C.; 246 Canal St., New York; Kimball Bldg.,
Boston. Prompt service.

PICTURES AND POST CARDS

WE WANT ALL YOUR KODAK NEGATIVES
suitable for advertising purposes. Will pay from 5oc.to $io apiece. Send roc. silver for fuU particulars.
Photo Advertising Co., Dept. 1a, 4219 Wilcox Ave.,
Chicago.

ASSORTED POST CARDS, 8 FOR loc. OR12 for zsc. Pretty girls, birthday, scenic, Christmas,
etc. Write now B 4 U forget and enclose coin. OWL
CARD CO., Waterville, Conn., Box. so8.

SCHOOLS
$zoo TO $óoo MONTHLY EASILY MADE FIT-

ting eye glasses. Short, easy mail course. Reduced
tuition. Big demand for opticians. Write today for
free "Booklet O.," National Optical College, St. Louis.

CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ARE PAID
well for easy work; examinations of all kinds soon;
booklet so, describing positions and telling easiest and
quickest way to secure them, is free. Write for it
now. Washington Civil Service School, Washington,
D. C.

WE1SUPPLY SPECIAL BOOKS OF INSTRUC-
tions for forty-four good paying positions; do not
buy or enroll for instructions until you have our list
which will be sent for the asking. THE TECHNICAL
BOOK & SUPPLY CO., McLeansboro, Ill.

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT QUICKLY-R. R.
wire in school. Living expenses earned. Graduates
assisted. Correspondence course if desired. Catalog
free. Dodge's Institute of Telegraphy, 49th St., Val-
paraiso, Ind. Established 1874.

LEARN WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY, RAIL -
way and Commercial Telegraphy, Official training-
schools for over seventy leading railroads. Author-
ized Institutes of the Wireless Companies. Main
Line and Wireless stations in all our schools. Posi-
tions assured graduates under $15o Guaranty Bond.
Catalogue free. National Telegraph Institute, Cin-
cinnati, O., Philadelphia, Pa., Memphis, Tenn.,
Davenport, Iowa, Columbia, S. C., Portland, Ore.

TYPEWRITERS
TYPEWRITERS, $3 to $ioo; BICYCLES, $5

to $30; Phonographs, $a to $35; Records, 5c.; Sew-
ing Machines, $2 to $12; lists free; agents wanted.
Knight's, 227 12th St., St. Louis, Mo.

TYPEWRITER BARGAINS-CALIGRAPHS,
$8; Hammonds, $10; Blickensderfers, $12; Reming-tons, $15 up; Smith -Premiers, $x8 up. All makes} to } price. Get illustrated catalogue and bargain
list. Minnesota Typewriter Exchange, 317 Hennepin
Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

WIRELESS
SOMETHING NEW - OUR LITTLE ARC

LIGHT works on any induction coil secondary.Just out; a wonder; price 35c. STATIC MA-
CHINES, and plates of all sizes, guaranteed to work
365 days each year, Astounding low prices. Stamp
for catalogue, Hertzian Elec. Co., 3316 Ave. L.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

WIRELESS
CARBON WIRELESS DETECTOR SENT PRE -

paid upon receipt of soc. Simple, sensitive and strong.
Send stamp for circular. Dept. Q., 357 E. 46th St.,
Chicago.

WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS - DETECT -
ors, tuners, condensers, etc.; large assortment of
novelties. Prepare for Christmas before the rush.
Send 2 -cent stamp for catalogue and circulars. Ameri-
can Wireless Instrument & Novelty Co., 96 N. Warren
St., New York.

IMPROVED UNIVERSAL WIRELESS DE-
tector, polished mahogany base, nickel -plated mounting,
by mail prepaid one dollar. Send stamp for catalog.
Elyria Wireless Supply Co., Elyria, Ohio.

i000 OHM RECEIVERS $1.75. VERY SENSI-
tive and reliable. Complete long distance receiving
sets with pair receivers (resistance of receivers 2000
ohms), $12.25. Double slide tuning coils, $3.50.
Fixed receiving condensers, 3oc. Send stamp for
circulars. Alden Wireless Co., Campello, Mass.

JUST OUT-BEST WORK ON THE SUBJECT
ever published. "Operators Wireless Telegraph and
Telephone Handbook." By Laughter. A storehouse
of up-to-date authentic:information. 18o pages. Il-
lusrated. Money back if not all we claim for it.
Prite $z.00 postpaid. Free for two paid yearly sub-
scriptions to Popular Electricity. Popular Electricity
Book Department, Monadnock Block, Chicago.

INTERRUPTERS-DOUBLE THE CAPACITY
of your coils with our Electrolytic Interrupter. Large
Iridium Platinum Electrode which does not eat away.
Solution does not rise in tube, nothing to wear out,
always ready, very rapid, continuous interruptions,
can be used on any sized coil without resistance.
Price complete with formula for solution and instruc-
tions for using, $4.00. O. S. Dawson, 156 Wabash
Ave., Chicago, Ill.

MODELS MADE FOR INVENTORS.ILOW
prices. S. H. Merryman, Towson, Md.

NO NEED TO BE WITHOUT MONEY. OUR
new plan gives you a chance to earn lots of money
whether you have only a little spare time or wish to
devote all of your attention to our interest. Don't
wait, but write at once for our 'salary proposition.
Popular Electricity Publishing Co., Monadnock Block,
Chicago.

BOYS-BOYS--THIS IS FOR YOU, AND
those who like boys. "The Boy Electrician," by
Prof. Edwin James Houston. A book:every.boy_will
enjoy and learn something from. 326 , pages-so
full page illustrations. Price $r.5o-or .free for only
three paid yearly subscribers to Popular Electricity.
Popular Electricity Pub.-Co.,rBook Dept.,!Monadnock
Block, Chicago, Ill.

%WNY NOT BE AN ARTIST?
Our Graduates are filling Hlga Salaried

Positions. Good artists
//% e EARN $25 TO $100 PER WEEK

and upwards, in easy, fascinating work. Our courses ofPersonal Home Instruction by correspondence, are complete, practical.
Twelve years' successful teaching. Expert instructors. Supe.
nor equipment. Positions ready for OUR OWNcompetent workers. QUILDING

WritefOToluableArtBook,Free ,Y. FIREPROOF"
SCHOOL OF APPLIED ART

(Founded 1899)
B 70 Fine Art Building

BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN
i;giL`i= nvay..e.e
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The Electric Traveling
mit

Utility Outfit
NEVER was a more handy and convenient electrical device made for traveling. Consists

of small flat iron with attachment for heating curling irons; a dish holding about 11 pint of

water, with detachable handle and tight fitting lid which can be heated on the inverted flat iron.

All contained in a dainty ooze leather bag-the whole outfit weighing only 31 pounds. Attaches

to any light socket instantly-irons everything except heaviest pieces-heats curling irons with

same current-provides 11 pint dish. The inverted iron becomes a stove for heating its contents.

Price, express paid, $6.50.

Electric Cigar Lighter
CURRENT heats the center of disc to a white heat, furnishing

continuously the means of lighting cigars and cigarettes, at a cost

for current of about 3 cents per day. Very handsome in design and

finished in oxidized copper. Much safer and, everything considered,

more economical than other types of cigar lighters. Price, $7.00.

Express prepaid.

Electric Corn
Popper

electric light.

ADELIGHTFUL and
novel utensil for popping

corn in any room wired for
Requires no flame. Simply put in the corn-turn the switch

and electric current heats it to popping. Small rubber -tired wheels enable one to push it back

and forth, even on a polished table, without danger of marring. Price, $4.80. Express

Other Electrical Suggestions
prepaid.

Traveling Iron $3.90 Luminous Radiator $16.00
Shaving Mirror 4.25 Water Heater 5.00
Hot Water Cup
Curling Iron Heater
Curling Iron

4.25
3.20
3.85

Heating Pad
Coffee Percolator

5.00
10.50 up

Bread Toaster 3.85 Chafing Dish 10.50 up1.50lights Massage Vibrator 26.00
Christmas Tree Outfits { 246 :12.50

Foot Warmer 5.00
The above sent express prepaid at prices given.

ELECTRIC SHOP
Jackson and Michigan Boulevards

CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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DO YOU WANT
BETTER LIGHT
Let us show you our new system of
lighting (indirect Illumination) for

Homes, Stores, Hotels
Factories

all places where light is needed.

" ,
, ?

,. a

("Ááa

Imagine a room evenly illuminated, a mellow
radiance from a concealed source flooding it
with a light soothing to the nerves, becoming
to the complexion and yet perfeei for reading or
sewing.

Those who experience discomfort after a short
time under a direct light, suffer no unpleasant
effects from an evening's work under the I -COM-
FORT. Scientists and oculists have long agreed
on the perfection of such a system of lighting
but heretofore the cost of maintaining and in-
stalling has proven prohibitive. The I -COM-
FORT is simple and inexpensive; under a 6o
to zoo Watt Tungsten electric lamp is placed a
glass reflector with spiral and vertical corruga-
tions over pure silver, giving the most perfect
reflecting surface known to science; the light is
thus thrown upon the ceiling and is evenly
distributed throughout the room with wonder-
ful efficiency, artistic effect and eye comfort.

Thousands already in use in residences, offices, hotels,
banks, dubs art rooms and auditoriums.

Endorsed by the leading architects, oculists, and illumi-
nating engineers.

If your electrical dealer does not handle them address
Department F. A. Write at once for our new booklet with
illustrations of our Installations.

National X -Ray Reflector Co.
217 Jackson Rlvd., Chicago, Ill.

lieu

110.45 i-
"Leader" Hess
Steel Furnace

Price @49 00
Delivered East$of Combo nod

North of Chi Ri, ,
Pipes and Registers Extra

wiiaces
for the past 7 years, have been
sent to customers in every state
in the Union, freight prepaid.

On Approval
and the money held back till
sixty winter days of actual trial
have proved that all our claims
for superiority have been ful-
filled.

Isn't this worth looking into? Could
we offer such liberal terms it wedidn't
know that the Hess Furnace excels In
service, simplicity, efficiency, economy?

All we ask of you, i f you need a fur-
nace, is to investigate-to put your
name on a postal card, mail to us and
ask us for our booklet "ModernFur-
naceHeatdng." This bookletieanau-
thority on furnace heating, and copies
have been requested by many colleges,
libraries, etc., for reference in engi-
neering and mechanical courses. It
instructs fully in the principles and
practice of furnace heating,an d should
be in the hands of every builder and
house owner. It le free on request.

in Buying Direct
From Our Factory You Pay Only
Ono Profit-A Small, Factory Profit.

Our prices are not inflated with the usual cost for salesmen, bran el,
stores, agents' and dealers' profits. The factory profit only, satisfies
us, and you will be surprised at how much we can save you.
Special Heating Plan Free Before You Order

Let us have our experts prepare a special plan for heating your btu I l-ing. It will cost you nothing, and put you under no obligation to blue
of us. Our thirty-six years of experience in designing heating equip-
ments makes this free plan valuable to you.

Ask us snore about It. A postal card today will serve the purpose.

Hess Warming & Ventilating Co.
9 r 2 Tacoma Bid., Chicago.

WIRELESS
ENTHUSIASTS
Attention!
No matter how many books
on "Wireless" you may have,
you want this one, "OPERA-
TORS' WIRELESS TELE-
GRAPH and TELEPHONE
HAND BOOK," by Victor
H. Laughter, the popular
young "wireless" expert.

It's the latest, best, most com-
plete and up-to-date treatise on this
fascinating subject yet ?ublished.

Covers thoroughly every phase of the 'wireless' art with
definite detailed directions for constructing and using all
"wireless" apparatus, installing experimental stations, etc.
Includes naval station rules, .codes, abbreviations-every-
thing, in fact, a "wireless man needs to know. Will
enable anyone, with a little practical work, to master all
the details of "wireless" operation.

180 pages, 87 illustrations, printed on heavy enameled
book stock. Handsomely bound in embossed cloth covers.

Price-postpaid-$1.00
FREE for two paid yearly subscriptions to POPULAR

ELECTRICITY.
Don't fail to get a copy.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPT.
Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Stored Electric Power
The Electric Storage Battery Co. has for 21 years main-
tained its leadership as the oldest -largest maker of Storage
Batteries because it has always been first in quality of product.

of all the Electric Vehicles
manufactured use this
Company's

"ex be" Vehicle Battery
When you buy your Electric Vehicle be sure it is equipped with the
arXj" Battery. It cost the manufacturer more but he sells you the

Vehicle for the same price as though another battery was substituted.

The EX{bn Battery can be obtained from any of the follow-
ing prominent Electric Vehicle Makers:-

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE CO. COLUMBIA MOTOR CAR CO.
S. R. BAILEY & CO., Inc. GENERAL VEHICLE CO.
BROC CARRIAGE & WAGON CO. C. P. KIMBALL & CO.
COLUMBUS BUGGY CO. RAUCH & LANG CARRIAGE CO.
CHAMPION WAGON CO. THE WAVERLY CO.
COUPLE GEAR FREIGHT WHEEL CO. STUDEBAKER AUTOMOBILE CO.

WOODS MOTOR VEHICLE CO.
Prompt delivery from large stocks in Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Chicago and San Francisco.

Here are the prominent fields for Storage Batteries. The use of The Storage Bat-
tery Company's product is overwhelming for all these purposes:

Central Lighting and Power Stations. Telephony.
Isolated Electric Light Plants. Sparking Batteries for Automobile and
Street and Interurban Railways. Motor Boats.
Alternating Current Regulation. Sparking Batteries for Stationary Gas
Electric Vehicle Propulsion, and Gasoline Engines.
Vehicle Interior Lighting. Fire Alarm Signals.
Automobile Lighting. Medical and X -Ray Work.
Railway Car Lighting. Portable Lighting.
Railway Interlocking Switch and Signal. Motor Boat Searchlights.
Wireless Apparatus. Laboratory Work.
Telegraphy. Small Motor Work.

BUY WHAT THE EXPERTS BUYo 
Send us your name on a postal today for the `X bC" Battery Booklet

New facts about Batteries. Keep up-to-date.

THE ELECTRIC STOREBATTERYCO.
1888
1909

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
New York Boston Chicago St. Louis Cleveland Atlanta San Francisco Toronto

660 Distributors throughout the United States. Write for the name of the

r t
Ll

Distributor nearest you.

The The

"Chlorfee ccumu[ator"TheBate ybe"
,tSubor accumulator"

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Generator Sets for Electric Light Work

The Bates & Edmonds Generator Sets have proven to be the
most efficient for Electric Light Work. Proves up to the most
severe tests-and in emergency cases where you have to depend
upon its use for lighting purposes has come up to every require-
ment. Made In capacities from 80 to 350 18 candle power lamps.

Our Generator Sets have become extremely popular in Hotels,Factories, Stores, Country Homes, etc., where it is absolutelynecessary to have Electricity always available.
Where Central Station Current is not to be obtained, or whereit is not furnished all the time-The Bates & Edmonds GeneratorSets are an absolute necessity. Write immediately for our priceson our various kinds of Electric Light Apparatus.

BATES & EDMONDS MOTOR CO.
Gas Engines LANSING, MICH.

Ice Making and Refrigerating Machinery
IS here l.lectrie Current is available you can have your own ICE PLANT. We
are the originators of Electrical Ice and Refrigerating Machinery, for all purposes.Hotels, Stores, Buildings, Apartment Houses, etc. Installers of all kinds of Ire
Machinery and Refrigerating Machines in any size up to 50 tons daily capacity.

We want to show you how to make your own ice with theElectric Current you have available.
Our years of experience is worth something to you. You can have it free forthe asking.

1905 NicholasBAKER ICE MACHINE CO., OMAHA, NEBRreet

Don't Pump
Water by Hand

Why not enjoy the luxury of running water in every part of the home, for the
kitchen, the bath room, the laundry, the stables,-in short, everywhere you want it? Our
power pumping outfit gives you every convenience that city water could give you.
Just the thing for country residences, factories, offices, hotels, etc.

JARVIS ELECTRIC HOUSE PUMP
is recommended wherever electricity is available. When nut used for
pumping THE, MOTOR can he used to operate your washing ma-
chine, sewing machine, ice cream freezer, and will perform many otherhousehold duties.

Jarvis' Pumps are made in various sizes to suit all require-ments. We sell complete outfits, and will
gladly advise you regarding the outfit best
adapted to your requirements. We have
sold hundreds of pumps, and every one
has given satisfaction.

Jarvis
911 River St. Lansing, Mich.

For out..,mlutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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2c a Week Pays Wash Bill FREE Book
Wte for

Electricity or Water - Power Does the Work

Just a "Twist of the Wrist" Starts or Stops the Machine!
The 1900 Motor Washers are now at work in thousands of homes. They are doing the work for-
merly done by women, at a cost of 2 cents a week for power! Saving thousands upon thousands
of dollars in wash bills. Saving worlds of wash -day troubles. Leaving the women free to do
other work while the machines are doing the washing.

The 1900 Motor Washer
Washes a Tubful in Six Minutes!

1900 Water Motor Washer
Can be connected with
any water tap instantly

Handles heavy blankets or dainty laces.
The outfit consists of the famous 1900 Washer
with either Electric Motor or Water Motor. You
turn on the power as easily as you turn on the
light, and back and forth goes the tub, washing
the clothes for dear life. And it's all so simple
and easy that overseeing its work is mere
child's play.
A Self -Working Wringer
Free With Every Washer

1900 Electric Motor Washer
Can be connected with any erdinary

Electric Light Fixture

The motor runs Washer and Wringer. We guarantee the perfect working of both. No
extra charge for Wringer, which is one of the finest made. Write for FREEBOOK
and 30 Days' FREE TRIAL OFFER! Don't doubt! Don't say it can't be done.
The free book proves that it can. But we do not ask you to take our word for it.
We offer to send a 1900 Motor Washer on absolute Free Trial for an entire month to
any responsible person. Not a cent of security-nor a promise to buy. Just your
word that you will give it a test. We even agree to pay the freight, and will take
it back if it fails to do all we claim for it. A postal card with your name and address
sent to us today will bring you the book free by return mall.All correspondence shoulá be addressed to 1900 WASHER CO. «t0 Henri
St., Binghamton, N. Y. Or. if you live in Canada, write to the Canauian Washer
Co., 355 Yonge St., Toronto, Canada.

BRANCH HOUSES: We maintain branches at 1947 Broadway, New York City, and 1113 Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn. and in
all principal cities. We also make shipments from our warehouses in Kansas City, San Francisco and Serttle.

STEINER'S FAMILY MOTOR
Will run any Washing Machine and Wringer,
do all of your other kitchen work. One motor
for all purposes-one expense. Will operate
any of the articles shown in picture for 13c.

an hour. No experiment --On the market
over 2 years. Over 1000 in use.

IT SAVES YOU $90.00 A YEAR
HOW? Write f booklet

Explainingor Fully

STEINER MFG. CO.,
260

ST. L001SthMOStreet

The "IMPERIAL
A Portable Vacuum Cleaning Machine

combining efficiency, practicability and economy. Can be
attached to any electric light socket

"The Only High -Grade, Efficient Machine on
the Market." Guaranteed

A Dividend Payer for Central Stations
Growing concerns and responsible parties wanted as agerts.
Exclusive territory gives. Send For Catalogue and Particulars.

Price $100, Complete
EMPIRE VACUUM COMPANY

lit .at 90th Street, NeW York

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiser.
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"CURE YOURSELF
BY ELECTRICITY"

New Book-Illustrated from Life-
Sent FREE to all who write.

Write today for our new Free Rook - "Cure Yourself by
Electricity"-Illustrated with photos from life. Shows bow theNew Home Batteries cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia. Lumbago
Headache. Insomnia, Constipation and all nerve affections and
diseases arising from sluggish circulation; also how they afford
electric baths and beauty massage without cost at home.
THIS
BATTER

EXPRESS
PREPAID
Every Nome Should Have a Home Battery.
We send our batteries Prepaid withouta cent in advance (prices WAS
and up) and allow 10 DAYS' FREE TRIAL. Write for our Book.

DETROIT MEDICAL BATTERY CO.,
1295 MaJastio Bldg., Detroit, Mop.

Deaf Persons
Can Now Hear

Wonderful Invention Has
Delivered Thousands

from the Handicap
of Deafness.

Don't think you have to worry along if you
can't hear well. Every
deaf person is at ahopeless disadvan-
tage,deprived of social
pleasure, barred from
active business. Any
dullness of bearing is
a constant mortifica-
tion.

But now this misery
fa unnecessary. Every
deaf person can hear
as well as ever before
by simply wearing apair of

WILSON'S EAR DRUMS
A wonderful little device that fits into the earswithout the slightest discomfort. Invisible when in-serted-so tiny, so rfect, that you forget you arewearing them. Andthe effect is magical.
This marvelous invention was perfected by Mr. Geo.H Wilsonnnafter years of suffering from hopelessdeafness Whey enabled him to hear perfectly. Andthis miracle has been repeated for 200.000 persona.Send today for a book written by Mr. Wilson thattells the whole story-gives hundreds of letters from

ppm
grateful users.

postal. Just
priceless

fohookMrs
FREEf

b000uk.It will come by return mail. Address Wilson EarDram Co., 506 Todd Bldg.. Louisville. Er. 6]

If You Have

RHEUMATISM
Sign and mail this coupon to

MAGIC FOOT DRAFT CO., Dept. 1240F.
Jackson, Mich.

Name

Address

Return mail will bring you a $1 Pair of Magic Foot
Drafts to try Free. Read below.

Upon receipt of above coupon we will
send you by return mail, prepaid, a regular $1
pair of Magic Foot Drafts, Michigan's Great
External Cure for Rheumatism of every kind
-chronic or acute-Muscular, Sciatic,
Lumbago, or Gout. No matter where the
pain or how severe. Then, and only after you
have given them a thorough trial and are fully
satisfied with the benefit received, you can send
us One Dollar. If not, you pay nothing. You
decide and we take your word.

FREDERICK DYER, Corresponding Sec'y.
Magic Foot Drafts have been sent on approval to many

hundreds of thousands, and no one paid us a cent until
after trying them. Isll't this evidence that the Drafts area remarkably certain cure? Vow asssSurely you cannot go on suf-
fering when such a cure will
be sent you to Try Free for
simply mailing the above cou-
pon. They are curing even
old chronics of 30 and 40 years
suffering. Will you try them?
Then just mail the coupon with your full address to Magic
Foot raft Co., 1240F Oliver Bldg., Jackson, Mich. Sendno money-only the coupon. Write today.

THE NEW DIAMONDS

RHODE9I
Dept. Al2,

Our new Rhodesian Diamonds are mined,
cut and polished the same as real die, -
monde, retain the same beautiful hard
brilliancy, and stand all tests of a genuine
diamond. Surpass the best imitation
stones on the market. Sold loose, or
mounted In solid 141{. gold. Also a largeassortment of genuine diamonds at
wholesale prices. All goods subject to
examination and approval, backed by an
absolute guarantee to be as represented.
Write at ono* for beautiful Illustrated ,roe
catalog containing many designs of pro
Moue stones and fine watches.

AN DIAMOND CC),
79 Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention P. ar Electricity when writing to Advertisers,
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To prove to you that we can raise your salary we give the

evidence below. Photographs of these men are shown in the
order that their experiences are given:

Mr. F. M. Lege. Jr., of Eagle Pass. Texas, through I. C. S. Train ng.
has steadily advanced from a position in the office of an electric light and
power company to his present position as general manager of a large
company, and has increased his salary over $300 a month.

Mr. H. G. Davis. 236 Chestnut Street. Kingston, Pa., advanced through
I. C. S. Training from employment as a miner to district superintendent
in the coal mining department of the D. L. & W. R. R., with his sa:ary
increased $200 a month.

Mr. A. K. Harford, 854 53d Street, Oakland, Cal., was engaged as an
engine -room storekeeper. I. C. S. 'Training has advanced him to super-
intendent of an electric -light plant with a salary increase of $160 a month.

Mr. Ralph M. Snyder, Ft. Wayne. Ind., a clerk in an express office,
was enabled, through his I. C. S. Training, to enter the architectural field.
He now has an office of his own with commissions this year amounting
to about $12,000.

Here we have in all four increases in salary amounting to
much more than a thousand dollars a month. On an average
of 300 advancements of this kind are reported to us vo:un-
tarily by students every month. On this basis, it is estimated
that I. C. S. trained men earn increases in salary amounting
to over $20,000,000 in
one year.

You can get your
share of these increases
if you have the will
power to start. Mark
and mail the coupon
below and our experts
will tell you how we can
adapt I. C. S. Training
to your individual needs
and pocketbook, in your
own home, in your spare
time and without having
to give up your present
work.

Use the coupon now.

International Correspondence Schools
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

Please explain, without further obligation on my
part, how I can qualify for advancement in the posi-
Ion belore which 1 have marked X.

Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Ad Writer
Show -Card Writer
Window Trimmer
Commercial Law
Illustrator
Civil Service
Chemist
Textile -Mill Supt.
Electrician
Electrical Engineer
Mechanical Drafts.

Name

. SI. and No

Cii, Slate---

Telephone Eng.
Elec.-Light. Supt.
Mechanical Eng.
Plumb. and Steam

Fitter
Stationary Eng.
Civil Engineer
Building Cron.
Architect'l Drafts.
Architect
Structure: Eng.
Banking
Mining Engineer

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to gdvertlsers,
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We make GOOD Pliers and brand them

"Lq>eit Bruit"

Box Joint Side Cutting Plier. Rubber
Mica Insulation Guaranteed to Stand
2500 Volts with Perfect Safety.

EACH INDIVIDUAL TOOL IS PURPOSEFULLY CORRECT AND THEBEST THAT MECHANICAL,p;. SKILL AND GENIUS, WORKMANSHIP AND MATERIAL CAN PRODUCE.
Order "Erb Brun" Pliers from your dealer OR IF HE CANNOT SUPPLY

YOU ORDER DIRECT.
SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.

110 Duane Street
New York City

Z
Carry Six Large Strong
Tools in Your Pocket

Comfortably
-not toys, but real

tools -8 inches long.
Tools of hardest steel
and finest temper that
hold their edges and
"stand up" under hard
usage.

ULERY Pocket-
Knife Tool -Kit

Knife, saw, file, chisel,- screw -driver, reamer-
Instantly attached and
detached,- held abso-

1111- lately rigid to handle.
Ideal X -mas Cift The six, in a hand-

some leather pocket -
case take but little more space in your pocket
than a knife alone.

30 Days' Trial
Use the Ulery Pocket Tool Kit 30 days,-then,

if you'll part with it, return it at our expense andwe'll refund your money. At dealers, or sentpost-paid, $225. Write for free pamphlet.

U. J. ULERY CO., 25 Warren SL, N. Y.

GOES LIKE SIXTY e /O
SELLS LIKE SIXTY vf,1J

SELLS for SIXTY

GILSON MFG. CO

GILSON Gasoline
ENGINE.

For
Pumping.

Cream Sep,
retort Churns, W..sh Ma.

chine.. etc. Free Trial
I to 15 Horse Poss.,

Ask for Cºt-nlog-
aoo Park SI. Port W,,shingion. Wis

AGENTS ShetR5Fa FRAMESPictures ° et. 2Views le. 30 Days' Credit. Samples and Catalog free
CONSOLIDATED PORTRAIT, Dept. 1409, 1027 N. Alma St, Wage

"Klein's" New Electrician's and Inspector's Tool Beg
This bag is made of Russett leather, with welt

seams, and is a
veryneatappear-
ing article. It
is provided with
extension straps
across the ends
of the opening,
so as to permit its
being widened
up when addi-
tional room is
required. It has
three retaining

straps on the flap, and loops under the flap for carrying a saw,bell hanger's bit, etc. It is also provided with shoulder strap forcarrying. Made in the following sizes:
16 -inch 20 -alai 24 -inchPrice: $3.80 each 84.20 each $4.60 each, net

MATHIAS KLEIN & SONSSEND FOR CIRCULAR STATION U.S. CHICAGO, ILL.

lotb,2átaioN E $ 2910
NGf;450lallll e ªnal tt,,4 CStatiorlar `il'

The Marine Sensation of 1909-10
Write at once for information about our
new 7 to 8 H. P. Special Heavy
Duty Engine. Develops 8 H. P. at
soo revolutions. Crankshaft t inches;
propeller shaft r 1/2 inches; 3 -blade
bronze propeller; extra long bearings
lined with the very best babbit obtain-
able. A wonder for service, power and
durability. Schebler Carbuettor.
The greatest engine ever built for hard work. Find outabout it. Write today. CAILLE PERFECTION ROTOR CO.,

1316 and Ave., Detroit, Mich.

The Barnes Variable
Speed Alternating
and Direct Current
Motor

1-12 and 1-8 H.P.
The only high speed,

single phase, alternating
motor that absolutely
will not heat. Respon-
sible agents wanted.

Barnes Mfg. Co.
Susquehanna, Pa.

For our Mutual Advantage:mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Are you prepared for this call-no matter from which department it comes? Just think what

it would mean to have constantly at your elbow for consultation, an expert on the very problems

that puzzle you. That's just what you would have in the

Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity
Six Big Volumes-Bond in Half Morocco

-2,896 Pages 7x10 inches-printed on special paper in large,
clear type -2,000 full page plates, diagrams, formulas, etc.

Written by thirty expert Electrical Engineers, the biggest men in the profession. It is a working guide for the student or practical

electrician, of a ready reference work for the expert.
Examine These Books 5 Days at Our Expense

So confident are we that the books ate lust what you want, that we will send them to you by prepaid express-you keep the

books 5 days-examine them carefully, test them, apply them to your every -day work If satisfied that the books are the most

complete and comprehensive work ever published on electricity, keep them, send $2 00 within five days and2 00 a month

until you have paid $18.80. the special introductory price-the regular list price is $36.00. If not suited to your needs,

notify us. We will send for them at our expense. Fill it. and mail the coupon today-the books will be sent you at once.

IMPORTANT SUBJECTS TREATED IN DETAIL
Please send
me Cyclopedia
of Applied Elec
tricity for five
days' free examina-
tion. Also T.W. for
one year. I will send 4t1
$2 within five days and $2 r
a month until I have paid
$18.80; otherwíse I will
notify you and 'hold the books ri
subject to your order. Title not t.
to pass until fully paid.

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION

EMPLOYER

Electric Wiring-Electric Telegraph-Wireless
Telegraphy- Telautograph-Theory. Calculation, Design and

Construction of Generators and Motors-Types of Dynamos and Motors-Elevators-Direct Current Motors

-Direct -Driven Machine Shop Tools-Electric fighting-Electric Railways-Alternating Current Motors
-Single Phase Electric Railway-Management of Dynamos and Motors-Power Stations -Central

Station Engineering Storage Batteries-Power Transmission-Alternating Current Machi:hery-

\ Telephony-Automatic Telephone-Wireless Telephony-Telegraphone, etc.

Special Offer If You Mark and Mail Coupon Promptly
For a short time we will include, as a monthly supplement, absolutely free of charge for

one year, the TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE. This is a regular $1.50

monthly, full of Twentieth Century Scientific facts, written in popular form. Also
contains the latest discussions on timely topics in invention, discovery, industry, etc.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

For our MutuallAdvantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers,.
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ELECTRICAL TOYS FOR BOYS
SOME CHRISTMAS) Scientific ELECTRICAL Novelties

Practical, Complete, Durable, Harmless
SUGGESTIONS

50 EACH
or

$3.00 per pair

The Lowest Priced
High Grade 'Phone
Made.

We absolutely guarantee
these 'phones to be mechani-
cally and electrically per-
fect, and to work as long a
distance as any battery
'phone made.

Instruments are equipped with push button and
bell for signaling.

Distance Phones work depends upon size of wire
and number of batteries used. Good for 500 feet
on 2 Dry Cells per Instrument.

C. O. D. orders accepted if one-half of amount
accompanies order.

Shipping weight per pair is 5 lbs.
If more than two 'phones are required on a

system advise us of your requirements.

EMPIRE ELECTRIC WORKS
1174, Bridgeport, Ct.

For

This Electric Clock will
run two years without
stopping.
Runs from one to two years on
2 cells; cost 40c to b0e for re-
newal; so simple that it needs
no repairs; it is operated by an
automatic weight which means
accuracy. The cheapest electric
clock now on the market. Fin-
ished to golden oak or birch
mahogany. They are beauti-
ful. Dnnenslons are 24 inches
high, 20 inches wide. 12 -inch
dial. Ask your jeweler to order
you one or write us for prices.

Buffets, Hotels, Offices, Colleges, Etc.
Ask for our catalogs and prices

THE IMPERIAL ELECTRIC CLOCK CO.
GRANITE (IT \-, ILLINOIS

EVERY boy in the country can easily own a railroad.
Costs little and pays big dividends in fun. OurModels of Locomotives, Trains, Trolley Cars,

Dynamos, Lamps, etc., are practical and durable
inventions. Equipped with dry batteries, no acids or
liquids used, perfectly safe and harmless. Electrical
toys instruct as well as amuse.

Catalog B. fully Illustrated, quoting low prices-SiNT FR..E.

THE CARLISLE & FINCH co.
264 E. Clinton Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

Largest Manufacturers Electrical Novelties in the World.

Electric Toys for all Good Boys
FREEI ITIf EVERY ORDER received direct from this ad,.only. 2 YARDS JAPANESE FIRE WIRE. Special forHolidays. Scud us your ORDERS direct from this adv. Don't Wellfor Xmas Rush. WE ARE LEADERS.

Perfection Electric Engines, Finest Made, Specials. 52.60Electric Engine, Style F, with gearing, very powerful.... 1.85Wonder Dynamos, 4, 6, 8 or to volts 3.45Midget Dynamo, Motor 4, 6, 8, xo volts 3.60Power Motor No. 1. Post Paid 2.70Chemical Outfits, for Oxygen, Chlorine. Post Paid .35Electrical Belts, for Men or Women. Post Paid 3.65Home Medical Batteries (Special to Introduce) 2.80Electra Static Machine (Makes 3 In. spark)Very Interesting 3.75Finished Parts far 7g Watt Dynamo, or 0-6 H.P. Motor 9.25Wireless Telegraph Sets, works 14, to 3 miles, Special 11.50Burning Wire per oz. Very Interesting. Post Paid 1.05Vest Pocket Search Lights to close out too sp. price,P.P .50SPECIAL NOTICE-Send In your Xmas orders at once from thislist, also see Noven:beradd for others. Rush orders quick. Catalogsand Samples. Burning Wire 4c. Articles not marked must go byexpress.

MYER'S ELECTRIC HOUSE, Box 696P Evansville, Wisc.

' Wire, Coils and Cordage
NORWAY IRON WIRE for

cores. COTTON, SILK ard EN-
AMELED MAGNET WIRE,heavy and tine sizes for pri-
mary or 'secondary windings,
receiver coils or coils of anykind.

COILS wound to your specifications.
BELL WIRE and ELECTRICAL CORDS forevery purpose.
The above furnished at lowest prices in smallquantities for wireless telegraph or experimen-tal purposes, or in large quantities for manu-facturers.

Write for prices to Dept. E.

BELDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
194 Michigan Street - - CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popu ar Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ELEÇTMCIJY
THE most wonderful and fascinating scientific study of the age.

Every Boy, Girl and Grown-up should know aboutit. The new
"VOLTAMP ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS"-our 112 PAGE

CATALOG now ready, the most complete and interesting book ever
sued, is full of illustrations and descriptions of the latest VOLTAMP

rElectrical Novelties-Motors, Dynamos, Toys, Machine Models, Tele-
graph and ''WIRELESS" Instruments, Ruhmkorff Coils, Spark Coils,
Geissler Tubes, Switches, Meters. Lamps, Flashlights, Transformers.
Tools, etc. The greatest line of Miniature Electric Rallways ever
shown. Anything Electrical for Anybody. Ideal Christmas Gifts.
Prices consistently low.

Send for this Catalog -6c fn stamps
or coin (no portals answered) which
will be refunded on first order of sod ..
or over.

VOLTAMP ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
Park Bldg., BALTIMORE, MD.

The

1900
Dry Battery
f, .r Wireless Tele-
phone and Tele-
graph, experimental and
research work, has proven
itself to be the best dry
battery you can possibly
purchase because of its
high electro -motive force

as well as its great efficiency-both of these
features being necessary when battery current
is required to produce satisfactory results.

The Known Quality
of the r000 dry cells also recommends its use for
automobiles, motor boats and all applications of gas
engine ignition.
Write today for our catalog and circular
which gives full information and particulars.

The Nungesser Electric Battery Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

General Sales Oflles:-128 West Jackson Blvd., CHICAGO

Your wants for Electrical Novelties
will be satisfied by us at lowest cost and most satisfactorily --a
trial will convince. Avoid the rush-order for the Holidays now.

New $1.25 Flashlight with c C.
P. Tungsten lamp, 1500 flames,
now postpaid, 75c; with extra battery
Ir. Get our New Free Catalog Tcday
for complete list of:

Electric flashlights
Scarf Pins

" Engines
Miniature Lamps.. ..... .. .... ................

83c and up
380
470 "GO " "

" Tungsten Lamps 270
8 Light 110 V. S -mas Tree Outfit 3 25 "
Cigar Lighters ................ 30o
Medical Coils 780 " "
Electric Street -Oars and Track 2.00

DEALERS-Write for our favorable terms and big discounts on cuan-
tity order.

ELECTRIC NOVELTY CO.
Manufacturers and Importers. 246 Third Avenue, PITTSBURG, PA.

It's Powerful!

Q The Gem battery motor is the mDst
powerful battery motor, upon the mar-
ket, selling at such a low price. Just
the kind you would enjoy having. The
motor is fitted with adjustable brushes
and connections independent of the bE,se.
Q These and the exceptionally large field
coil are features rarely found on such a
low priced machine.

Price only, 75 cents
By mall, 15c extra

TREMBLY ELECTRIC CO.
CGx 607 CENTERVILLE, IOWA

QUALITY INSURANCE
Means the elimination
of faults ín your Prod-
uct by RIGID TESTS

Shrewd manufacturers do not jeopardize their trade by shipping half -developed

goods. Careful purchasers buy subject to specifications and tests.

We are the medium for satisfactory dealings. We make all manner of electrical

and photometrical tests and furnish you with exact and dependable data.

Electrical Testing Laboratories
80th St. and East End Ave. NEW YORK, N. Y.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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For Owners, Dealers, Builders

Salesmen and Chauffeurs

Cyclopedia of

Automobile
Engineering

Four big volumes -1,700 pages-I,500
illustrations-full page plates-halftones-
diagrams, sections, etc. Thoroughly in-
dexed and bound in half morocco. Pre-
sents the moat complete information on
the automobile industry-its history and
development from the time of its invention
up to its present state. Describes all makes

of machines-mechanisms, care of auto, art of driving-
a practical guide for information regarding construction,
maintenance and operation. Contains complete instruc-
tion on repairing. Written by experts.

Examine the Books at Our Expense
We will send you a complete set by prepaid express upon receipt

of coupon. Keep them five days-give them a thorough and careful
examination. If you do not wish to keep books advise us and we
will have them returned at our expense. If you keep the books send
us $2.00 in five days and $2.00 a month until special introductory
price of $12.80 has been paid. Regular list price $24.00.

PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
Automobile Operation - Care-Trouble- Breakdown- Repairs-Aoto-

mobilePower Plants-Cooling and Oiling Systems- Ignition Systems-
Spark Coils-Buying a Motor Car-Gasoline. Electric and Steam Cars-
Tires-Puncture-Accessories- Driving- Motorcycles - Gas and Oil En-
gines-Fuels--Care of Gas Engines-Electricity-Storage Batteries-Direct
Current Motors-- Mercury Vapor Converter-Primary Batteries-Steam
Engines and Boilers-Valve Gears-Indicators, dc.

Order promptly and we will include FREE for one year, as a
monthly supplement, the TECHNICAL WORLD MAGA-
ZINE, a regular $1.50 monthly, full of interesting scientific topics
written in popular form.

FREE OFFER COUPON
American School of Correspondence,

Chicago, U. S. A.
Phase send set Cyclopedia of Automobile Engineering for

5 days' free examination; also Technical World for 1 year.I will send $2.00 within 5 days and t2.00 rc- month until I have
paid $12.80; otherwise I will notify you and hold the books
subject to your order. Title not to pass until fully paid.

NAME

ADDRESS

EMPLOYER

Pop. Elecuicity, 12'09

Wordy Horn Blower
$2nly

TWo Dollars

Fits
Any
Horn-

Tube

Located
Under Floor

$2
Used
On
Any
Car

crated by
Foot

Throw away the rubber bulb and attach a
Wordy Horn Blower. Increases volume of
sound 300 per cent. Lasts a lifetime.

We Guarantee It For 5 Years
No trouble to place on car. Anyone cando it.
Send for free, illustrated catalog, and learn

all about this wonderful invention.
Sold by auto -supply dealers, or sent, pre-

paid, on receipt of two dollars. Satisfactionguaranteed or money refunded.

Wordingham Auto Supply Company
Dept. F, 803 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

50, GETS YOU 50cAT ONCE
This Unequaled Set of Books

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY
in Twelve Lessons-Branch Method

Six monthly volumes, profusely illus-
trated with diagrams, circuits and work-ing drawings.

HIGHEST ENDORSEMENTS
A complete course of home study on electricity inall its branches. Simple, practical, comprehensive.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
The regular price of this Course of Study is $10.00.For a limited time, to introduce it to readers ofPOPULAR ELECTRICITY, we offer it for only$6.50-50c down and $1.00 a month for the balance.
We will send you the first two lessons upon receiptof order and include with same a consultation
certificate, entitling you to the advice and assist-
ance of electrical experts on all questions arising in
this Course of Study.
Remember this liberal, special offer is limited,y so act promptly. You do notwant to miss this great chance.

BRANCH Pus. Co., 46 Van Buren St., Chicago.
Enclosed find 50c. Please send me PRACTICAL ELECTRIC-

ITY, In Twelve L , Branch Method-six volumes with
consultation certificate as per special offer in POPULAR ELEC-
TRICITY. I promise to pay the balance, $6.00, monthly on
receipt of lessons, at $1 per month, title not to pass till paid in full.
Name

Address

Town State
Employer

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Work and its Cost
Suppose the department that is rushed is (heated in a
distant part of the factory from the Engine Room. Did
you ever figure up what it costs yoc to run al: the idle

shafting, belts, pulleys, etc., between the two places? It amounts

. to almost as much as to run your plant at its full capacity.

 Then it's the same thing during dull seasons when all your machines

are not working.
It is actually costing you enough for wasted transmission to

Equip Your Machines with Fort Wayne Motors
Not only will they decrease your cost of operation nearly 50%, but they will increase the 2.2b and uanti

of the machinists work.
This :ouch, of course, can be said in general of almost any motors on the market and after you

have concluded to install direct drives to your machines you must decide on what kind.

If you are particular you better find out about the many superior points of Fort

Wayne motors. We have a bulletin "Motor Drives" that will supply you with

this information and shows some of the many uses to which they can be put.

Send for it today and get posted on the subject.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
1404 Broadway

Fort Wayne, Indiana114

t

GLOBE,

Dry
BatterY
'he Gbh. Dry WWII, d.
nary .or open wood se^1p
Will live better faults and td

, rnaa any otter Dryer
'Ss same mu.

IAe IKUFACTUO IT

''=TIONAL CARBON Cp.
CLEVELAND, O.

No extra charg: for Fahne-
stock connecti.,rns.

A Bargain
This cell gives better service and costs less
than any other in its class.

Contractors and those doing experimental
work say the Globe cell gives satisfaction
and saves money.

Adapted to any class of open circuit work
like bells, signals, and wireless telegraph
receivers.

$1.62 will buy twelve Globe cells

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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NOTE SPECIAL SALE OF
VIBRATORS

THE

AMERICAN

VIBRATOR

41 The American Vibra-
tor enjoys an International
reputation for the highest
efficiency, and most sub-
stantial construction of

any vibrator on the mar-
ket today, yet we sell it
at the uniform nominal

price of only $35.00.
It is the only vibrator having seven differ-

ent speeds rotary motion, and is guaranteed
for the period of one year against any elec-
trical or mechanical defects.

Special Christmas Offer
01 For the next 30 days, and in order to
reach the many persons who want a first-
class instrument and do not feel that they
can afford to pay our regular price, we will
accept their order for one of our complete
outfits on receipt of $22.50, when accom-
panied by this advertisement.

This offer will not appear again, and in
order to avail yourself of this special price,
it will be necessary to send your order in
immediately, giving the voltage, and kind of
current on which it is to be used, and if
alternating current, state the number of
cycles. This information can be obtained
from your local lighting company.

The Vibrator will be shipped subject to
approval, and may be returned if not thor-
oughly satisfactory.

(J( Get your order in early.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ELECTRIC CO.
508 Missouri Ave.,

East Saint Louis, Illinois

For our Mutual Advantage mention

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
OF THE FASTENERS

MEN SWEAR BY, NOT AT
To be sure you are getting the genuine

\NASHBURNErl FASTENERS
(The Fastener with a Bulldog Grip)

look carefully for name"Wash burne"
stamped on every
fastener. It is your
protection against a poor
infringement, t h e
perpetrators of which are
being prosecuted.

The genuine Wash-
burn Fasteners are
" Little But Never

Let Go."
There is Comfort

for Men in their use.
They are the greatest

little utilities ever invent-
ed for men's dress, and
are applied to

Key Chain and Ring, 25c
Scarf Holder, - - - - - - - - - 10c
Bachelor Button, - - - - - - - - 10c
Cuff Holders, - - - - - - - - 20c
Drawers Supporters, - - - - - - - 20e

Catalogue Free. Sold Everywhere. Sent Prepaid.

Look for the Name Washburn.

AMERICAN RING COMPANY
Dept. 5, Waterbury, Conn.

Wool Trousers for Fall s3.50
MADE TO YOUR MEASUREMADE TO MEASURE

NEWEST STYLE
1 , .r'rt ' t t Our master cutters and tailors

will put into these trousers all the
skill and workmanship that have made usfamous. Made exactly to your measure, in
new Fall style by experts; they are far supe-
rior to anything your local tailor can produce
at twice the price. No extra charge for cuffs

or belt straps or any of the newest wrinkles.
Why wear ready-made, ill-fitting
garments when you can wear the
best for less money?
DON'T PAY UNTIL YOU.
HAVE THE TROUSERS
Don't pay us a cent until you
have the trousers and are per-
fectly satisfied in every respect.
No matter where you live, we
can serve you, as we prepay ex-
press everywhere and have cus-
tomers from Main to California.
We take the risk.
FREEJust write us today-

we will send you free a
dozen samples of goods to choose
from, our New Fashion Plates and self -
measurement guide. Select the
goods you want from this elegant
assortment of new wools and send
us your measure and order. Don't
send any money. We will then make

up the trousers and send them to you.
Express Charges Prepaid Anywhere

When they arrive, inspect them carefully, invite your
friends to look at them, and if pleased, pay only $3.50.
Unless these goods were far superior to anything ever
shown, we would not dare make this offer. Write today
for free samples and fashion plate. Address

GRAND PANTS COMPANY
12th and Walnut St. Dept. AA. Kansas City, Ma

Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers:
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Our Toys are covered by Patents
granted and Pending.

ONLY
50

CENTS \l\
Boys and Girls, th's Real

ELECTRIC MOTOR
is yours for half a dollar

You can have no end of fun with
this genuine electric motor. Runs
just like a big one. Would cost at

least a dollar at ally toy store. Well
made, lasts forever. Ordinary tele-

phone battery runs it. Will drive
toy machinery of any kind. Makes
2,000 revolutions a minute. Five- times as big as the picture. Send
us half a dollar (lOc extra for post-

age) and we'll send it by return
= mall. If unsatisfactory we refund

your money.
Let us send you free our book for Boys and Girls

"ELECTRICAL FUN -MAKERS"
Absolutely FREE. A book every fun -loving boy and girl

should have. Tells about all kinds of things that run by elec-
tricity. Some of them you can make yourself. We sell all kinds
of electrical novelties boys and girls want at manufauturer s prices
-about half what toy stores charge. Just write your name on a
postal card, with your address, and say send the book." Do it
today. Address

Commercial Electric Co., Dept. 108 Kewanee, 111.

. ... ... . ... .L w..N: . . ..

Price
C

$12.00
AT FATORY

Quality

Ex -neat

We al.o make
Scheel. Church Typewriteratand i.'yu.t as good."d Opera /haste,Sture.
Lodgeye Auk for Catalog by Number Only.
No. ale-Croce D..k., Chain, Piles, Book Cases, etc.
No. 41e - Minion Fura.Rocker.. Davenport.,Couche.,fletteee.

E. H. PTA FF0 It Ili MFG. CO., 242 Adams St.. Chlea"e. 1111.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Elcetricity

SAVE ROOM

This is another
It -K_ Electric
Toy Engine

Style H

Retails for $1.50

We make seven styles
of Engines, also Aerial
Swings, MerryoGoa

Rounds, Ferris Wheels, etc_

By Installing A

Ho/tzer Watchman's Clock

Many a watchman has caught a blaze like this when on his
rounds ringing fa on a Holteer Watchman's Clock.

It Reduces Your It May S a v e
Insurance Rate I Your Factory
Do not wait until the fire catches you but write us to -day.
Let us tell you all about it. Ask for bulletin No. 0152.

Hottser-Cabot Electric Company
New York 996 Dearborn St., Chicago Brookline, Mam

Most convenient and practical low-priced
TypewriterStand on the market. Made

of selected Oak, tine golden finish,
44 In. long, 24 In. wide; Pedestal
30 in. high; 3 drawer. and exten-
sion slide; Paper Cabinet with
shelve. 14x8x1la In.; Cabinet has
roll curtain front and copy holder.
Order from dealer it he has it or
will gel it; otherwise from m. Do
not accept a substitute; no other

when writing to Advertisasle
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Pick
YOUR
Book
-and mark an X before its name on the
coupon below and send the coupon with
50 cents to us. You will receive in return
the book in the world on
the subjects treated. No books in exist-
ence contain in the same space so much
knowledge about the different trades and
professions as do the 1. C. S. Handbooks.
They provide in a minute that data
needed in every -day work that is hard to
find in ordinary books and that is incon-
venient and sometimes impossible to
carry in the memory. They are con-
sulting experts of the highest rank-of
inestimable value to executives, fore-
men, and managers. They are invalu-
able as promotion gainers for ambitious
men in subordinate positions.

Special Offer-for a limited time.
Durably bound in cloth, gilt titles and
tops, average 375 pages and 175 illustra-
tions, regularly sold at $1.25, 0with coupon below, each, V

INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY
Box 1102-P, Scranton, Pa.

I enclose $ fur which please send me the ;  books before which I have marked X.
Tel. & Tel. Handbook -Bldg. Trades Handbook

-Plum. & Fit. Handbook -_Business Man's Handbook 
 -Mechanics' Handbook _Mariners' Handbook

-Electrical Engineer's Handbook

Name

Si. and No.

 City state

A COMPLETE

Electrical Workers' Library
By HENRY C. HORSTMANN and VICTOR H. TOUSLEY

Positively up-to-date and written
for the men who do the work

We defy any publisher In the world to produce a more practical
collection of books for the electrical worker than this series.
The immense sale of these popular books since date of publica-
tion has been greater than any electrical books ever sold toworking electricians.

The Reason?
They are practical and do
not confuse the worker.
They also have the high-
est endorsement of the
International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers.

To substantiate this
claim we offer the sum
of One Hundred Dollars
to any publisher who will
produce a sworn state-
ment showing a greater)
sale of any similar book or
books treating on
the subject mat-
ter that these do,
for the length of
time they have
been on the mar-
ket.

As to our repu-
tation for keep-
ing business
promises, we will
refer you to any
bank or business
house in Chicago.

For the next
ninety days we
are making a
special introduc-
tory offer of the
complete set of
four volumes,
neatly cased
(regular price
$6.00).

Our special
Introductory
price to elec-
trical workers $5.00,
prepaid to any address upon
receipt of price. To all persons
ordering this set prior to Jan. 1st
we will present, free of charge, our Handy Electrical Dictionary
for the Vest Pocket, bound in red Russia Leather, gold edges,
indexed, 224 pages, illustrated. If the books ordered are not
found entirely satisfactory in every way, they may be returned
and your money will be cheerfully refunded. To electrical
workers already having any of the below enumerated volumes,
we will supply single copies of any one or more books at $1.50
each, postpaid to any address in the world.

Electrical Wiring and Construction Tables ;óadl.g,.m.

Modern Electrical Construction 340 pages

Send for
desert pllve
booklet
which elves
a partial
u.tsr
Contenta

173 diagrams

Modern Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions

Practical Armature and Magnet Winding 12;

Each volume is substantially bound in full Persian Seal Grain
Morocco Leather, stamped on the outside covers in genuine
gold leaf, round corners, red edges, pocket size, printed on
super-calendered book paper.

Address all orders to the Publishers

Frederick J. Drake & Company
222 Fisher Bldg., CHICAGO, U.S. A.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A School Within Itself
there are XXprinc chapters inwall, XIX carrying you Eroaa the
fundamental iples of elealricity on through the vs. ions
branches to a point where the careful student comprehends the

complete designing, care and operation of a dynamo or motor, and I chapter on electric
automobiles, outlining their construction, care and operation, and all about storage
batteries and how to handle them. Each subject is carefully written and to the point.
After a student studies a subject, he is questioned on that subject in such a manner as to
bring dearly to his mind the points he needs to know regarding same. A DICTIONARY
in back of book will enable him to learn the meaning of any electrical word, term or
phrase used in this book, as well as hundreds of others in common use. All required
tables necessary in the study are in it.

TABLE OF SUBJECTS:
Chapter

I-Wiring.
II-Electric Batteries, Electro Plating.

III-Magnetism.
IV-The Magnetic Circuit.
V-Magnetic Traction.

VI-Magnetic Leakage.
VII-Energy in Electric Circuit

VIII-Calculation of Size of Wire for Mag-
netizing Coils.

IX-Calculation of EMF's in Electric
Machines.

X-Counter EMF.
XI-Hysteresis and Eddy Currents.

A Dictionary of over 1500 Electrical Words, Terms and Phrases, giving a brief meaning
of all which are in common use.

$2.00 PER COPY-PIPTN EDITION -14.000 COPIES SOLD
The offer we make of refunding money if book is not satisfactory upon examination is AN UNUSUAL ONE in connection with the

sale of a book. But we have no fear of its return. Your decision will be what thousands of others have been. Money would not buy it
if it could not be duplicated. We could print testimonials by the hundreds. It is best to order and be your own judge of its mer'. Is.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS, 4730 St. Clair Ave., Cleveland, Ohio. Armature. and Fields wound, commutator. Pilled
AMERICA'S GREATEST REPAIR WORKS

Chapter
XII-Armature Reaction.

XIII-Sparking.
XIV-Winding of Dynamos and Motors.
XV-Proper Method of Connecting

Dynamos and Motors --Self
Excitation.

XVI-Diseases of Dynamos and Motors,
their symptoms and how to
Cure Them.

XVII-Arc and Incandescent Lamps.
XVIII-Measuring Instruments.

XIX-Alternating Current.
XX-Automobiles.

A PRACTICAL BOOK-FOR PRACTICAL MEN
Electrical Wiring and Construction Tables-By Horstmann and Tousley

saves tedious calculations. Complete tables and wiring formul.T covering all sizes and kinds of conductors, showing
at a glance the requirements for any system or voltage according to the "National Electrical Code " or Chicago rules.
Also tables and data for calculating the most economical loss, determining proper size of conduits, quantity of ma-
terial required in different lines of work, etc.. etc. Illustrated with necessary diagrams. Coat poc' ` nize. Bound in
full Persian Morocco. Every wireman, foreman, engineer, contractor and architect should ha%- a copy o`- this
valuable work. Price-postpaid-$1.50. FREE for three paid yearly subscriptions to Popular Electricity.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY, BOOK DEPARTMENT, MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICAGO

Sell More
Electric Current
You have a certain number of patrons-

users of electric current. Some have been
secured without solicitation-others by
certain arguments. What are you going
to do about the many who have not yet
been won to the advantages of electric
light and power?

Why not appeal to them differently-
with new ideas-new arguments ? Let us
outline a newspaper advertising campaign.
A campaign which will secure those you
have failed to interest. We are doing this
for others. We can do it for you. You
assume no obligation in conferring with us.

Wm. D. McJunkin
Advertising Agency

167 Dearborn St., Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention

Will You Accept This
Business Book if We

Send it Free ?
Sign and mail the coupon below. Send nc money!

Take no risk!
One hundred and twelve of the world's master business

men have written ten books -2,o79 pages -1,497 vital business
secrets, ideas, methods. In them is the best of all that they
know about

-Purchasing
-Credits
-Collections

-Salesmanship -Position -Getting
-Advertising -Position-Hclding
--Correspondence _Man -Handing

-Accounting -Selling Plans -Man-Traioiog
-Cost -keeping -Handling Customers -Business Generalship
-Organization -Once Systems -Competition Fighting
-Retailing -Short Cuts and and hundreds and hun-
-Wholesaling Methods for every dreds of other vitalbusi-
-Manufacturing line and department ness subjects.
A 9,059 -word booklet has been published describing, explalni ag, picturing

the work. Pages 2 and 3tell about managing businesses great and small; pages
4 and 5 deal with credits, collections and with rock -bottom purchasing; pages
6 and 7 with handling and training men; pages 7 to 12 with salesmanship; with
advertising, with the marketing of goods through salesmen, d,alers and by
mail; pages 12 to 15 with the great problem of securing the highest market
price for your services-no matter what yourline; and the last page tells how
you may get a complete set-bound in handsome half morocco, contents in
colors-for less than your daily smoke or shave, almost as little as your daily
newspaper.

Will you read the book if tee send it .free!
Send no money. Simply sign the coupon.

The System Co., 151-153 Wabash Ave., Chicag
If there are, in your books, any new ways to increase my ,usiness or

sty salary, I should like to know them. So send on your 16 -page free
descriptive booklet. I'll read it. 175.12

Name
Address
Business
Position

Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Bali Bearings for any Machine
Shaftintr Torsional Radial

Improves
Your
Machine
100%

For

All kinds
and sizes
Fits any
Machine

Write Today-and let us tell you how we can
fit your machine with ball bearings-it will sur-
prise you when we tell you our methods. ::

ONEIDA STEEL PULLEY CO.
34-36 So. Clinton Street - - - CHICAGO, ILL.

You Can't Be Entirely Well without an Occasional

INTERNAL BATH
Extracts from Testimonials

"No drugs but perfect health after
.me month's use." -J. W. DARON.

"Relieved me of violent head -
.ches." -D. B. HAND, M. D.

"Rid me entirely of indigestion."
-Mrs. B. E. MACDONALD.

"Not only relieved but cured con -
<t ipation." CHAS. DAWBARN.

Addresses on Application.

THERE is just one and only one effective Internal Bath which
has been before the public for years-which operates in

such a way as to leave no ill -effect whatever after using-
which is so near to Nature's own way that it does force but
assists her-that one is the

J. B. L. Cascade
Thousands are using it with great results and corresponding
enthusiasm. Some of their experiences, and most interesting
information on the Internal Bath, its purpose, its reason and
its results, are contained in a little book called "The What,
The Why, The Way," which will be sent you free on request.
We suggest that you write for it now, while it is on your mind.

Tyrrell Hygienic Institute 143M WNEEU
YORKSTREET

Modern Electrical Construction B Hortmaánndable, practical guide for the beginner in electrical construction and the journeyman electri-cian, showing the latest approved methods of installing work of all kinds to comply withthe safety rules of the National Board of Fire Underwriters. Is also of especial value to elec-trical inspectors, as it points out many tricks practiced by unscrupulous persons in the trade.aso pages, illustrated with over too cuts and diagrams. Pocket size, bound in limp leather, gilt embossed. Price, postpaid,$r.$o. FREE for three paid yearly subscriptions to POPULAR ELECTRICITY.
POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPARTMENT, MONADNOCK BLOCK, OHICAOO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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GUDEMAN & CO.
Importers and Designers of

ARTISTIC ELECTRICAL DECORATIONS
114-118 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.

FRUIT Trees, Flower Baskets, Rose Bushes, Lanterns,
Ferneries, Center Pieces, Guirlandes, Fruit Baskets,

Rose -Oak and HOLLY Festoons, Holly Wreaths and

many other novel and pretty designs. .. _

Electrically lighted Orange Tree

CHRISTMAS

TREE

OUTFITS

Miniature and Decorative
Lamps of all decriptions.

Write for Catalogue and
Discounts Electrically Lighted Rose Basket

The

`Germless"

Glass Telephone Mouthpiece
Universal Attachment Fits Any Phone

Is a sanitary device made of clear crystal glass and
is rapidly replacing the rubber mouthpiece, which is
an ideal breeding place for all sorts of germs En-
dorsed by prominent bacteriologists, health depart-
ments and telephone companies throughout the
country.

The glass part can be instantly removed for clean
ing and as quickly readjusted.

It is less liable to breakage than the rubber mouth
piece, and positively gives better telephone trans-
mission.

For office, store, and the home.
Equip your phone now and take no more chances

of contracting disease.
Sent prepaid to any address in the United States

for 25c each instamps or coin.
Light is the greatest destroyer of germ life.

AGENTS WANTED-Write For
Special Terms.

THE COMMERCIAL APPLIANCE CO.

Suite 819, 135 Adams St. CHICAGO, ILL.

EARN

$25.00 to $50.00 Weekly
IN AUTOMOBILE BUSINESS

Chauffeurs, Automobile Salesmen and Repairmen get big
pay for pleasant work because the demand for trained
men exceeds supply. We have taught hundred,
(without mechanical ability) and we can teach you in ten
weeks if you study a few hours a week. It is interesting.
Our simple mail course guarantees thoro efficiency because
it's personal. Ask our graduates who are earning
$25.00 weekly or more in positions we obtained for them.

Send to -day for first lesson-it's free.
Chauffeurs and competent men supplied owners and garages.

Empire Auto. Institute,
700 Dake Bldg.,
Rochester, N.Y.

l ie Ori'iral .t ufomobilr Srhool.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Adrertt...r._
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BUY the BOY a TOY
TRANSFORMER

A Handsome Christmas Gift
Something worth while. Instructive as well

as Amusing.
It is arranged to connct to any Alternating Cur-
rent Lamp Socket, reducing the current to low
voltag's, for operating Electric Trains,
Engines, Motors, Miniature Lamps, Etc., Etc.IRDESTIiUCTIBLE

Purchase Now
FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING ELECTRICAL JOBBERS

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
220 Jefferson Street - - - - - - CHICAGO, ILL.

TELEPHONE MEN
CUT OUT THIS AD.

A clear, terse, compre-
hensive work on the con-
struction, installation
care and management of
telephone systems and
appliances, including ap-
paratus and methods fir
testing, locatingandclear-ing of " trouble," with
special data on Farm
Telephones of great value
to builders or promoters
of Rural Lines. 179
pages-illustrated.

Strmag cloth covgrs.

Send it to us with $1.50, which
will entitle you to a year's sub-
scription (new or renewal) to

Popular Electricity
and your choice of these valu-
able books on telephony.

DON'T MISS THIS
BIG CHANCE

Both books and 2 years' subscription
for $2.50.

2d and revised edition
A practical and usefultreatise for workers and
students, in a clear and
simple style.

350 pages, with verymany illustrations, dia-
grams, circuits, and tables.

Beautifully bound in
black cloth, gilt embossed.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUB. CO.
Monadnock Block, Chicago, Ill.

J e 'r per Xtupo ,l Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A Complete Portable

Fits

Any

Pum

Power Plant
For Pumping or Shop Work

This is an entirely new type of gasoline
engine-a complete little Portable Pow Cr
Plant. Needs no special foundation, no belt s,
shafts or arms! Ready for work inside of
fifteen minutes after it comes! Everything
but the gasoline furnished with the outfit!
Pumps 800 to 1,000 gallons per hour! Runs
light machinery I

The Fuller & Johnson
'FARM

PUMP ENGINE

It's a Wonder!
Nothing else like it. Sias

4 -Inch pulley for running
foot -power or hand -power
machinery, As finely built
as automobile engines!

Cannot FREEZE
or Overheat!

Self-cooling,wlthout fans.
Practically no vibration. At-
tach pipe for extra air cham-
ber and it will throw water
high as a house!

The very thing for a little
workshop!
Write for FREE Engine Book
and get the whole story of
his marvelous little Power

Plant-the fastest selling en-
gine of the day. Seed NOW!

Address FULLER & JOHNSON MFG. CO. reel

504 Church Ft. [Established 184o1 Madison, Wis.

Electric Light
OMPLETE light outfits including
engine, dynamo, storage battery
and switchboard from $500 up,

depending on size and equipment;
larger plants in proportion. Skilled
attendance not necessary. Same en-
gine can be used to operate pump-
ing plant or other machinery. Engine
operates on gas, gasoline, kerosene,
or distillate.

Send for catalog No. 1163 CB.

FAIRBANKS, MORSE & CO.
481 Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

The A -B Regenerative

Flame Arc Lamp
The Latest Development in Arc Lighting

Burns 70 Hours on One Trim of Carbons

Direct or Alternating Current.

Simple in Construction.

Carbon cost 1-3 less than other
Flame Arcs.

Write for Bulletin and Prices.

THE ADAMS-BAGNALL ELECTRIC CO.
CLEVELAND, O.

CHICAGO OFFICE
303 Dearborn St.

NEW YORK OFFICE
143 Liberty St.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing:to_Advertieera.
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Remarkable Feat for Wireless Bey

" With a wireless station that cost him
Just $19, Elmer Lamb, an 18 -year -Toledoboy, living on Erie
near Galena St., on
Friday picked up the
U. W. Co.'s 2 E. W.
station at Atlantic
City, N. J., and a few
minutes later picked
up the cruiser Okla-
homa on the Atlantic
coast, and the station
at Cape Cod, Mass.
The feat is regarded
as remarkable here.The boy's instru-
ments complete stood
him just $19. Sta-
tion is equipped with
a SO -foot aer,al, Fer-
ron detector, tubular
condenser, tuning
coil, and 2,000 ohm FERRON DETECTOR, PRICEbead set.

-From Toledo News -Bee of Sept. 18th, '09

The Celebrated Ferron Detector

$8.00

The Ferro. Detector is fast becoming the acknowledged de-tector for high class wireless work. Guaranteed to be excelled bynone for sensitiveness, and far superior to any detector in exist-ence selling for $5.00, With our highest grade receiving set, ithas a proven range exceeding 2,000 miles. Because of its extremesensitiveness, no battery or potentiometer is required. It willwithstand the strongest signals and remain adjusted for weeks.The users of e:ectrolytic detectors will appreciate this point. Thebase is of finely polished Italian marble, and the metal parts beau-tifully nickel plated. The following enthusiastic letter unques-tionably proves the Ferron to be much more sensitive than anysilicon:
"My profound felicitations; your detector is certainly a bird, andas the president would say, It has all others done to a frazzle.While in Beverly, Mass.. I tested it out with a silicon. and I couldget P. C. (35 miles) as loud as I could get P. C. (15 miles) on theother."

Receiving set with a proven range of 100 to 300 miles *12.75
900 to 1000 19.0044

" 1000 to 1200 29.00" " 150010 2000 " 69.00Send 3c STAMP for our New Big Catalog of Anything Electrical.J. J. DUCK, 428 St. Clair St., Toledo, Ohio

Wireless
Telegraph Apparatus

We manufacture a complete line of Wire-
less Transmitting and Receiving Apparatus
for long and short distance work. Wireless
pamphlet mailed on application.

We also have something electrical for everybody, described
and illustrated in catalogue 24E, 200 pages. Ask for it.

Manhattan Electrical Supply Co.
17 Park Place, NEW YORK 188 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO

"WIRELESS YOU BET!
Tuning Coils 400 Meters Single Slide, $1.50; Double Slide,
$1.75. Silicon Detector with Silicon, 81.50. Variable Con-
denser of 9 plates, 82.50. Variable Condenser of 15 plates,
$4.00. Enclosed in a fine mahogany box. Non -inductive
Potentiometers, $1.00 each. Detectors, Coherers, Sending
Helix with a 50 ft in brass ribbon, $3.50. Send for circular.
I. WOLFF, 48P, Garden Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

flo

WIRELESS APPARATUS
AT

EXCEPTIONAL PRICES
Junior Receiving Set, Type A

11 articles, Total $12.00
Our Price, $10.00Standard Receiving Set, Type BA fine set for the amateur, Total $17.00
Our Price, delivered, $15.00

Professional Receiving Set, Type C
A thoroughly efficient set, Total $33.00Our Price, delivered, $30.00For description see our advertisements in prevents numbers

The Tri-Mount Wireless Supply Co.
ROST. A. Mgr.13 B Irving Street BOSTON, MASS.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Our new factory has just been completed and consequently weare able to offer a larger line of Wireless Equipment. We considerquality first but our prices are not unreasonably high.
A few examples: The I. W. Electrolytic Interrupter, $7.5o, mayseem a little high priced, but in an instrument of this kind qualitymust be considered first. The I. W. Oil Key, $z.5o, prevents heat-ing and sparking. The Five -Mile Outfit, $9.05, is complete, readyto set up. The I. W. Tuning Coil, Double Slide, and our VariableCondenser are valuable additions to any Wireless Stations. All ourgoodsfully guaranteed. Write nearest office for descriptive circulars.

International wireless Co., Dep't E, Box 17, University Sta.Los Angeles, Calif. 1.I,ns, Ohle

Murdock Wireless Apparatus
Consists of Double Slide Tuner,

detector with fixed receiving con- -denser and is mounted on a solid mmahogany base.
This set will please the most exact- a

ing experimenter and is without ex-ception the finest apparatus offered
at the price.

qWithout head phones $8.00 giWith 2000 Ohm double A M
head phones $15.00Code Card and Connection Diagram o
with each set.

Tuning Coil is wound with enamel
wire on a special core which will notbe affected by climatic changes. Spe-cial friction slides. Will not wear orbreak the wire. Coil ends are madefrom hard rubber composition.

Will tune in wave lengths to 1500
meters.

The Detector has the finest adjust-
ment features and is finished through-
out in hard rubber and nickel, the
condenser is mounted in the base of
Detector. .

OUR NOVEMBER LIST SHOWS THE FINEST LINE OF WIRELESS APPARATUS MADE.WM. J. MURDOCK 6 CO., so Carter St., Chelsea, Mass. 324 Dearborn St., Chleago. 824 Folsom St., San Francisco.
For our Mutual Advantage nirnitoo Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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PATENTS
PATENT ATTORNEYS

PATENTS Secured Promptly and with special regard
to the legal protection of the invention

HAND BOOK FOR INVENTORS AND MANUFACTURERS SENT FREE UPON REQUEST

C. L. PARKER. Patent Lawyer
Patents, Caveats, Trade Marks, Copyrights, Reports as to Patentability, Validity and Infringement.

Patent Suits Conducted in all States.
REFERENCES : American Tire Co., Automatic Vending Machine Co., Lippincott Pencil Co., International Ore

Treating Machinery Co., Globe Machine and Stamping Co., Metal Manufacturing Co., Builders Iron Foundry, Morgan

Machine and Engineering Co., Berkshire Specialty Co., Stewart Window Shade Co., Macon Shear Co., Acme Canopy Co.,

Oaks Manufacturing Co., Cox Implement Co., Columbus Buggy Co., National Index Co., Handy Box Co., Iron-Ola Co.,

By -Products Chemical Co., Alabama Brewing Co., National Offset Co., Antiseptic Supply Co., Floor Clean Co., Fat Prod-

ucts Refining Co., Richmond Electric Co., Railway Surface Contact Supplies Co., National Electric Works, :Modern

Electric Co.
Mr. Parker on November 1 1903, after having been a member of the Examining Corps of the U. S. Patent Office for

over five years resigned his position to take up the practice of patent law.

Address 12 McGILL BUILDING - - - - WASHINGTON, D. C.

r PATENTS that PROTECT
Our 3 book, for Inventors mailed o receipt of 6 cts tam

a. a. A A. B. LACEY,Waahfngton, D. C., Dept. 50 5.6.1869
..á

Samuel G. McMeen Kempater B. Miller

McMeen & Miller
Patent Solicitors and Patent Experts

In connection with our telephone engineering practice we
make a specialty of securing electrical patents for inventors,
and of giving expert advice in patent matters. We also have
facilities for marketing meritorious electrical inventions.

1456 Monadnock Block 333 Grant Ave.
CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

PATENTS
Procured with special
regard to the legal
protection of the in-

vention. Booklet telling why so many patents
are worthless as a protection sent free on
quest.

Obed C. Billman, Patent Lawyer
Cleveland, Ohio

PATEN T'
TRADE MARKS AND COPYRIGHTS

SECURED OR FEE RETURNED
Send model or sketch and description of your invention for

free search of the U. S. Patent Office Records.
Our Four Books mailed Free to any address. Send for these

books; the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT
Our Illustrated 80 page Guide Book is an invaluable book

of reference for inventors and contains 100 mechanial move-
ments illustrated and described.

FORTUNES IN PATENTS
Tells how to invent for profit and gives history of successful

inventions. WHAT TO INVENT
Contains a valuable list of inventions wanted and suggestions

concerning profitable fields of invention. Also information
regarding prizes offered for inventions, among which .s a

PRIZE OF ONE MILLION DOLLARS
offered for one invention and $10,000 for others.

PATENTS THAT PAY
Contains fac-similes of unsolicited letters from our clients who

have built up profitable enterprises founded upon patents pro-
cured by us. Also endorsements from prominent inventors,
manufacturers, Senators, Congressmen, Governors, etc.

WE ADVERTISE OUR CLIENTS' INVENTIONS
FREE

in a list of Sunday Newspapers with two million circulation and
in the World's Progress. Sanple Copy Free.

ELECTRICAL CASES A SPECIALTY
We have secured many important electrical patent'.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
(Formerly Evans, \Wilkens& Co.)

Main Offices, 615 "F" Street, N. W., Waahingta., D. C.

For our Motnat Adp8nf9ff. rueptlnn Popular I:1-etrleltr whearwrlflua to Adrgtlaera.
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Learn
The
Auto'ANY ONE CAN DRIVE A CARBUT WHEN IT GOES WRONG?- Trade

BIG PAY-BIG DEMAND)
Get Dyke's Course of Automobile and Gasoline

Engine Instruction
Something new-Read this-Only $5 cashneeded.

Study during spare time-Dyke's Course is now only 510,
payable 55 cash and 55 in 30 days.
You would never miss the amount.
The Automobile and Gasoline
Engine profession is the best
profession and there is

at
big de-

mand for help in this line.
If You Could Learn all About

the Automobile and Gasoline
Engine, In fact be an Automo-
bile Expert, be able to set valves
and time the ignition, understand
in detail the engine in a launch
as well as In an auto, in other
words be an Auto Engineer would
it be worth ten dollars to you?

If We could prepare you so
that you could drive a car, re-
pair autos or launches, In fact so
thoroughly understand the sub -Dyke'º System is Something New. ject that you could open a repairWe Teach with WORKING MODELS shop If you wanted, don't youwhich Actually Work, as well an think it would be ten dollars wellLessons and Charts. Invested ?

If you own a Launch or an Auto don't you know Dyke's Course ofInstruction would be worth ten times the cost?
DON'T YOU BELIEVE WE CAN TEACH BY MAIL?

Then let us have the pleasure of sending you a new pamphlet, just out,with reproductions of original letters from Doctors, Lawyers, Clerks.Mechanics, Ministers and others-Let us Chow you-
HOW WE TEACH YOU: Oby a system of Working Models of

Engine, Carburettor, Magneto, etc., that
actually work, and our Interesting Lea-sons and Charts.

Just Imagine, having In your room
an engine cut In half and with each
and every part lettered and numbered,
also a Carburettor and Magneto lying
on your study table while you study our
interesting course-that's practically Vii"what we give you In our Workingmodels. You will play with these model& like a boy witha toy and themore you play the clearer the subject will be to you.In Addition we give 24 lessons, which are so Interesting you willfinish them all-they are illustrated with 34 large clear charts.We Teach You everything there is to learn about the Automobile and
Gasoline Engine such as valve setting. tinning ign ition, how the cylindersfire, construction of all forms of Magnetos and how to set them, storage

batteries and all systems
of wiring, and many other
important subjects.

Don't you think you
would become inter-
ested? Sure you would.
One Customer Said:

"I've learned more in
three weeks study of your
Cour,e than during my
ten years work around the
shop."

Another customer who
knew nothing about the
Auto or Gasoline Engine
says he can now run any
car and set valves, etc.

Dyke's Course is the
only course in the world
which can successfully be
taught by mail. We use
wonderfully clever Work-
ing { (made In
Europe) of the Gssollne
Engine and Magneto and
Carburettor that actually
work and they picture the
meaning while you study

STUDY DURING SPARE TIME AT DOME our interesting Instruction
Pamphlets.Mr. DYKE was the first Auto Supply man in America and built the

fifth successful Automobile in this country. His experience is em-bodied in this course. Mr. Dyke made a special trip to Europe to se-
cure additional matter for this great Course. The working models weredesigned and are made in Europe by a leading mechanical artist.

No matter how much you would pay you ¿ould not possibly get acourse equal to this one.
SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER. Send us $5 Cash and your promiseto pay the other $5 in 30 days. We will then send you the Course and

will give you two days time for inspection and if you don't like it return.XMAS PRESENT-what would make a better or more sensiblepresent?

FREE SEND
INSTRUCT

FORTVEIT TO
PAMPHLET

DYKE'S COHS'P SCHOOL MOTORING
1300 5e,. Bad. t aananerr, r ma., .'r, till

WIRELESS
EXPERIMENTERS

Here's What
You Need

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
MADE SIMPLE

By VICTOR H. LAUGHTER

WIRELESS TELEPHONE
RECEIVERS

AND

CONSTRUCTION OF A
WIRELESS TRANSFORMER

By ALFRED I'. MORGAN

HOW TO MAKE A POLAR-
IZED RELAY

ALL IN ONE BOOK

25c
ti The above articles appeared in issues of
POPULAR ELECTRICITY, now out
of print. They contain just the information
necessary for the construction and operation
of simple wireless equipments. We have
revised and reprinted them in book form
which will be immensely helpful to you in
your work. The edition is limited so fill
in and mail the attached coupon at once.

Popular Electricity Book Dept.
1252 Monadnock Block, CHICAGO, ILL.

Enclosed find 25 cents for which send me "Wireless
Telegraphy Made Simple," embodying also "Wireless
TAephone Receivers." "Construction of a Wireless
Transformer, " and "How to Make a Polarized Relay."

NAME

Sr. & No. .. . . . . .

CITY

For our Motnal Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to_Advertlsers.
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TEN THOUSPIND TELEOR4 PHERS WANTED
by railroads, commercial companies and Wireless Companies. Only schools in America teaching

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
We operate fifteen Wireless Stations. Main Line R. R. Wires in each of our Institutes.

Supervised by R. R. Officials. Write for prospectus.

NATIONAL TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE
CINCINNATI, OHIO PHILADELPHIA, PA. MEMPHIS, TENN. DAVENPORT, IOWA PORTLAND, ORE. COLIMB'A, S. C.

COPY THIS SKETCH
and let me see what you can do with it. You can
earn 120.00 to 5125.00 or more, per week as illus-

trator or cartoonist.
My practical system of personal individual

e 11,1 lessons by mail will develop your talent Fifteena years successful work for newspapers and
magazines qualifies me to teach you.

11.0 Send me your sketch of President Taft with 6c
in stamps and I will send you a test lesson plate.
also collection of drawings showing possibilities
for you.

THE LANDON SCHOOL
1451 Schofield Bldg.. Cleveland, O.

LEARN CHIROPRACTIC
The new methodof drugless healing
EARN $50 TO $100 PER WEEK
Our free book tolls how you can learn to detectdis-
case and remove the cause by Howard's method of Spinal
Adjustment. Positively the mostdmple,direct,advanced
and scientific method of drugless healing. Based on un-

erring natural laws. Anyone can understand it; learned
in spare time. Improve your social prominence and
financial standing Start now on the road to honor and

auccees. W rite for tree bookandapeciai scholarshipoff er

e NATIONAL SCHOOL OF CHIROPRACTIC a
1735 W. Congress at., Dept.& Ohioans, Ill.

Home Study Courses

Prof. Genung
EnelieA Dept. 100, Springfield, Mess.

Over one hundred Home Study Courses under
professor in Harvard, Brown, Cornell and lead-
ing college..

le end P , Agrieslteral. Cuorcial,
Primal sod Civil Service eeputasnt,.

Preparation for College, Teachers' and Civil
Service Examinations.

250 pegs cetslog free. Write to -day.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

ELECTRICITY
Practically and Individually

TAUGHT
Our pupils actually handle the tools and ma-
chinery.-Instructors stand beside them,direct-
ing, criticising and showing them how to work.
-Day and Evening sessions.-Call and in-
spect our school and equipment or write
for prospectus.

New York Electrical School
40 West 17th Street. New York

CAN'T YOU WRITE WW2
Send $¡

00
for a full set of my PATENT PEN

(`F 1 ¡ PRACTICE SHEETS an3 if not

Walter Thomson
P. O. Box 55, Fargo, N D

benefited, return to me and get

YOUR MONEY BACK I

State whether you wish slant (609. medial (75°), or vertical.

Memory the Basisof All Knowledge.-
top Foraetti n 4,1THESUCCESS

`HI
ou are no greater intellectually than

TO your memory. Easy, inexpensive. Increases
Income; gives ready memory for faces. names.

REMEMBERtnrainena details, studies, conversation; develops
WRITE MOAT will, public speaking, writing, persr.nalit .

Dickson Memory School, 929 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago

. Learn Telegraphy
At Mp' Practical School

Only school graduating full-fledged operature. Estab-
lished 1874. Housed in its own large, modern build-
ing. Equipped with R.B. train wire. End d by
Railroad and Western Union officials.. Exclusive
method.. Teacher. are practical expert.. Living ex-
pense. earned. Easy payments. Positions always open
-I will help you. Correspondence course if desired,

Morse or Wireless. Catalog Free. GEO. R. DODGE,
Pre.., _ .'a Institute, slat Bt.,Yalpuralso, lad.

DRAW! NG
as jadl wt

11,1y \\.
a:: r ThACME

ry

/y','
.,,

Taught By

- WAY -

ILLUSTRATING

CART ObNING

DESIGNING

MECHANICAL

ARCHITECTURAL

SHEET METAL

PATTERN

You can learn at home In spare tinie to be a com-
mercial artist or draftsman. We gni,kly fit you for
practical work. Our students earn money and hold

positions while studying. Personal criticisms by Instruc-
tors trained in this country and Europe; end special in-
struction to develop your individual talent. You submit
work as it is done. You pay as you go; no large advance
payment required. We guarantee proficiency or return

tuition Write for illustrated catalog. and say which you wish to learn
Illustrating, Cartooning, Commercial Designing, Mechanical
Drawing, Architectural Drawing, or sheet Metal Pattern
Drafting. If you can attend our Resident School, say so. total., 11198

The Acme School of Drawing. 337 S St., Kalamatoo, Michigan.

Salesmen Wanted
We receive calls for thousands of Salesmen and have assisted thousands of men to secure good posi-

tions or better salaries. Hundreds of them who had no former experience and who formerly earned

from $45 to 875 a month now earn $100 to $1000 a month. No matter whether you are a new be-
ginner or an old hand at the game, our eight weeks course in Salesmanship by mail will enable
you to increase your earning power from two to ten times what it is at present; and our
FREE EMPLOYMENT BUREAU will assist you to get a good position. Thous-
ands of good positions will be open for the early spring rush; prepare for one of them
now. Salesmanship is the most independent, delightful, well paid profession in the
world, and the demand always exceeds the supply. Scores of the wealthiest, most
famous men in the U. S., such as Marshall Field, the great dry goods merchant
of Chicago, Ex -postmaster General John Wanamaker, the great merchant of
New York and Pliiladelt'iia; several of Andrew Carnegie's millionaires and
scores of others got their start selling goods on the road. Your chance is
as good as theirs was. Thousands of Traveling Salesmen earn from
$2500 to $10,000 and up as high as $29,000 a year and all expenses. If
you are ambitious and want to enter the best paid profession on
earth, fill out coupon and send for our free book "A Knight of
the Grip" today-it will tell you how to do it. Address Dept.
433 National Salesmen's Training Association,

Cheap*, New York, Kansas City. Minneapolis, Ran Francisco. II. S. A.



Electric
No. 5

Operates on any electric light current, anywhere, direct
or alternating.

The only massage Vibrator that gives the TRUE
Swedish rotary movement, fast, medium or slow. Noise-
less in its operation, mechanically perfect and with ordi-
nary care will last a lifetime.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY

VITAL POWER

Swedish Vibrator

125.22

You get the enjoyment out of Life
that nature intended you should
have, if health prevails.

The Swedish Electric
Vibrator

will cultivate your system up to the top notch stand-
ard; it will CURE nearly every ailment; it will give
you VITAL POWER; it will throb and thrill you
into a tireless human engine with POWER to think
TWICE AS CLEARLY and DO twice as MUCH.
When you come in from a hard day's work, it will
SOOTHE, REST and REVITALIZE you from
head to foot; it will cause your blood to go LEAP-
ING and BOUNDING through your veins and
arteries; cause the flow of nerve fluids to saturate
the innermost nerve. You can actually feel disease
and weakness being driven from you and NEW
LIFE and power being generated.

The 50,000 penetrating, revitalizing strokes per
minute convey to the flesh a very peculiar vibration,
unlike any sensation you ever realized. It SETS
LOOSE in the blood and lymphatic vessels all stray

and impure matter that CLOG UP the capillaries. These im-
purities are poisoning and weaking your system and need only to
be RATTLED LOOSE, combined with blood so that it can
and will be TAKEN OUT OF THE BODY through the
excretory organs.

It takes a big, illustrated book, with charts and diagrams
and instructions in PLAIN ENGLISH to SHOW and TELL
HOW OUR VIBRATOR will cure any ailment, correct any
physical condition. We will send it to you FREE. Our Great
Expert will write you a special letter of advice on ANY male or
female disorder, disease, or condition, FREE of charge, if you
will write us a history of YOUR or YOUR FRIEND'S case.
Don't neglect to write us today.

Our Vibrator runs with batteries or any electric light cur-
rent; works in the farm home as well as where they have electric
lights, comes in an elegant, portable case, including six cells of
powerful electric batteries, and all the different applicators.
Full and complete instructions accompany each outfit. So
simple, a child can safely operate it. Electric shock absolutely
impossible. Write new for the big, FREE book. We pay al!
express charges on Vibrators.

Swedish Electric Vibrator
611-621 Farragut Avenue

Swedish¡Electric Vibrator
No. 2

Operated by its own powerful dry bat-
teries, equally as effective as the No.
t, but for the use of those not having
access to the electric light current.

x15oo
Company

CHICAGO, ILL.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers_
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NEW HOLIDAY OFFER
SPECIAL LOW
PRICE ON THIS

POWERFUL

Solenoid
Electric

Engine
Runs like Lightning.

THIS engine is made to runfor
a long time on one cel. of

dry battery. This without dcubt
the best made electric engine for
its size on earth.

The base and frame are trade
from cold rolled steel;-the ccil is
hollow, thereby allowing the driv-
ing shaft to be operated on the
solenoid principle.

The position of the reversing lever controls the speed and direc-
tion the engine will run.

Speed about moo revolutions per minute. Two or three cells of battery increases speed
and power wonderfully.

Will operate toy devices, attract attention in a show window, run a small fan, and is a
source of endless amusement and instruction. Batteries can be purchased anywhere for 15 to ºoc. each.

Finish of frame, fine black enamel, large brass fly wheel is bright dipped cylinder of coil casing in English vermilion red,
which makes this also the finest finished and appearing engine.

Every engine comes in an individual box with complete directions for operating. Delivered, charges prepaid, to any adcres,
in the United States, on receipt of

50 CENTS EACH. CANADA 75 CENTS EACH.

SWEDISH AMERICAN ELECTRIC CO., 1755 Berwyn Ave., Chicago, Ill.

THIS box of HURD'S best Station.
ery, including two sizes of

writing paper. steel die stamped with a
specially made to order die of two
initials, and two sizes of envelopes,
also script name plate and 50 cards,
price $3.75, cash with order.

Makes a Fine

Xmas Gift

1rlyttixnt Engraving &brin#ing Can.
ENGRAVERS BY ALL PROCESSES

MILWAUKEE, d a d WISCONSIN
For our Mutual Advantage uu'unun 1'011u1u' Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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$3.0000510.000 A
YEAR

IN THE REAL ESTATE BUSINESS
We teach you by mail every branch of the Real Estate, General
Brokerage, and Insurance Business, and appoint you

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE
of the oldest and largest co-operative real estate and broker-
age company In America. Representatives are making $3,000
to $10,000 a year without any investmentof capital. Excellent
opportunities open to YOU. By our system you can begin
making money in afew weeks without interfering with your
presentoccupation. Our co-operative department wil I give you
more choice, salable property to handle than any other insti-
tution in the world. A Thorough Commercial Law Coarse
FREE to Each Representative. Write for 02 -page book. free.
Till CROSS COMPANY. 3313 3eaper Block, Chitado

DYNAMO - MOTOR $3.85
(A Dynamo and Motor in One)

As a dynamo, it will develop 40 C. P. easily oper.
ate indaction coils; charge storage batteries;
decompose water electroplate, etc. Asa motor
will operate sewing machine, jewelers' lathe,
emery woeel,clrcular raw, advertising devices,
and other useful appliances.

Send stamp for our 1909 catalogs Nos. 9 and
10 of new things electrical.

ARROW ELECTRIC CO.
1346 Van Buren St. Chicago, IlI.

FOOT AND ELECTRICAL DRIVEN
Power and Turret Lathes,
Planers, Sharpners, and

Drill Presses.
Write today for our Complete Catalog.

Shepard Lathe Co.
B. 131 W. 2nd St., Cincinnati, Ohio

ANTI -NICOTINE PIPE
"Get the Pleasure Without the Poison" les],
The Pipe They l.et You Smoke At lions Dane
Looks and colors like moor- Reg.
.chaum. Absorbs the nico-
tine and keeps on tasting
sweep You aeverhad such
Orenjoyable smoke.der a or Bore Today.

The
MEP4CESd

:SW. 7th ALSO. Lenin. Mu

400
Three For

$1.00Sent Prepaid
Anywhere

Money Back If
Not Satisfactory

11111 Send for our Circular of castings and
parts. Armature discs commutators, brushD

ynamos
co 25rliigght. FIors

ofNISHED
MA-CHINES AT LOW PRICES.

We always have a few second hand
Motors and teas Engines. If you need any-
thing in a mechanical line write us.

F. E. AVERILL, Mgr.
sot 7th Si, Buffalo, N. Y

Before Designing Your

ELECTRIC MOTORS OR DYNAMOS

ELECTRIC GOODS FOR CHRISTMAS.
The World's Headquarters for Dynamos,
Motors, Fans, Toys, Batteries, Belts

Bells, Pocket Lamps, Toy Railways, Books, etc. We undersell
All. Fortune for Agents. If it's electric we have it. Big Cat. 3 cts.

OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS. CLEVELAND. OHIO

"How to Construct a Practical
Wireless Tele at"

With illustrations, diagrams, and fine copy gm Codes, 25e. A 2c
stamp brings our bulletin of wireless supplies.

CHICAGO WIRELESS SUPPLY CO.Room 520. Auditorium Office Bldg. Chicago, Ill.

HOW TO TEST
With a Voltmeter

resistances, batteries, coils, etc., and to locate
trouble on telephone and other cir-
cuits, described in our catalog No.
14. Send for it. It's free and de-
scribes also our accurate, compact
and inexpensive voltmeters, am-
meters and volt -ammeters.

L M. PIGNOLET, 78 Cortlandt St., NEW YORK

TURN your spare time into cash. No matter where
you are employed, you can make easy money and

lots of it working for POPULAR ELECTRICITY.
Our salary plan is the most liberal ever ofdered. Send
stamp for particulars.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUB. CO.
Circulation Department

Monadnock Block CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. Field

GOVERNMENT POSITIONS
A Civil Service Manual by ]:wart, Field and

Morrison prepares for the examination..
Adopted by over 500 Business Colleges, Y. M.

C. A.'s, and Public Evening Schools.
Three volumes with map., $5.50 postpaid

250 page Nome Study cotoloo free. Write t.Ad.y.

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Dept. 129, Springfield, Mess.

TELEGRAPHY
The Omnigraph Automatic Trasmitter com-
bined with standard key and sounder. Sends
you telegraph messages at any speed.

D 5 Styles, 52 up. Circular
free.

OMNIIGRAPII
MFG. CO.

39 H. Certleedt 9$., Nu lark

BOTH
ELECTRIC MOTORS

POLISHING LATHES

FORGE BLOWERS

SPECIAL MACHINERY

ROTH BROS. & CO.
419 W. Adams St.

Chicago, Ill.

TWO COMPLETE TELEPHONES
READY TO INSTALL $A.25
Guaranteed satisfactory or

money cheerfully refunded.
CENTRAL TELEPHONE de ELECTRIC CO.

2139 Lunn Avenue St. Louis, Mo.

1)IE MODELS SPECIAL
WORK 'I'OOI.S MACHINERY

NATIONAL STAMPING AND ELECTRIC WORKS
153.159 S. JEFFERSON STREET. CHICAGO. ILL.

"THE BEST 6PJ roc. Ili C. inA Ell E, ONLY 5OcThe L. B. Is a Standard Plug at a Popular Peles. We challenge you to find a "freak" Idea In itsdesign. Note these features: Porcelain Is under no stress as the central electrode is supported atthe upper end only. Absolutely no leakage as the expansion and contraction of the metal body la
taken up by two McKim copper gaskets. one above and one below the shoulder of the porcelain.

These porcelain plugs were 75c- now 50c. Mica plugs for 75c-were 01.00.
LEMKEBR100S ELECTRIC CO.. Dept. P E MILWAUKEE, WIS.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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1,000
Wireless
Operators
Wanted

Q All over the country today the big
wireless telegraph and telephone cor-
porations are endeavoring to get reliable,
trustworthy operators.
Q The demand is greater than the sup-
ply-good men are scarce. It's the
golden opportunity for the young man
of brains and ability.

A Complete Course for
Wireless Students

The American Wireless Institute, which is the
most complete school of its kind in the United
States, is now preparing hundreds of young men
and women to fill positions of trust as wireless
operators.We teach by the only satisfactory method-
practical working experience. Our study rooms
are filled with complete wireless instruments-
students get the actual experience of sending and
receiving messages.

We educate our students in Wireless construction
in all its branches-teach them the proper care and
use of all instruments in Wireless work.

Wireless Operators Get
Big Salaries

The pay for Wireless operators 'and engineers
ranges from $60 to $175 per month, according to
ability.

But this is not all-think of the vast opportuni-
ties offered in the Wireless field, for the young man
who is industrious and relial.le.

Big corporations, with millions of capital. are
entermg this field and there is absolutely no limit
to the advancement offered to the man with push
and ability.

Every young man who is mechanically inclined
should have our catalog-it gives complete details
of our course-shows you plainly how we teach you
to become a Wireless operator.

Positions Waiting for
Our Students

We are continually receiving at "our'office,'re-
quests from every part of the country for trained
men, and it is an easy matter for us to find good
positions for our students as fast as they fit them-
selves for practical work.

Don't let this chance slip by. Sit down right
now and write for our prospectus. We will send
complete details by return mail.

AMERICAN WIRELESS INSTITUTE
71 University Bldg. DETROIT, MICH.

For our Mutual Advantage mention

THE RADIO
Telephone Holder

is need& d by every user
of a Desk Telephone

The Radio is the most practical and
convenient telephone holder ever de-
vised. It is adaptable to any make
of desk telephone and can be fastened
to either roll or flat top desk. Its
adjustable and flexible construction
permits the telephone to be used from
any angle and any position-sitti tg or
standing-on either side of the desk.
It keeps the telephone up off of the
desk-saves valuable desk space --and ,
pDsitively prevents accidents-over-
turned ink-wells-telephone
falling on the floor, etc.

The Radio is simple in con-
struction-strong, and has
fewer parts than any other
holder on the market. And
any one can install it in five
minutes. No disturbing of
telephone cords or wiring
necessary. Its suspension joint is
ball -bearing. insuring ease of mo-
tion. All parts are malleable and
non -breakable. Beautifully
finished in fine enamel and
oxidized copper.

How the Radio works
It is never in the way but always
ready for instant service-sitting
br standing.
It is adjustable-flexible and ball
bearing. It permits you to ad-
just the telephone to your position.

Your caller on the opposite side
of desk can use telephone without
either of you getting up.

The Radio permits one telephone
to serve three or more people with
remarkable convenience.

The user can tilt the Radio in
any position to suit his conveni-
ence. When released it resumes
its normal or vertical position.

Our Satisfaction Guarantee
The price of the RadioTel-
ephone Holder is $3.50-but
a small part of its real worth.
Mail us this amount today
and we will send you this
biggest convenience ever
placed upon a desk. Use it
ten days and if not more than
pleased return it and we will
give you your money back.
Address " Holder Depart
ment".

SWEDISH AMERICAN TELEPHONE COMPANY
Zama. City Branch, CHICAGO, Agents wanted,
nth W. Sixth Am.1760 E. Ravenswood Park. Liberal P"'"-

Long Distance, Local, Rural Party Line, Hotel, Portable and Intercommun-
iesting Telephones, Switchboards and Complete Systems. Electrical Supplies of
`eery description- Buy trout manufacturer direct and save two or three profits

Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Jtt a Cniioil Job
Just a common job means just a com-

mon salary.
Imagine for a moment that from

twenty to forty years have been added
to your life-that you have reached the
age of fifty or sixty.

What are you doing today that will enable
you to forecast something better for this
later period, than just a common job and a
common salary.

Only one class of men are absolutely sure of
being able to maintain their full earning capacity
after fifty. These are the trained men-men who
have fortified themselves in youth against the com-
mon job problem which confronts the untrained
man at any time in life.

Why not give yourself the advantages of
FREE INFORMATION COUPON

American School of Correspondence:
Please send me your Bulletin and advise me how I can

qualify for position marked X.

 Book-keeper
 Stenographer

 Accountant
.Cost Accountant

Systematizer
Cert'f'd Public Acc't

...Auditor

...Business Manager
 Commercial Law

 Draftsman
 Architect

 Civil Engineer
.  Electrical Engineer
 .Mechanical Engineer
 Sanitary Engineer
 Steam Engineer
- Fire Insurance Eng'r

College Preparatory

NAME

ADDRESS

OCCUPATION
(Popular Electricity 12-09.) Bus.

something better than a common education and
insure against the common job problem before
it is too late and you have lost ambition?

Don't give old age a chance. Let the
American School train you so your services will
be desired and sought after-not endured or
overlooked.

Fill in and mail us the coupon. Let us tell
you how you can qualify for the position to
which you aspire in either the great fields
of Engineering or Business.

We Help Men Help Themselves

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE
CHICAGO, U. S. A.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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FREE-Sample of
Johnson's Under -Lac
and Color Book

E WANT you to test Johnson's Under -Lac at our
expense, so you may know that it is better than varnish
or shellac, and we also want to send you a copy of our

illustrated booklet, "The Proper Treatment of Floors, Wood-
work and Furniture." Send us your name and address on
coupon below.

Use Under -Lac for any purpose that you would ordinarily
use varnish or shellac, and you will find that it produces a far
more sat'sfactory and permanent finish. You will find, too, that
it is the easiest finish to apply.

Johnson's Under -Lac
Better Than Varnish or Shellac

Imparts a beautiful, brilliant and durable finish to floors, woodwork,
and furniture, over surfaces being dressed for the first time; over dye,
stains, filler or the bare wood; over an old finish of any kind.

Under -Lac is not sticky, thick or slow to dry like varnish. Neither
does it dry too quickly like shellac, which laps and crawls and dries while
being applied.

Under -Lac is thin and elastic and dries hard in half an hour. When
used on floors, rooms may be put in order again within an hour.

Unlike varnish or shellac, it produces a finish that will not show heel -prints or -
scratches .,r turn white and slippery and r water.

For Linoleum and Oil Cloth Under -Lac is the most satisfactory
coating prepared. It brings out

the pattern to best advantage, giving a finish :is glossy as new; protects front wear and
makes cleaning easy.

The most economical because it goes farthest and lasts longest. Gallon cans, $2.50.
Smaller cans down to half pints.

Write today for the samples and our book of Home -Beautifying Suggestions,
Edition P. E. t'. Clip coupon or take down address now.

S. C. Johnson & Son
Racine, WisconsinC.

"The Wood Finishing
Authorities"



Thor -Electric
Laundry for the Home

Operated from any Electric Lamp Fixture

Above is shown the Thor -Electric Ironing
machine-Thor-Electric Washer and Thor-
Electric Wringer --the most complete and
satisfactory outfit of its kind for the Home.

Both the ironing machine and the wringer
are simply but ingeniously operated by the
same power as the Thor -Washer, from any
electric lamp fixture.

With this laundry outfit the hardest work
of the home is made the easiest-and for
one-third your present wash -day cost.

Thousands of women in every state in the
Union who are using Thor-Electrics, simply

30 S. Clinton Street

place their soiled clothes in the smooth,
wooden cylinder, turn on the electric light
and in ten to fifteen minutes the most dainty
garments and heaviest blankets are washed
beautifully white and clean, without a parti-
cle of wear or rub on the clothes and with-
out any effort on your part.

r -You ought to know more about this won-
derful Laundry outfit-and the labor and
expense it will save you.

Send us a postal today for full particulars,
regarding the Thor. Ask how

We Sell Our Machines on the

Rental Payment Plan
IF YOU DESIRE

HURLEY MACHINE CO.
71 First Street 2610 Flatiron Building

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO NEW YORK

J


